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ANTHROPOLOGY
3rd Edition

A Concise Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Mark Q. Sutton, Statistical Research Inc, USA

Introducing Anthropology of Religion
Culture to the Ultimate

This book offers a concise and accessible overview of cultural
anthropology for those coming to the subject for the first time.
It introduces key areas of the discipline and touches on its
historical developments and applied aspects. As well as
traditional topics such as social organization, politics, and
economics, the chapters engage with important contemporary
issues including race, gender, sexuality, and colonialism.
In a beginner friendly format, this book is ideal for students of
Anthropology, as well as for the interested reader as an
introduction to the subject.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
July 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74547-9: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74548-6: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15843-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745486

Jack David Eller, Community College of Denver, USA
This clear and engaging guide introduces students to key areas
of the field and shows how to apply an anthropological approach
to the study of religion in the contemporary world. Written by
an experienced teacher, it covers major traditional topics
including definitions, theories and beliefs as well as symbols,
myth and ritual.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology/Religion
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02303-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02304-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18282-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-02491-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032023045

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Imagining for Real
Essays on Creation, Attention and Correspondence
Tim Ingold
What does imagination do for our perception of the world? Why
should reality be broken off from our imagining of it? It was not
always thus, and in these essays, Tim Ingold sets out to heal the
break between reality and imagination at the heart of modern
thought and science.
Building on his two previous essay collections, The Perception of
the Environment and Being Alive, this book rounds off the
extraordinary intellectual project of one of the world’s most
renowned anthropologists.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 464pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77510-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77511-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17171-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367775117

Social and Cultural Anthropology for the 21st
Century
Connected Worlds
Marzia Balzani, New York University, Abu Dhabi and Niko
Besnier, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Social and Cultural Anthropology for the Twenty-first Century:
Connected Worlds is a lively, accessible, and wide-ranging
introduction to socio-cultural anthropology for undergraduate
students. It draws on a wealth of ethnographic examples to
showcase how anthropological fieldwork and analysis can help
us understand the contemporary world in all its diversity and
complexity. The book is an essential resource for introductory
courses in social and cultural anthropology and as a refresher
for more advanced students.
Routledge
Market: Anthropology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-82909-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-82912-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-73780-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138829121

3rd Edition

Inside Cultures
An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
William Balée, Tulane University, USA
This concise, contemporary option for instructors of cultural
anthropology breaks away from the traditional structure of
introductory textbooks. Emphasizing the interaction between
humans and their environment, the tension between human
universals and cultural variation, and the impacts of colonialism
on traditional cultures, Inside Cultures shows students how
cultural anthropology can help us understand the complex,
globalized world around us.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53380-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53378-6: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08168-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-629-58255-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533786

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

ARCHAEOLOGY
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3rd Edition

A Brief History of Archaeology

The Mesolithic in Britain

Classical Times to the Twenty-First Century

Landscape and Society in Times of Change

Brian M. Fagan, University of California, USA and Nadia
Durrani

Chantal Conneller, Newcastle University, UK
Series: Routledge Archaeology of Northern Europe

A Brief History of Archaeology details early digs as well as covering
the development of archaeology as a multidisciplinary science,
the modernization of meticulous excavation methods during
the twentieth century, and the important discoveries that led
to new ideas about the evolution of human societies. It is a vivid
narrative that will engage readers who are new to the discipline,
drawing on the authors’ extensive experience in the field and
classroom.

The Mesolithic in Britain proposes a new division of the Mesolithic
period into four parts, each with its distinct character. This will
serve as an essential text for anyone studying the period:
undergraduate and graduate students, specialists in the field
and community archaeology groups.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
December 2021: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71327-0: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70944-0: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15032-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-65707-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709440

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-79042-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-79043-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22810-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138790438

3rd Edition

Archaeological Research

World Prehistory: The Basics

A Brief Introduction
Peter Peregrine, Lawrence University
The third edition of Archaeological Research introduces the basic
methods of archaeological research, including data collection,
analysis, and interpretation, as well as considering the state of
the field today.This book continues to be an excellent text for
undergraduate students in basic archaeology courses, field
methods courses, and field schools.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
December 2021: 7 x 10: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65295-1: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64068-2: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12879-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-629-58343-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367640682

Brian M. Fagan, University of California, USA and Nadia
Durrani
Series: The Basics
World Prehistory: The Basics tells the compelling story of human
prehistory, from our African origins to the spectacular
pre-industrial civilizations and cities of the more recent
past.Providing a simple, but entertaining and stimulating,
account of the prehistoric past from human origins to today
from a global perspective, this book is the ideal guide to the
story of our early human past and its relevance to the modern
world.
Routledge
Market: Archaeology
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01129-5: £84.99
Pb: 978-1-032-01112-7: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17732-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032011127

13th Edition

Archaeology
A Brief Introduction
Brian M. Fagan, University of California, USA and Nadia
Durrani
Archaeology is a jargon-free and accessible introduction to the
field which details how archaeologists study the human past in
all its fascinating diversity. Now in its thirteenth edition, this
classic textbook has been updated to reflect the latest research
and new findings. Richly illustrated throughout, this popular and
engaging textbook on archaeological methods has introduced
generations of students to the captivating world of archaeology.

Routledge
Market: Archaeology
September 2021: 7 x 10: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43500-4: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43497-7: £68.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00370-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-19031-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434977

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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CLASSICS

A Global History of the Ancient World

The Roman World from Romulus to Muhammad

Asia, Europe and Africa before Islam

A New History

Eivind Heldaas Seland

Greg Fisher, Carleton University, Canada

Ancient history has traditionally focused on Greece and Rome.
This book takes a global approach to the distant past, following
the development of human societies across the globe from the
last Ice Age, 11,700 years ago, to the rise of Islam in the seventh
century CE. Written for students of history, classics, and related
disciplines, the book will appeal to anyone interested in widening
their view of early history.

This volume provides a detailed examination of nearly 1,400
years of Roman history, from the foundation of the city in the
eighth century BC until the evacuation of Roman troops from
Alexandria in AD 642 in the face of the Arab conquests.
Emphasising the voices of antiquity throughout, The Roman
World from Romulus to Muhammad is an invaluable resource for
students and scholars interested in the beguiling history of the
world’s most famous empire.

Routledge
Market: Ancient History / World History
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69555-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69554-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14226-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367695545

Routledge
Market: Classical Studies/Roman History & Culture
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 728pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84286-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-84287-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20252-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415842877

Italy Before Rome
A Sourcebook
Katherine McDonald
Series: Routledge Sourcebooks for the Ancient World
This book brings together sources translated from a wide variety
of ancient languages to showcase the rich history of pre-Roman
Italy, including its cultures, politics, trade, languages, writing
systems, religious rituals, magical practices, and conflicts. Italy
Before Rome is aimed at undergraduate and graduate students,
including those who have not studied the ancient world before.
It is also intended to be useful to researchers approaching this
material for the first time, and to university and schoolteachers
looking for an overview of early Italian sources.
Routledge
Market: Classical Studies
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14648-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-14650-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05291-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367146504

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Maecenas
Peter Mountford
While much has been written of the importance of Agrippa in
Augustus’ rise to power, Maecenas remains a shadowy figure
despite being a vital part in the success of Augustus. This is the
first biography of Maecenas in English. A crucial feature of the
book is the provision of 162 texts from ancient Roman and Greek
authors which mention Maecenas. Based on sustainable
evidence this study of the importance of Maecenas takes
scholarship in new and important directions.

Routledge
Market: History / Classics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13747-2: £125.00
Pb: 978-1-032-17821-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02844-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032178219

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA ARTS

A Complete Guide to Television, Field, and Digital
Producing
Sally Ann Cruikshank, Christine C. Eschenfelder and Keonte
Coleman

Designing Technical and Professional
Communication
Strategies for the Global Community
Deborah C. Andrews and Jason C. K. Tham

This book provides an extensive overview of producing in the
ever-changing field of journalism for all types of newsrooms.
Taking an integrated approach to journalism education, this is
a vital text for journalism and media students studying digital
media, broadcast journalism, social media, and reporting

Routledge
Market: Media/Journalism Studies
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 226pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48039-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48038-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03772-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480387

This core textbook for courses in technical and professional
communication emphasizes collaboration, a global perspective,
inclusivity, and rhetorical approaches to creating communication
products. Applying a design thinking framework for solving
problems and fostering innovation, it introduces students to the
core skills, knowledge, and habits of successful technical
communicators who work in the diverse, flexible, and mobile
workplaces of the 21st century. Four sections provide concrete
guidance for communicating in the global community,
managing projects through design, designing content for
audiences, and applying design to technical and professional
communication.
Routledge
Market: Technical Communication
November 2021: 7 x 10: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55492-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54960-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09376-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549602

3rd Edition

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Applied Mass Communication Theory

Digital Capitalism

A Guide for Media Practitioners

Media, Communication and Society Volume Three

Jack Rosenberry, St John Fisher College, USA and Lauren
A. Vicker, St. John Fisher College, USA
Now in its third edition, this dynamic textbook blends coverage
of the major theories and research methods in mass
communication to enable students to apply their knowledge
in today’s media and communication careers. The book's hybrid
and flexible nature make it a useful textbook for both
introductory and capstone courses on mass communication
and media theory and research methods, as well as courses
focused on media industries and professional skills. Instructors
can access an online instructor’s manual, including sample
exercises, test questions, and a syllabus, at
www.routledge.com/9780367639914
Routledge
Market: Communication Theory
September 2021: 7 x 10: 310pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63991-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63036-2: £56.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12169-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367630362

Christian Fuchs
This third book in Christian Fuchs’s Media, Communication and
Society book series illuminates what it means to live in an age
of digital capitalism, analysing its various aspects, and engaging
with a variety of critical thinkers whose theories and approaches
enable a critical understanding of digital capitalism for media
and communication. Digital Capitalism illuminates how digital
capitalist society’s economy, politics, and culture work and
interact, making it essential reading for both students and
researchers in media, culture and communication studies and
related disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Media & Cultural Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11918-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-11920-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22214-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032119205

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Branded Content

Ecology Documentaries

The Fateful Merging of Media and Marketing

Their Function and Value Seen Through the Lens of Doughnut
Economics

Jonathan Hardy, University of East London, UK
This is a critical study of the changing relationship between
media and marketing communications in the digital age. It
examines the growth of content funded by brands, including
brands’ own media, native advertising and the integration of
branded content across film, television, journalism and
publishing, online, mobile and social media. With a focus on key
issues in industry, policy and academic contexts this is essential
reading for students of media industries, advertising, marketing
and digital media.

Routledge
Market: Advertising/Media Studies
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19041-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-19042-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-64106-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138190429

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection
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Susan Hayward, University of Exeter, UK
This companion piece to Susan Hayward’s Film Ecology focuses
on ecology-documentaries produced since the new millennia.
This book is ideal for film studies scholars and students, including
those teaching or studying film practice, documentary film,
European cinema and environmental studies.

Routledge
Market: Media & Cultural Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62192-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13162-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13024-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131627

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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COMMUNICATION & MEDIA ARTS
Dummy text to keep placeholder

2nd Edition

Entrepreneurial journalism in greater China and
Southeast Asia

Gender and Media
Representing, Producing, Consuming
Tonny Krijnen, Erasmus University Rotterdam, the
Netherlands and Sofie Van Bauwel, Ghent University,
Belgium
Series: Communication and Society

Case Studies and Tools for Media Professionals
Judith Clarke
Exploring startup journalism and digital media platform trends
in China, Taiwan and Southeast Asia, this book offers a practical
insight into how to launch and run successful news operations
as digitisation spreads through the region.
Entrepreneurial Journalism in greater China and Southeast Asia is
an invaluable resource for both students and professionals
interested in new media, startups, and the Asian media market.

Routledge
Market: Journalism/Media Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28308-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-28309-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-27043-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138283091

This thoroughly revised second edition provides a critical
overview of the contemporary debates and discussions
surrounding gender and mediated communication. This is an
ideal textbook for students studying gender and media, and for
general courses on gender studies, sociology, cultural studies
and women’s studies.
Routledge
Market: Media/Communications
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33207-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33209-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31847-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-69541-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367332099

3rd Edition

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Film Studies

Information

The Basics
Amy Villarejo, Cornell University, USA
Series: The Basics
Film Studies: The Basics provides beginning students in film
studies, as well as lifelong film buffs, with the tools to pursue
film analysis, film history, and further inquiries into the medium.

Routledge
Market: Film Studies
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13502-7: £85.00
Pb: 978-0-367-13501-0: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02684-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-58496-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367135010

Micky Lee, Suffolk University, USA
Series: Key Ideas in Media & Cultural Studies
This book provides a comprehensive, easy-to-understand
introductory guide to information, offering students the critical
tools they need to shift their positioning from consumers and
users to creators and critics. A thoughtful and comprehensive
overview, this is an ideal book for students and scholars of media
studies, information and society, and communication and
technology.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies
July 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89776-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85872-8: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02105-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858728

First-Person Journalism

Loving Writing

A Guide to Writing Personal Nonfiction with Real Impact

Techniques for the University and Beyond

Martha Nichols

Wendy M.K. Shaw

A first-of-its-kind guide for new media times, this book provides
practical, step-by-step instructions for writing first-person
features, essays, and digital content.
Written with a knowledge of the rapidly changing digital media
environment, First-Person Journalism is a key text for journalism
and media students interested in personal nonfiction, as well as
for early-career nonfiction writers looking to develop this
narrative form.

This writing textbook bridges factual, critical, and expressive
modes of writing to help students develop a reflective sense of
why and how to write for university, professional, and public
audiences. Exploring the ways in which writing builds tools for
argument both in and beyond the university, it enables students
to break out of the dusty and formulaic patterns of writing that
too often threaten to render academic studies irrelevant.Playful
and personal, Loving Writing can be used as a textbook for
advanced or introductory college writing courses and provides
innovative guidance to liberal arts students seeking to develop
their writing abilities.

Routledge
Market: Journalism/Writing Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67648-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67647-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13218-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367676476

Routledge
Market: Writing and Composition
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62037-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61250-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10762-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612504

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA ARTS
3rd Edition

3rd Edition

Media Studies

Qualitative Research Methods for Media Studies
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Bonnie S. Brennen

Texts, Production, Context
Paul Long, Birmingham City University, UK, Beth Johnson,
Shana MacDonald, Schem Rogerson Bader and Tim Wall
This thoroughly revised and updated third edition provides a
comprehensive introduction to the various approaches to the
field, explaining why media messages matter, how media
businesses prosper and why media is integral to defining
contemporary life. It is an essential introduction for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of media studies,
cultural studies, communication studies, film studies, the
sociology of the media and popular culture.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 568pp
Hb: 978-1-138-91439-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-91440-7: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-315-69083-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-408-26951-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138914407

This fully updated third edition provides students and researchers
with the tools they need to perform critically engaged,
theoretically informed research using methods that include
interviewing, focus groups, historical research, oral histories,
ethnography and participant observation, textual analysis and
digital research. A comprehensive and accessible guide for those
hoping to explore this rich vein of research methodology, this
book provides students and scholars with the all tools they need
to be able to work in today’s convergent media environment.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies / Mass Communication
October 2021: 6 x 9: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64153-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64150-4: £48.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12238-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-21922-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641504

Dummy text to keep placeholder
3rd Edition

Science in the Media

Persuasion in Your Life

Popular Images and Public Perceptions

Shawn T. Wahl, Missouri State University, USA and Eric
Morris
This accessible introductory textbook in persuasive
communication speaks directly to the student by focusing on
real-life experiences in personal, social, and professional contexts.
Through its use of rhetoric, criticism, and social scientific research,
it helps readers understand, analyze, and use persuasion in their
lives and careers, from business and professional communication
to everyday life and social advocacy. This book is a
student-friendly introduction suitable for use in undergraduate
courses in persuasion, health communication, and business
communication.

Paul R Brewer and Barbara L Ley
This timely and accessible text shows how portrayals of science
in popular media influence public attitudes around messages
from the scientific community, affect the kinds of research that
receive support, and inform perceptions of who can become a
scientist. The book builds on theories of cultivation, priming,
framing, and media models while drawing on years of content
analyses, national surveys, and experiments. It explores a wide
variety of media genres, from Hollywood blockbusters to
children’s cartoons, and serves as a supplemental text for courses
in science communication and media studies, and will be of
interest to anyone concerned with publicly engaged science.

Routledge
Market: Communication
September 2021: 7 x 10: 356pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48898-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48630-3: £89.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04339-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-68960-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486303

Routledge
Market: Science Communication
September 2021: 6 x 9: 276pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04139-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03399-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19072-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033990

Principles of Strategic Communication

Strategic Sport Communication

Derina Holtzhausen, Jami Fullerton, Bobbi Kay Lewis and
Danny Shipka
Designed to support the paradigm shift in media and
communication, this book presents the basic tenets of strategic
communication and its foundational disciplines of advertising,
public relations, and marketing communications. It introduces
students to the theories of strategic communication while at
the same time outlining how to apply them to everyday practice.
Principles of Strategic Communication is ideal as a core text for
undergraduate students in strategic communication courses
within media, communication, marketing, and advertising
programs.
Routledge
Market: Public Relations/Advertising/Marketing
July 2021: 7 x 10: 362pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43247-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42631-6: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00204-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367426316
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Traditional and Transmedia Strategies for a Global Sports Market
W. Timothy Coombs and Jennifer L. Harker
Authors Coombs and Harker provide step-by-step guidance on
how the strategic communication process—an integration of
marketing communication, public relations, and
advertising—can be applied to sports communication for
individual athletes, teams, and leagues. Emphasizing an
understanding of fanbases and revenue sources, this book lays
out the traditional multi-step, linear approach to strategic
communication message development along with the non-linear
Transmedia Narrative Transportation method focused engaging
and encouraging audience contribution. It is an ideal text for
undergraduate and graduate courses in public relations or
strategic communication and sport communication.
Routledge
Market: Public Relations/Sports Communication
September 2021: 6 x 9: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90299-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-89872-4: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03116-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898724
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COMMUNICATION & MEDIA ARTS
3rd Edition

The Dynamics of Political Communication
Media and Politics in a Digital Age
Richard M. Perloff, Cleveland State University
This third edition continues its comprehensive coverage of
communication and politics, focusing on problematic issues
that bear on the functioning of democracy in an age of
partisanship, social media, and political leadership that questions
media’s legitimacy. The book covers the intersections between
politics and communication, calling on related social science
disciplines as well as normative political philosophy.
Accompanied by online resources for stud3ents and instructors,
it's ideally suited for upper-level undergraduate and graduate
political communication courses in communication, journalism
and political science programs.
Routledge
Market: Communication/Politics
July 2021: 7 x 10: 524pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25282-3: £68.99
Pb: 978-0-367-27941-7: £68.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29885-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-65165-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279417

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Transformative Media Pedagogies
Edited by Paul Mihailidis, Emerson College, USA, Sangita
Shresthova, University of Southern California, USA and
Megan Fromm, Grand Junction High School, USA
Exploring the concept of individual and collective transformation
as the underlying driver for media pedagogy, this book offers
valuable insights and practical strategies for implementing
transformative media pedagogies across learning environments
and civic ecosystems. This book will be of interest to any media
educators, researchers, practitioners, and entrepreneurs seeking
to implement transformative media pedagogies that support
equitable and just civic futures.
Routledge
Market: Media Studies
September 2021: 6 x 9: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46804-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46798-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03124-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467982

3rd Edition

Understanding Communication Research Methods
A Theoretical and Practical Approach
Stephen M. Croucher, Massey University, New Zealand and
Daniel Cronn-Mills, Minnesota State University, Mankato,
USA
Using an engaging how-to approach that draws from
scholarship, real-life, and popular culture, this textbook, now in
its third edition, offers students practical reasons why they should
care about research methods and offers a practical guide to
actually conducting research themselves. This textbook is perfect
for students and scholars using critical, cultural, interpretive,
qualitative, quantitative and positivist research methods, as well
as students of communication studies more generally. It also
offers dedicated student and instructor resources. These include
links, videos, outlines and activities, recommended readings, test questions, and more.
Routledge
Market: Communication/Research Methods
September 2021: 7 x 10: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62368-5: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62366-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10912-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-05268-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367623661

Browse and order online:
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3D Audio

Researching Live Music
Edited by Justin Paterson and Hyunkook Lee
Series: Perspectives on Music Production

Gigs, Tours, Concerts and Festivals
Edited by Chris Anderton and Sergio Pisfil

This edited volume crosses disciplines to bring together the best
new work in the cutting-edge field of 3-D Audio. With a rise in
virtual and augmented reality, surround sound is becoming
more common place in entertainment and will soon reach into
new areas like education and social media. Scientific research
from many fields is needed to create 3D audio. The divisions
between these areas can be cultural, mercantile, technological,
or conceptual, but with parallel research strands all carrying
momentum, this book provides the invaluable resource for
crossing those boundaries for a shared, multi-disciplinary context.
Routledge
Market: Audio
August 2021: 7 x 10: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59003-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-59006-9: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-429-49121-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138590069
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Researching Live Music offers an important contribution to the
emergent field of live music studies, a field which has, over the
past ten years, seen a steady growth in publications that examine
the history of live music venues and promoters, the economics
of the live music industry, and the operations of the sector. This
book is the first exhaustive review of the different ways in which
live music can be studied, including innovative approaches to
the study of historic and contemporary live music events, and
thus represents crucial reading for professionals, students and
researchers working in all aspects of live music.
Focal Press
Market: Audio
November 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40502-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40500-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-40503-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405007
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Composing Audiovisually

8th Edition

Perspectives on audiovisual practices and relationships

Sound and Recording

Louise Harris
Series: Sound Design
Composing Audiovisually interrogates how the relationship
between the audiovisual media in these works, and our
interaction with them, might allow us to develop mechanisms
for talking about and understanding our experience of
audiovisual media across a broad range of modes and
media. This book attempts to address gaps in our discourse on
audiovisual modes, and offer possible starting points for future,
genuinely transdisciplinary thinking in this field.

Focal Press
Market: Audio
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34692-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34691-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32717-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367346911

Francis Rumsey, Professor of Sound Recording at the
University of Surrey (UK); Fellow of the AES and contributor
to the AES Journal
Series: Audio Engineering Society Presents
Providing vital reading for audio students and trainee engineers,
Sound and Recording is the essential guide for anyone who wants
a solid grounding in both theory and industry practices in audio,
sound and recording. This bestselling book introduces you to
the principles of sound, perception, audio technology and
systems. Sound and Recording is the ideal audio engineering text
for students, an accessible reference for professionals, and a comprehensive introduction
for hobbyists.
Routledge
Market: Audio
July 2021: 618pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55306-7: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55302-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09291-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-84337-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553029
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Performing Electronic Music Live

The Creative Electronic Music Producer

Kirsten Hermes
Series: Audio Engineering Society Presents

Thomas Brett
Series: Perspectives on Music Production

This comprehensive book lays out the conceptual approaches,
tools and techniques for performing electronic music.
Whether you are a student, hobby producer or a more advanced
performer, this book gives you a comprehensive overview over
your options. Students of music production courses, particularly
at postgraduate level, but also researchers in the field of
creative-focused performance technology will find this to be a
useful, all-encompassing resource, with many starting points
and resources for a deeper creative exploration.

The Creative Electronic Music Producer examines the creative
processes of electronic music production, from idea discovery
and perception to the power of improvising, editing, effects
processing and sound design. This book maps production's
enchanting pathways in a way that will fascinate and inspire
students of electronic music production, professionals already
working in the industry and hobbyists.

Focal Press
Market: Audio
December 2021: 7 x 10: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34074-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34073-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-34075-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340735
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Focal Press
Market: Audio
July 2021: 7 x 10: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90080-9: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90079-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02246-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900793
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Cinematic Storytelling

Integrated Storytelling by Design

A Comprehensive Guide for Directors and Cinematographers

Concepts, Principles and Methods for New Narrative Dimensions

Thomas Robotham

Klaus Sommer Paulsen

This book presents a new, story-based approach to cinematic
coverage and storytelling in film and video. It breaks from the
conventional idea that shots are the fundamental unit of
filmmaking, instead exploring the specifics of determining
coverage. Keyframes in patterns are introduced, delivering
scripted material in a context-rich presentation that supports
the storytelling. Ideal for filmmaking students interested in
directing and cinematography, as well as aspiring and
early-career filmmakers, cinematographers and directors.

This pioneering work equips you with the skills needed to create
and design powerful stories and concepts for interactive, digital,
multi-platform storytelling, and experience design that will take
audience engagement to the next level. Packed with theory and
exercises intended to unlock new narrative dimensions,
Integrated Storytelling by Design is a must-read for creative
professionals looking to shape the future of themed, branded
and immersive experiences.

Focal Press
Market: Filmmaking / Cinematography / Directing
August 2021: 6 x 9: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53142-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53143-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08065-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367531430

Routledge
Market: Filmmaking and post production
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 286pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85699-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85697-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01445-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856977

4th Edition

2nd Edition

Cinematography: Theory and Practice
Blain Brown
This book covers both the artistry and craftsmanship of
cinematography and visual storytelling. Few art forms are as tied
to their tools and technology as is cinematography. Whether
you are a student of filmmaking, someone just breaking into the
business, working in the field and looking to move up the ladder,
or an experienced filmmaker updating your knowledge of tools
and techniques, this book provides both the artistic background
of visual language and also the craft of shooting for continuity,
lighting tools and methods, and the technical side of capturing
images on digital or on film.
Routledge
Market: Cinematography / Filmmaking
September 2021: 528pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37346-7: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37345-0: £52.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35323-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367373450

Investing in Movies
Joseph N. Cohen
Series: American Film Market Presents
In this second edition of Investing in Movies, industry veteran
Joseph Cohen provides investors and producers with an
analytical framework to assess the opportunities and pitfalls of
film investments. The book traces macroeconomic trends and
the globalization of the business, including the rise of streamers,
as well as the impact these have on potential returns. It offers a
broad range of guidelines on how to source projects and advice
on what kinds of projects to avoid. Written in a detailed and
approachable manner, this book is essential for students and
aspiring professionals looking to gain an insider perspective
against the minefield of film investing.
Routledge
Market: Film / Business
November 2021: 6 x 9: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72161-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72159-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15370-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-79191-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721596

2nd Edition
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Digital Cinematography

Screenwriting for Micro-Budget Films

Fundamentals, Tools, Techniques, and Workflows
David Stump, ASC, Television Producer, Director and Editor;
Consultant; Apple Certified Trainer, Oak Park, CA, USA
David Stump’s Digital Cinematography focuses on the tools and
technology of the trade, looking at how digital cameras work,
the ramifications of choosing one camera versus another, and
how those choices help creative cinematographers to tell a story.
Ideal for advanced cinematography students as well as working
professionals looking for a resource to stay on top of the latest
trends, this book is a must read.

Routledge
Market: filmmaking
November 2021: 7 x 10: 544pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60385-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-60386-8: £56.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46885-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81791-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138603868

David J Greenberg
Screenwriting for micro-budget films can present its own
challenges and this book takes the reader through all the
considerations that need to be made to write an effective
screenplay for a low-budget film. The book explores common
pitfalls screenwriters face and suggests practical solutions; lays
the groundworks of the realities of micro-budget filmmaking;
and also talks through the practical aspects such as story
structure, and genre considerations. Ideal for aspiring
screenwriters, independent filmmakers, and students of
screenwriting.
Routledge
Market: Filmmaking / Screenwriting
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68770-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68769-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13896-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367687694
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The Complete Guide to Photorealism for Visual
Effects, Visualization and Games
Eran Dinur, Brainstorm Digital, USA
This book offers a comprehensive and detailed guide to
accomplishing and perfecting a photorealistic look in digital
content across visual effects, architectural and product
visualization, and games. Its broad perspective makes this
detailed guide suitable for VFX, visualization and game artists
and students, as well as directors, architects, designers, and
anyone who strives to achieve convincing, believable visuals in
digital media.

Routledge
Market: Visual Effects / Visualization / Gaming
October 2021: 7 x 10: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19925-8: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19926-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-24413-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367199265

The Dos and Don'ts of Successful Filmmaking
Common Mistakes and How to Avoid Them
Patrick Winters
Mistakes are easy to make, but often difficult to undo. The greater
the knowledge and experience a filmmaker has, the fewer
mistakes are made by them. This introductory level guide to
filmmaking teaches effective pre-production, production, and
post-production with a focus on many of the common mistakes
made and how to avoid them. A combination of what to do and
what not to do, this is ideal for introductory level filmmaking
students, as well as independents just starting out. The online
support material includes deal memo
templates, walkie talkie
st
lingo, camera and sound reports, 1 AD roll call and additional
information on Booming.
Routledge
Market: Filmmaking/Film Production
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36973-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36974-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35213-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369743

3rd Edition

The Foley Grail
The Art of Performing Sound for Film, Games, and Animation
Vanessa Theme Ament, Award-winning Foley Artist and
Sound Designer
Learn how to master classic and cutting-edge Foley techniques
to create rich and convincing sound for any medium, be it film,
television, radio, podcasts, animation, or games. By exploring
the entire audio post-production process, award-winning Foley
artist Vanessa Theme Ament provides readers with an
understanding of where Foley fits in the business of filmmaking,
guiding both newcomers and experienced sound designers
wanting to learn more about this art. Accompanying the book
are online resources featuring video demonstrations of Foley
artists at work, video tutorials of specific Foley techniques,
lectures from the author and more.
Routledge
Market: Film
November 2021: 6 x 9: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44229-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44224-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00843-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-84085-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442248
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A History of Colonial Latin America from First
Encounters to Independence

Big and Little Histories
Sizing Up Ethics in Historiography
Marnie Hughes-Warrington, University of South Australia,
Australia and Anne Martin, Australian National University,
Australia

Susan Elizabeth Ramírez, Texas Christian University, US
Series: Seminar Studies
A History of Colonial Latin America from First Encounters to
Independence is a concise and accessible volume that presents
the history of the Iberian presence in the Americas, from the era
of exploration and conquest to the disruption and instability
following independence.
The book includes important primary documents and maps to
provide students with even more context to this important part
of Latin American history. It will be of interest to students and
scholars of Latin American history and culture.
Routledge
Market: History/Latin America
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42507-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40815-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85314-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408152

This book introduces students to ethics in historiography
through an exploration of how historians in different times and
places have explained how history ought to be written, and how
those views relate to different understandings of ethics. Readers
are introduced to a wide variety of approaches to the ethics of
history and encouraged to challenge their ideas. Opening up
the topic of ethics to show how historians might have viewed
ethics differently in the past, the book requires no background
in ethics or in history theory and is open to all those with an
interest in how we think about good histories.
Routledge
Market: Historiography
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02354-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02355-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39999-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367023553

8th Edition

3rd Edition

American Sports

Cold War

From the Age of Folk Games to the Age of the Internet

An International History

Pamela Grundy and Benjamin G Rader

Carole K. Fink

The new edition of American Sports offers a reflective, analytical
history of American sports from the colonial era to the present.
Readers will focus on the diverse relationships between sports
and class, gender, race, ethnicity, religion and region, and
understand how these interactions can bind diverse groups
together. By considering the economic, social and cultural factors
that have surrounded competitive sports, readers will understand
how sports have reinforced or challenged the values and
behaviors of society.

Now in its third edition, Cold War provides an accessible and
comprehensive account of the decades-long conflict between
two nuclear-armed Superpowers during the twentieth century.
Cold War is the consummate book on this complex global rivalry
and will be of interest to students of contemporary US and
international history and history enthusiasts alike.

Routledge
Market: American History/ History of Sport
September 2018: 308pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28198-1: £150.00
Pb: 978-1-138-28199-8: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14651-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-205-88860-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138281998

Routledge
Market: American History/International History
November 2021: 6 x 9: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40555-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40467-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35668-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-813-34982-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404673
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American Studies: The Basics
Andrew Dix
Series: The Basics
American Studies: The Basics is an accessible and concise
introduction that aims to unpack what American studies does
and why it matters. This book is a must read for those studying
and with an interest in American studies.

Routledge
Market: American History
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77503-9: £84.99
Pb: 978-1-138-77504-6: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-315-72674-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138775046

Communism in Eastern Europe
Melissa Feinberg, Rutgers University of New Jersey, USA
Communism in Eastern Europe is a ground-breaking new survey
of the history of Eastern Europe since 1945. It examines how
Communist governments came to Eastern Europe, how they
changed their societies and the legacies that persisted after their
fall. Written from the perspective of the 21st century, this book
shows how Eastern Europe’s trajectory since 1989 fits into the
longer history of its Communist past.
This book is an engaging introduction to the history of
Communist Eastern Europe for any reader. It is ideal for adoption
in a wide array of undergraduate and graduate courses in 20th
century European history.
Routledge
Market: Eastern European History
December 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-08609-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-813-34817-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-813-34818-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780813348179
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4th Edition

Doing Spatial History

Gender in World History

Edited by Riccardo Bavaj, University of St Andrews, UK,
Konrad Lawson, University of St Andrews, UK and Bernhard
Struck, University of St Andrews, UK
Series: Routledge Guides to Using Historical Sources
This volume provides a practical introduction to spatial history
through the lens of the different primary sources that historians
use. It is informed by a range of analytical perspectives and
conveys a sense of the various facets of spatial history in a
tangible, case-study based manner. Divided into three parts, it
covers particular types of sources, different kinds of space, and
specific concepts, tools and approaches, offering the reader a
thorough understanding of how sources can be used. Very much
focusing on doing spatial history, this is an accessible guide for both undergraduate and
postgraduate students within modern history and its related fields.
Routledge
Market: History and Theory/Spatial History and GIS
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26154-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-26156-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29173-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367261566

2nd Edition

Peter N. Stearns, George Mason University
Series: Themes in World History
Gender in World History integrates gender history and world
history by dealing with significant global changes over time,
regional patterns of gender relations, and the results of
interregional contact on gender roles and concepts.
Providing a global but succinct overview of the history of gender
throughout the world, Gender in World History remains essential
reading for students of world history and gender studies.

Routledge
Market: World History/Gender Studies
December 2021: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13621-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13306-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23016-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-85311-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032133065

3rd Edition

English Catholicism 1558–1642

Japan in Transformation, 1945–2020

Alan Dures and Francis Young
Series: Seminar Studies

Jeff Kingston
Series: Seminar Studies

Newly revised and updated, the second edition of English
Catholicism 1558–1642 explores the position of Catholics in early
modern English society, their political significance, and the
internal politics of the Catholic community. Co-authored with
Francis Young, this volumehas been updated to include recent
developments in the historiography of English Catholicism. It is
a useful introduction for all undergraduate students interested
in the English Reformation and early modern English history.

Japan in Transformation, 1945-2020 has been newly revised and
updated to examine the 3.11 natural and nuclear disasters,
Emperor Akihito’s abdication, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
legacies, the 2019 World Cup, and the postponement of the
2020 Tokyo Olympics due to Covid-19. With a Chronology, Who’s
Who, and Glossary, this edition is the ideal resource for all
students interested in Japanese politics, economy, and society
since the end of the Second World War.

Routledge
Market: History/Early Modern Britain/Religion
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67232-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67230-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13037-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367672300

Routledge
Market: Asian History / Japan
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36960-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36961-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42856-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-408-23451-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369610
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Making Sense of the Future

French Revolution: The Basics
Darius von Güttner
Series: The Basics

Rick Szostak, University of Alberta, Canada

French Revolution: The Basics is an accessible and concise
introduction to the history of the revolution in France.
This book is an ideal introduction for anyone wishing to learn
more about this influential revolution in the shaping of modern
Europe and the world.

Routledge
Market: French Revolution
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74424-3: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74423-6: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15774-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744236
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This book integrates the latest thinking in future studies with
the author’s expertise in world history, economics,
interdisciplinary studies, knowledge organization, and political
activism. Each chapter begins with a “How to” section on how
we can identify goals, strategies, trends, surprises, or
implementation strategies and concludes with an integrative
analysis. Taking a cross-disciplinary approach, Szostak explores
key trends and how these interact so that he can develop
strategies to guide trends towards desirable futures. Supported
by a guiding questions and suggestions for class projects, this
is an accessible textbook for students of future studies.
Routledge
Market: Future Studies
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03350-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03348-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18685-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032033488
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5th Edition

Maria of Austria, Holy Roman Empress (1528-1603)

Origins of the Cold War 1941–1949
Martin McCauley, University of London, UK
Series: Seminar Studies

Dynastic Networker
Rubén González Cuerva
Series: Lives of Royal Women
Maria of Austria was one of the longest surviving Renaissance
Empresses but until now has received little attention by
biographers. This book explores her life, actions, and
management of domestic affairs, which became a feared
example of how an Empress could control alternative spheres
of power. With chronological chapters discussing Empress
Maria’s roles such as infanta, regent, Empress, and a widow, this
volume is the perfect resource for scholars and students
interested in the history of gender, court culture, and early
modern Central Europe.
Routledge
Market: Biography/Renaissance Germany
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64660-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64659-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12569-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646592

Now in its fifth edition, Origins of the Cold War 1941-1949 covers
the formative years of the momentous struggle that developed
between two superpowers, the United States and the Soviet
Union.
The book is an important staple for courses on modern global
history and international affairs.

Routledge
Market: COLD WAR HISTORY
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85838-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85836-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01533-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-94377-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858360
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Monsieur. Second Sons in the Monarchy of France,
1550–1800

4th Edition

The French Revolution 1787-1804

Jonathan Spangler, Manchester Metropolitan University,
UK

P. M. Jones, University of Birmingham, UK
Series: Seminar Studies

For the first time, this volume brings together the history of the
royal spare in the monarchy of early modern France, those
younger brothers of kings known simply as ‘Monsieur’. This
volume is the perfect resource for all students and scholars
interested in the history of France, monarchy, early modern state
building, and court studies.

Now in its fourth edition, P.M. Jones’ The French Revolution has
been extensively revised and incorporates the most recent
research on race, religion, gender, and citizens’ rights. It also
covers, in detail, the colonial repercussions of the Revolution in
both the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean. With study aids such
as a chronology, who’s who, glossary, and an enlarged selection
of documents to allow for research and discussion, this
bookremains a useful tool for students interested in politics,
culture, and society during the French Revolution.

Routledge
Market: History/Early Modern France
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76193-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76194-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16589-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761943

Routledge
Market: History/French Revolution
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74134-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74132-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15618-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-84851-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367741327
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Nations and Nationalism in World History
Steven Grosby
Series: Themes in World History
Nations and Nationalism in World History challenges the
commonly accepted understanding of nations as being
exclusively modern and European in origin by drawing attention
to evidence that indicates that nations are found in antiquity
and the Middle Ages, and throughout the world.
This book will benefit students in world history and political
science courses, as well as ethnic studies or peace and conflict
studies courses that wish to provide some historical context.
Routledge
Market: World History
August 2021: 6 x 9: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07743-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-07744-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02249-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367077440

2nd Edition

The Ottomans 1700-1923
Virginia Aksan, McMaster University, Canada
Series: Modern Wars In Perspective
Originally conceived as a military history, this second edition
completes the story of the Middle Eastern populations that
underwent significant transformation in the nineteenth century,
finally imploding in communal violence, paramilitary activity,
and genocide after the Berlin Treaty of 1878. Written by a
foremost scholar of the Ottoman Empire and featuring
illustrations that have not been seen in print before, this second
edition will be essential reading for both students and scholars
of the Ottoman Empire, Ottoman society, military and political
history, and Ottoman-European relations.
Routledge
Market: History/Ottoman Empire
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 472pp
Hb: 978-1-138-92323-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-92324-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13756-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-582-30807-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138923249
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7th Edition

The Pursuit of History
Aims, Methods and New Directions in the Study of History
John Tosh
This classic introduction to the study of history invites the reader
to stand back and consider some of its most fundamental
questions – what is the point of studying history? How do we
know about the past? Does an objective historical truth exist
and can we ever access it? This updated seventh edition deals
with complex and wide-ranging material in a clear, accessible
and up-to-date way, and offers a fuller treatment to the
importance of digitisation, an expanded range of scholarship
and a forthright reminder that historical perspective illuminates
major problems in the present. Lucid and engaging, this is an
essential guide to the theory and practice of history.
Routledge
Market: History and Theory
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90247-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90246-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02334-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-80808-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902469

2nd Edition

The United States and the First World War
Jennifer D. Keene
Series: Seminar Studies
Now in its second edition, The United States and the First World
War draws on the most recent scholarship to examine the
significance of World War I in American history.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars of modern
American history, American military history, and U.S. Foreign
Relations.

Routledge
Market: American History
July 2021: 6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36384-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36383-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34560-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-582-35620-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363833

World Past to World Present
A Sketch of Global History
Peter N. Stearns, George Mason University
World Past to World Present: A Sketch of Global History provides
an unusually brief and present-focused treatment of human
history beginning with the advent of agriculture and ending
with considerable attention to world history developments since
World War II.
Truly international in coverage, this book has been specifically
designed as a core text for Global History survey courses.

Routledge
Market: History/World
September 2021: 6 x 9: 346pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05578-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05261-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19818-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052618
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A World without Capitalism?
Alternative Discourses, Spaces, and Imaginaries
Christian W. Chun
In this book, Christian W. Chun examines the ways in which
identities, discourses and topographies of both capitalist and
anti-capitalist imaginaries and realities are embodied in the
everyday practices of people. A World Without Capitalism? is a
sociolinguistic ethnography that explores the heretofore limited
research in applied linguistics and sociolinguistics on the
discursive and materialized representations and enactments of
capitalism. This book is vital reading for students and researchers
working in the fields of applied linguistics, discourse analysis
and cultural studies, as well as those interested in understanding
capitalism and questioning how to live beyond it.
Routledge
Market: Linguistics/Applied Linguistics/Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60534-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-60536-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24104-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138605367

Diplomatic and Political Interpreting Explained
Mira Kadrić, Sylvi Rennert and Christina Schäffner
Series: Translation Practices Explained
This book examines the history of diplomacy and diplomatic
interpreting as well as the rules and realities of modern
diplomatic relations. Building on interviews with interpreters,
diplomats and politicians, it examines language as a tool of
diplomatic and political communication, the role of interpreters
in diplomacy, and the different forms of interaction and
communicative behaviour interpreters face and exhibit. This is
not only an essential textbook for interpreting students and
educators but also of interest to professional interpreters and
students and scholars of Politics and International relations.
Routledge
Market: Translation and Interpreting studies/Modern languages/Politics and International relations
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40924-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40923-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80989-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409234
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Fragmented Narrative

5th Edition

Analysing Sentences

Telling and Interpreting Stories in the Twitter Age

Noel Burton-Roberts, University of Newcastle, UK
Series: Learning about Language

Neil Sadler
Series: Critical Perspectives on Citizen Media

Analysing Sentences is an accessible and student-friendly
introduction to the practical analysis of English sentence
structure. Accessible and clear, this book is the perfect textbook
for readers coming to this topic for the first time. Featuring in-text
and end-of-chapter exercises, it is suitable for self-directed study
as well as for use as core reading on introductory syntax courses.

Fragmented Narrative sets out to explore the production and
reception of fragmentary stories, analysing the Twitter-based
narrative practices of Donald Trump, the Spanish political
movement Podemos, and Egyptian activists writing in the
context of the 2013 military intervention in Egypt. Contributing
to the emerging literature in existential media studies, this timely
volume will interest students, scholars and researchers of
narrative, new media and language and communication studies.

Routledge
Market: English Language & Linguistics
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63378-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63375-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11891-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-94734-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367633752

Routledge
Market: Media Studies/Communication Studies/Linguistics
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07456-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-03676-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02088-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032036762
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David Crystal's Introduction to Language

Innovations and Challenges in Identity Research

A Complete Course
David Crystal
Series: The Routledge David Crystal Lectures
David Crystal brings linguistics alive in these specially recorded
lectures. Six 30 minute lectures, divided into two parts for
flexibility of use in lectures and virtual learning environments,
cover all the key topics in an introductory English
Language/Linguistics course: Language, communication and
pragmatics; Language structure: semantics; grammar; the mode
of transmission: speech; writing; Language in use: temporal
variation; Language in use: regional, social and personal variation;
Language and discourse.
This is the essential resource for all beginning students of English
Language, Linguistics and English as a Second Language.
Routledge
Market: English Language and Linguistics/TESOL/TEFL
May 2011: 8pp
DVD: 978-0-415-60267-9: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415602679

David Block, ICREA & Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain
Series: Innovations and Challenges in Applied Linguistics
Innovations and Challenges in Identity Research examines
established and emergent issues within identity research.
Leading researcher David Block provides a personal take on this
key topic of study in applied linguistics and explains why and
how discourse analysis is still a useful means through which we
can understand identity today. The book is essential reading for
students and academics studying and researching within the
area of language and identity.
Routledge
Market: Language /Applied Linguistics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40445-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40446-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35618-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404468
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Introducing English for Research Publication
Purposes

Pragmatics Online

John Flowerdew and Pejman Habibie, Western University,
Canada.
There has been growing scholarly research and interest in writing
for academic publication over the past decade and the field of
English for Research Publication Purposes (ERPP) has established
itself as an important domain within English for Academic
Purposes (EAP). This introductory volume provides a
comprehensive view of what ERPP encompasses as a scholarly
field, including its disciplinary boundaries, competing discourses
within the field, research and practice paradigms, and future
prospects for research and pedagogy in this field. This book is
essential reading for students and scholars within the areas of
in Applied linguistics, TESOL, and English for Academic Purposes.
Routledge
Market: English for Academic Purposes/English Language and Applied Linguistics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33059-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33058-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31779-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367330583
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Kate Scott
Series: Language and Digital Media
Pragmatics Online examines the use and interpretation of
language and communication in digitally mediated contexts. It
provides insight into how meaning is communicated online,
with a focus on how users negotiate and navigate the constraints
and resources of social media sites and other online contexts.The
book introduces key concepts in the study of digital contexts
and online communication. It is an essential guide to the
pragmatics of online discourse and behaviour for students and
researchers working in the areas of digital pragmatics, language
and media, and English language, linguistics and communication
studies.
Routledge
Market: English Language/Linguistics/Communication Studies/Media Studies
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36841-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36859-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25420-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138368590
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Language – The Loaded Weapon

Pragmatics: The Basics
Billy Clark, Middlesex University, UK
Series: The Basics

The Use and Abuse of Language Today
Dwight Bolinger
Series: Routledge Linguistics Classics
This classic text explains in simple terms the essentials of
linguistic form and meaning, and applies them to illuminate
questions touching on issues related to: correctness; truth; class
and dialect; manipulation through advertising and propaganda;
sexual and other discrimination; and official obfuscation and the
maintenance of power. With a new foreword by James Paul Gee,
situating and contextualising the text in the present
day, Language - The Loaded Weapon is essential reading for
anyone with an interest in understanding how language has
shaped the world we live in.
Routledge
Market: English Language and Linguistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04895-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04894-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19505-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032048949

Pragmatics: The Basics is an accessible and engaging introduction
to the study of the meaning of language in context. This book
includes nine chapters on the history of pragmatics, current
theories, the application of pragmatics, and possible future
developments in the field. Each chapter will be based around a
real-world example, and will contain highlighted key terms and
concepts, chapter-end exercises, further reading and a glossary.
Written by an experienced researcher and teacher, this book will
be an essential introduction to this topic for all beginning
students of English Language and Linguistics.
Routledge
Market: English Language and Linguistics
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19385-7: £85.00
Pb: 978-1-138-19386-4: £17.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19726-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138193864
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Mysteries of English Grammar

Understanding Corpus Linguistics
Danielle Barth and Stefan Schnell
Series: Understanding Language

A Guide to Complexities of the English Language
Andreea S. Calude and Laurie Bauer
This book illuminates some of the complexities of the grammar
of English, the areas where new discoveries await and why it
matters. Through a series of accessible and engaging case studies
on various aspects of grammar, from multiple negation to
comparatives and superlatives, the authors present grammar as
an intellectual challenge, avoid highly technical presentations
and phonetic transcription and provide the appropriate
vocabulary for discussion of the topics. Both aimed at the
interested general reader and the beginning student of English
language and linguistics, this is a fresh take on grammar.
Routledge
Market: English Language and Linguistics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71024-8: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-71027-9: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14899-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367710279
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This textbook introduces the fundamental concepts and
methods of Corpus Linguistics for students coming to this topic
for the first time, putting specific emphasis on the enormous
linguistic diversity represented by approximately 7000 human
languages and broadening the scope of current concerns in
general corpus linguistics. Providing the necessary corpus
linguistics skills to critically evaluate and replicate studies, this
book is essential reading for anyone studying corpus linguistics.

Routledge
Market: Language and Linguistics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-21960-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-21962-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26903-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367219628
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Biofiction

Shakespeare in Jest
Indira Ghose
Series: Spotlight on Shakespeare

An Introduction
Michael Lackey, University of Minnesota - Morris, MN, USA

Shakespeare in Jest draws fascinating parallels between
Shakespeare's humour and contemporary humour. Indira Ghose
argues that while many of Shakespeare's jokes no longer work
for us, his humour was crucial in shaping comedy in today's
entertainment industry. The book looks at a wide variety of plays
and reads them in conjunction with examples from
contemporary culture, from stand-up comedy to late night
shows. An enjoyable and accessible read, this lively book will
enlighten and entertain students, researchers, and general
readers interested in Shakespeare, humour, and popular culture.

Biofiction: An Introduction provides readers with the history,
origins, evolution, and legitimization of biofiction, suggesting
potential lines of inquiry, exploring criticisms of the literary form,
and modeling the process of analyzing and interpreting
individual texts. Written for undergraduate and graduate
students, this volume combines comprehensive coverage of
the core foundations of biofiction with contemporary and lively
debates within the subject.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism
July 2021: 6 x 9: 198pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74765-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74763-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15941-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367747633

Routledge
Market: Literature
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32246-5: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-32245-8: £17.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31750-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322458
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Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It
Jason Finch, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It is the first textbook
in literary urban studies (LUS). It illuminates and investigates this
exciting field, which has grown since the humanities’ ‘spatial
turn’ of the 1990s and 2000s. The book introduces city literature,
urban methods of reading, classics in LUS, and new directions
in the field. Literary Urban Studies and How to Practice It is
designed for application to literatures and cities in any period
and part of the world.

Routledge
November 2021: 6 x 9: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51449-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51445-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05390-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367514457

Storylistening
Narrative Evidence and Public Reasoning
Sarah Dillon and Claire Craig
Storylistening makes the case for the need to take stories seriously
in order to improve public reasoning. The book provokes a
reimagining of what a public humanities might look like, and
shows how the structures and practices of public reasoning can
evolve to better incorporate narrative evidence. Taking the reader
through complex ideas from different disciplines in ways that
do not require any prior knowledge, this book is an essential
read for policy makers, political scientists, students of literary
studies, and anybody interested in the public humanities and
the value, importance and operation of narratives.
Routledge
Market: Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40674-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40673-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80842-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367406738
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Shakespeare and Terrorism
Islam Issa
Series: Spotlight on Shakespeare
Shakespeare and Terrorism delves into how extremists have
responded to Shakespeare and investigates what the playwright
and his works can tell us about the nature, psychology, and
consequences of terror. Considering incidents from
Shakespeare’s time through today, as well as pivotal figures,this
book brings to light new ideas about key characters, events, and
themes both in Shakespeare’s plays and the world around them.
A thrilling and accessible read, this ground-breaking book will
enlighten and engage students, researchers, and general readers
interested in Shakespeare, social sciences, history, and the
complex relationships between life and art.
Routledge
Market: Literature
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33482-6: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-33483-3: £17.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32008-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367334833

Truth and Wonder
A Literary Introduction to Plato and Aristotle
Robert Eaglestone
Truth and Wonder is an accessible introduction to Plato and
Aristotle, showing their crucial influence for literary and cultural
studies, modern languages and related disciplines. It is essential
reading for students and researchers in the study of literature,
theory and criticism as well as for those wishing to understand
the foundations of the field. It will also be of interest to those
studyingPhilosophy, Classics and Political theory. Its accessible
style and approach also mean it’s a perfect starting point for any
literary-minded person who wants to know more about these
two foundational thinkers.
Routledge
Market: Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56472-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56471-1: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09791-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564711
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Educating Musicians for Sustainability

Teaching Electronic Music

Anna Reid, The University of Sydney, Australia and Peter
Petocz, The University of Sydney, Australia
Series: ISME Series in Music Education

Cultural, Creative, and Analytical Perspectives
Edited by Blake Stevens, College of Charleston, SC, USA
Series: Modern Musicology and the College Classroom

Educating Musicians for Sustainability explores the intersections
of sustainability and music, investigating how sustainability
affects the development and professional preparation of
musicians while asking the question, ‘What does sustainability
have to do with music?’ The volume presents a series of case
studies organised according to an expanded view of the ‘four
pillars of sustainability’, addressing cultural, environmental,
economic, and social concerns. These case studies reveal a
multitude of intersections, highlighting the crucial role music
can play in raising awareness and overcoming the crisis of

Teaching Electronic Music: Cultural, Creative, and Analytical
Perspectives offers innovative and practical techniques for
teaching electronic music in a wide range of classroom settings.
Across a dozen essays, an array of contributors—including
practitioners in musicology, art history, ethnomusicology, music
theory, performance, and composition—reflect on the
challenges of teaching electronic music while highlighting
pedagogical strategies. Teaching Electronic Music features
practical models of instruction as well as paths for further inquiry,
identifying untapped methodological directions with broad
interest and wide applicability.

sustainability.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
August 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 114pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49121-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04464-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491215
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Routledge
Market: MUSIC EDUCATION / ELECTRONIC MUSIC
August 2021: 6 x 9: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41580-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-41578-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81534-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367415785
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Listening Across Borders

3rd Edition

Musicology in the Global Classroom

The Live Music Business

Edited by James A. Davis, SUNY Fredonia, NY, USA and
Christopher Lynch, University of Pittsburgh, PA, USA,
Carnegie Mellon University, PA, USA
Series: Modern Musicology and the College Classroom
Listening Across Borders: Musicology in the Global Classroom
provides readers with the tools and techniques for integrating
a global approach to music history—within the framework of
the roots, challenges, and benefits of internationalization—into
the modern music curriculum. Contributors from around the
world offer strategies for empowering students to critique the
economic, ideological, and political structures that propagate
global challenges. Applicable in a variety of classroom settings,
the internationalized teaching methods collected here suggest fruitful ways forward in a
global age.
Routledge
Market: MUSIC EDUCATION / MUSIC HISTORY
September 2021: 6 x 9: 180pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13566-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-13567-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02721-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367135676

Andy Reynolds
The Live Music Business: Management and Production of Concerts
and Festivals, Third Edition, shines a light on the enigmatic live
music business, offering a wealth of inside advice and trade
secrets to artists and bands looking to make a living in the
industry. Previously published as The Tour Book, this new edition
has been extensively revised, reorganized, and updated to reflect
today’s music industry. This practical guidebook examines the
roles of the key players—from booking agents to concert
promoters, artist managers to talent buyers—and the deals,
conventions, and processes that drive this global business.
Routledge
Market: Music Business
November 2021: 7 x 10: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89491-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85972-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01950-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859725
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3rd Edition

Preparing Musicians for Precarious Work

Using Music to Enhance Student Learning

Transformational Approaches to Music Careers Education

A Practical for Elementary Classroom Teachers

Nicole Canham, Monash University, Australia
Series: ISME Series in Music Education
Preparing Musicians for Precarious Work: Transformational
Approaches to Music Careers Education promotes career
counseling-informed techniques that encourage and guide
musicians to drive their careers in necessary new directions. In
exposing the ‘dark side’ of precarious work in the arts sector,
these approaches acknowledge the high levels of risk many
musicians face and focus on the fundamental and urgent skills
they need to navigate uncertainty and hardship. The author
draws upon training as a career counsellor and the lived
experience of a career musician to advance transformative
learning principles as pathways for artists, students, and
educators alike.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
September 2021: 6 x 9: 206pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36238-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36237-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34479-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367362379
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Jana R. Fallin, PhD, Kansas State University, USA, Mollie
Gregory Tower, Texas State University, San Marcos, USA and
Debbie Tannert
Using Music to Enhance Student Learning: A Practical Guide for
Elementary Classroom Teachers, Third Edition, provides Elementary
Education students with the tools and pedagogical skills they
need to integrate music into the general education classroom
setting. The goal is to increase student engagement in Language
Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies—with minimal music
theory involved—while stimulating social and emotional
development. The strategies collected here are suitable for preand in-service teachers alike, highlighting intuitive musical pathways that are effective in
maintaining a student’s attention, building motivation, and enhancing learning in all
subjects.
Routledge
Market: Music / Music Education
July 2021: 8.25 x 11: 382pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58657-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-58656-7: £84.99
eBook: 978-0-429-50452-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-70936-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586567
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Women in Jazz
Musicality, Femininity, Marginalization
Marie Buscatto, University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne,
France
Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz
Women in Jazz: Musicality, Femininity, Marginalization examines
the invisible discrimination against female musicians in the
French jazz world and the ways women thrive as professionals
despite such conditions. The author shines a light on the paradox
for women in jazz: to express oneself in a "feminine" way is to
be denigrated for it, yet to behave in a "masculine" manner is
to be devalued for a lack of femininity. First published in French
by CNRS Editions in 2007, Women in Jazz: Musicality, Femininity,
Marginalization expands the conversation beyond the French
border, identifying female jazz musicians as a discriminated minority all around the world.
Routledge
Market: JAZZ / WOMEN'S STUDIES
December 2021: 6 x 9: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01181-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01178-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17755-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032011783
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Women's Music for the Screen
Diverse Narratives in Sound
Edited by Felicity Wilcox, University of Technology Sydney,
Australia
Series: Routledge Music and Screen Media Series
Women’s Music for the Screen: Diverse Narratives in Sound shines
a long-overdue light on the works and lives of female-identifying
screen composers. Bringing together composer profiles,
exclusive interview excerpts, and industry case studies, this
volume showcases their achievements and reflects on the
systemic gender biases women have faced in an industry that
has long excluded them. An international array of contributors
present research data, biographical content, and musical analysis
to understand how the industry excludes women, the
consequences of these deficits, and why such inequities persist.
Routledge
Market: MUSIC / WOMEN'S STUDIES / FILM STUDIES
August 2021: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-21025-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-21026-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26492-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367210267
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Xenakis Creates in Architecture and Music
The Reynolds Desert House
Roger Reynolds, Univeristy of California, USA
Xenakis Creates in Architecture and Music describes the forged
process of internationally acclaimed composer Roger Reynolds
and musically inspired engineer and architect Iannis Xenakis
(1922-2001) to create a home, The Reynolds Desert House. The
process combined aesthetics and intuition with mathematical
systems, showcasing how art and science are balanced—by
way of music and architecture—to address the essential
technical aspects of music along with emotion and energy. The
book analyzes three representative chamber works and presents
a trove of primary sources: letters, diaries, notes, photographs,
sketches, and person-to-person conversations.
Routledge
Market: MUSIC / ARCHITECTURE
November 2021: 7 x 10: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71477-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69846-1: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15223-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367698461
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Do We Have Free Will?

Is Political Authority an Illusion?

A Debate

A Debate
Robert H Kane, University of Texas at Austin, USA and
Carolina Sartorio, University of Arizona, USA
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions

In this little but profound volume, Robert Kane and Carolina
Sartorio debate a perennial question: Do We Have Free Will?
Kane introduces and defends libertarianism about free will.
Sartorio introduces and defends compatibilism about free will.
Simplifying tricky terminology and complicated concepts for
readers new to the debate, the authors also cover the latest
developments on a controversial topic that gets us entangled
in questions about blameworthiness and responsibility, coercion
and control, and much more.
Short, lively and accessible, the debate showcases diverse and
cutting-edge work on free will.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25833-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25832-0: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21217-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367258320

Epistemology: 50 Puzzles, Paradoxes, and Thought
Experiments
Kevin McCain, University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA
This volume collects 50 of the most important puzzles,
paradoxes, and thought experiments in contemporary
epistemology. It describes the details of the case, explains the
issue(s) to which the case is relevant, briefly overviews the key
responses to the case that have been put forward, and provides
a list of suggested readings on the topic. Each entry is accessible,
succinct, and self-contained. It is a fantastic teaching tool as well
as a handy resource for anyone interested in epistemological
issues.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy
July 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63873-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63872-6: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12109-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367638726
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Michael Huemer, University of Colorado at Boulder, USA
and Daniel Layman, Davidson College, USA
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions
Michael Huemer argues that political authority is an illusion and
that no one is entitled to rule over anyone. He discusses and
rebuts the major theories supporting political authority’s
rightfulness: implicit social contract theory, hypothetical contract
theories, democratic theories of authority, and utilitarian theories.
Daniel Layman argues that democratic governments have
authority because they are needed to protect our rights and
because they are accountable to the people. Each author writes
two replies directly addressing the arguments and ideas of the
other.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45774-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34745-1: £26.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32804-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367347451

Is There a God?
A Debate
Graham Oppy, Monash University, Australia and Kenneth
L. Pearce, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
Series: Little Debates about Big Questions
Kenneth L. Pearce argues that God is a real answer to the deepest
question of all: why is there something rather than nothing?
Graham Oppy argues that we should believe that there are none
but natural causal entities with none but natural causal
properties—and hence should believe that there are no gods.
Beginning from this basic disagreement, the authors proceed
to discuss and debate a wide range of philosophical questions,
including questions about explanation, necessity, rationality,
religious experience, mathematical objects, the foundations of
ethics, and the methodology of philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24393-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24394-4: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21679-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367243944
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2nd Edition

Philosophers’ Walks

Free Will: The Basics
Meghan Griffith, Davidson College, USA
Series: The Basics
The issue of whether humans are free to make their own
decisions has long been debated, and it continues to be
controversial today. In Free Will: The Basics Meghan Griffith
provides a clear and accessible introduction to this important
but challenging philosophical problem.
This second edition has been revised and updated throughout,
with the addition of new sections on dispositionalism, free will
as self-organization, and situationism in psychology. Up-to-date
suggestions for further reading and a glossary are also included,
making Free Will: The Basics an ideal introduction for anyone
coming to the subject for the first time.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 178pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36688-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36689-3: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02748-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-56220-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138366893
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Bruce Baugh, Thompson Rivers University, Canada
Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Virginia Woolf, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
André Breton, Rousseau, Simone de Beauvoir: who could imagine
a better group of walking companions? In this engaging and
invigorating book, Bruce Baugh takes us on philosophical tour,
following in the footsteps and thoughts of some great
philosophers and thinkers.
Philosophers’ Walks provides a fresh and imaginative reading of
great philosophers, offering a new way of understanding some
of their major works and ideas.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Literature
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33315-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33313-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31914-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333133
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Philosophy of Mind

Why It's OK to Eat Meat
Dan C. Shahar, University of New Orleans, USA
Series: Why It's OK

An Introduction
Tim Bayne, Monash University, Australia
Developments in philosophy of mind over the last 20 years have
dramatically changed the nature of the subject. In this major
new introduction Tim Bayne presents an overview of all the key
topics, problems and debates, taking account of changes in
philosophy of mind and important developments in the scientific
study of the mind.
The book features boxes that provide an in-depth look at
particular issues. Also included are chapter summaries, further
reading lists, and a glossary.
Written by a leading figure in the field, this book is an
invaluable text for any student coming to philosophy of mind
for the first time.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-415-66984-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-66985-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22534-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415669856

Dan C. Shahar argues it’s entirely possible to be an ethical person
while continuing to eat meat—and not just the "fancy" offerings
but also the regular meat we find at most supermarkets. Shahar
argues each of us has broad latitude to choose which of the
world’s problems to tackle, in what ways, and to what extents,
and hence people can decline to take up this particular form of
activism without doing anything wrong.

Routledge
Market: Ethics / Philosophy
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17275-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-17276-3: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22194-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367172763
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The Routledge Guidebook to Moore's Principia
Ethica

Why It's OK to Love Bad Movies

Susana Nuccetelli, St. Cloud State University, USA
Series: The Routledge Guides to the Great Books
Principia Ethica is a landmark publication in twentieth-century
moral philosophy, and remains an important text for those
attempting to understand and engage with the major
philosophical debates in ethics today.
The Routledge Guidebook to Moore's Principia Ethica provides a
comprehensive introduction to this historic work and is ideal for
anyone wanting to understand and gain perspective on Moore’s
seminal work. Essential reading for students of moral philosophy,
metaethics, normative ethics, philosophical analysis and related
areas.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-81848-4: £85.00
Pb: 978-1-138-81849-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27597-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138818491

Matthew Strohl
Series: Why It's OK
Combining philosophy of art with film criticism, Strohl flips conventional notions of "good"
and "bad" on their heads and makes the case that the ultimate value of a work of art lies
in what it can add to our lives. By this measure, some of the worst movies ever made are
also among the best. Strohl argues that so-called "bad movies" are the ones that break the
rules of the art form without the aura of artistic seriousness that surrounds the avant-garde.
These movies offer rich opportunities for creative engagement and enable the formation
of lively fan communities, and they can be a key ingredient in a fulfilling aesthetic life.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Film
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40766-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40765-0: £17.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80896-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407650

2nd Edition

What is this thing called Global Justice?
Kok-Chor Tan, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Series: What is this thing called?
A clear and engaging introduction to this widely studied and
important topic. It explores all the fundamental concepts, issues
and arguments at the heart of global justice.
This second edition has been updated throughout and includes
two new chapters: on ethical and moral debates concerning
reparations, and on global health justice. The chapters on world
poverty, human rights, just war, borders, climate justice, and
global democracy have also been substantially revised and
updated. Each chapter concludes with a helpful summary of the
main ideas discussed, study questions and a further reading
guide.
Routledge
Market: Philosophy / Politics
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42062-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42067-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82153-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83197-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420673
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Religion and Film: The Basics

Matthew S. Rindge
Series: The Basics

Jeanette Reedy Solano
Series: The Basics

Bible and Film: The Basics is a concise, accessible, and illuminating
introduction to the study of Bible and Film. The book introduces
non-specialists to the essential content in Bible and Film, and
to some of the most common and important methods Bible
and Film scholars use. Questions asked throughout the book
include:
With a glossary of key terms and suggestions for further reading
throughout, this book is an ideal starting point for anyone
seeking a full introduction to religion and film, bible and film,
bible and popular culture, and theology and film.

Religion and Film: The Basics is an accessible and engaging
introduction to the history, diverse approaches, and ideas
associated within the study of religion and
film, referencing films
th
from around the world from the early 20 century to the present
day.
With helpful features including recommendations for further
study and key films to view, this book is an ideal starting point
for students approaching religion and film for the first time as
well as those interested in learning more about the field while
broadening their methods, knowledge of film, and theirfilm
canon.

Routledge
Market: Religion/Film
July 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39222-4: £85.00
Pb: 978-0-815-39223-1: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-351-19975-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815392231

Routledge
Market: Religion and Film
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13519-5: £85.00
Pb: 978-0-367-13520-1: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02882-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367135201

2nd Edition

Digital Religion

Religion in 50 More Words

Understanding Religious Practice in Digital Media

A Redescriptive Vocabulary

Edited by Heidi A. Campbell, Texas A&M University, USA
and Ruth Tsuria, Seton Hall University, USA

Aaron W. Hughes, University of Rochester, USA and Russell
T. McCutcheon

This book offers a critical and systematic survey of the study of
religion and digital media. It covers religious engagement with
a wide range of digital media forms and highlights examples of
new media engagement in all five of the major world religions.
This is the go-to volume for students and scholars wanting to
develop a deeper understanding of the subject area. Thoroughly
updated throughout with new case studies and in-depth analysis
of recent scholarship and developments, this new edition
provides a comprehensive overview of this fast-paced, constantly
developing, and fascinating field.

Religion in 50 More Words: A Redescriptive Vocabulary provides a
succinct historical, social, and political examination of some of
the key words used in the modern study of religion. Differing
from the first volume’s more theoretical focus, this volume
analyzes more common first order descriptive terms that are
used throughout the field, inviting readers to theorize their
traditional vocabulary.

Routledge
Market: Religion/Media
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25776-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27236-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29568-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-67611-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367272364

Routledge
Market: Religion
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05221-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05222-9: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19663-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052229

Nonviolence in the World’s Religions

Religion in 50 Words

A Concise Introduction

A Critical Vocabulary

Edited by Jeffery D. Long and Michael G. Long
The twenty-first century began with the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001. Much has been written and debated on
the relationship between faith and violence, with acts of terror
at the forefront. However, the twentieth century also gave rise
to many successful nonviolent protest movements. This is the
ideal introduction to the relationship between religion and
violence for undergraduate students, as well as for those in
related fields, such as religious studies, peace and conflict studies,
area studies, sociology, political science, and history.

Routledge
Market: Religion/Nonviolence
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43958-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43957-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00676-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439576
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Aaron W. Hughes, University of Rochester, USA and Russell
T. McCutcheon
This book is the first of a two-volume work that seeks to
transform the study of religion by offering a radically critical
perspective. It does so by providing a succinct and critical
examination of the key words used in the modern study of
religion.
This book submits all of its terms to a critical interrogation and
subsequent re-description, thereby allowing a collective
reframing of the field. This volume is an indispensable resource
for students and academics working in religious studies.
Routledge
Market: Religion
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 332pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69045-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69047-2: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14018-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690472
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A Working Costume Designer's Guide to Color

Mythic Imagination and the Actor

Jeanette deJong

Exercises, Inspiration, and Guidance for the 21st Century Actor

A Working Costume Designer's Guide to Color provides readers
with the skills and knowledge to create coherent color schemes
for costumes. Drawing on decades of experience in the costume
shop, the author guides readers through every step of the
process, from finding inspiration for a color scheme to
understanding how lighting design can affect costume color
choices. Filled with step-by-step illustrations of how to add colors
to a set of renderings and color-block samples to illustrate color
theory, terminology, and usage of colors, this is an excellent
resource for students of Costume Design courses and
professional costume designers.
Routledge
Market: Theatre/Costume Design
September 2021: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35216-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-815-35215-0: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-351-13143-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815352150

Marissa Chibás, California Institute of the Arts, Los Angeles,
CA
In Mythic Imagination and the Actor, Marissa Chibás draws on
over three decades of experience as a Latinx actor, writer,
filmmaker, and teacher to offer an approach to acting that
embraces collective imagination, archetypal work, and the
mythic. In the context of Mythic Acting, the book explores
awareness work, solo performance creation, the power of
archetypes, character building exercises, creating a body/text
connection, and how to be the detective of your own process.
Written for actors and students of Acting, American Drama, and
Film and Theatre Studies, this book provides practical exercises
and prompts to unlock and interpret an actor’s deepest creative
sources.
Routledge
Market: Theatre/Acting
August 2021: 6 x 9: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71551-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71550-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15255-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367715502
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Girls, Performance, and Activism

Performance Studies: The Basics
Andreea S. Micu
Series: The Basics

Demanding to be Heard
Dana Edell

Performance Studies: The Basics offers an overview of the multiple,
often overlapping definitions of performance, from performance
art, performance as everyday life, and ritual to the performative
dimensions of identity, such as gender, race, and sexuality.
Complete with helpful a glossary, bibliography, and suggestions
for future reading, this book is an ideal starting point for those
studying Performance Studies as well as general readers with
an interest in the subject.

Girls, Performance and Activism offers artists, activists, educators
and scholars a comprehensive analysis, celebration and critique
of the ways in which teenage girls create and perform activist
theater. Girls, particularly Black and Latinx teenagers, are using
the tools of performance to share their stories, devise new ones
and use the stage to advocate for social change. Including a full
appendix of curricula and activities, this is the go-to handbook
for teachers, theatre leaders, performance makers who want to
create politically engaged work with girls and young women of
all ages.
Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42709-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42711-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85456-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427115

Routledge
Market: Drama / Theatre Studies
October 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23297-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25175-8: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28637-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367251758
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Inclusivity and Equality in Performance Training

Theatre-Rites

Teaching and Learning for Neuro and Physical Diversity

Animating Puppets, Objects and Sites

Edited by Petronilla Whitfield

Liam Jarvis and Sue Buckmaster

Focusing on neuro and physical difference and dis/ability in the
teaching of performance and associated studies, this book offers
nineteen practitioners’ research-based teaching strategies, aimed
to enhance equality of opportunity and individual abilities in
performance education. The sixteen chapters address the barriers
that can undermine those with dis/ability or difference,
highlighting how equality of opportunity can increase innovation
and enrich the creative work. This is a vital resource for teachers,
directors, performers, researchers and students who have an
interest in investigatory practice towards developing
emancipatory pedagogies within performance education.

Theatre-Rites are regarded as pioneers in the field of object-led
and site-specific performance, creating ground-breaking work
for family audiences. Theatre-Rites: Animating Puppets, Objects &
Sites is an invaluable resource for any puppeteer, actor, dancer,
visual artist, poet or student interested in expanding their
understanding of how to incorporate puppetry and/or symbolic
objects as metaphors in their work.

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Actor Training
November 2021: 6 x 9: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64683-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64680-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12580-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646806

Routledge
Market: Theatre and Performance Studies
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-138-35224-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-35227-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43483-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138352278
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How to Recognise and Support Mathematical
Mastery in Young Children’s Play
Learning from the 'Talk for Maths Mastery' Initiative
Edited by Di Chilvers, WatchMeGrow and the Development
Map
This exciting book explores young children’s fascination with all
things mathematical. Drawing on the Talk for Maths Mastery
project, it helps practitioners to understand early mathematical
development and recognise the maths taking place in children’s
play. Emphasising the importance of starting from children’s
existing mathematical interests, it shows how adults can build
on these starting points to gradually introduce new concepts
and address misconceptions as they arise. This book is essential
reading for all early years practitioners and teachers working
with children throughout the EYFS and KS1 as well as students
on early years courses.
Routledge
Market: Education / Early Years
July 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13356-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-13357-3: £22.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02607-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367133573
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Outdoor Play for Healthy Little Minds
Practical Ideas to Promote Children’s Wellbeing in the Early Years
Sarah Watkins
Series: Little Minds Matter
This essential resource is designed to help busy early years
practitioners to support the mental health of young children
through outdoor play. Using relatable case studies that
demonstrate achievable change, the book is full of practical
advice and strategies for exploring nature in both natural and
man-made landscapes. Outdoor play allows young children to
explore who they are and what they can do. It supports them
as they learn to think critically, take risks, and form a true sense
of belonging with their peers and with the wider community.
This is an indispensable resource for early years practitioners,
reception teachers and childminders as they facilitate outdoor
play.
Routledge
Market: Early Years / Wellbeing
October 2021: 5.83 x 8.27: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68344-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68343-6: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13702-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367683436
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The Kinderchat Guide to the Classroom
Heidi Echternacht and Amy Murray
From the founders of #Kinderchat, this book provides a
comprehensive, friendly guide to teaching in the early childhood
classroom. Organized around the same core topics as
#Kinderchat, conversational yet authoritative chapters cover
everything a novice teacher needs to know, from setting up
your classroom to establishing routines and engaging with
parents. Learn how to effectively incorporate play, meet the
needs of diverse learners, and cover curriculum like a pro. With
helpful tips for working with a range of program structures, this
is a must-have read for anyone new to the kindergarten or pre-k
classroom.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 6 x 9: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48164-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46935-1: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03834-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469351
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Artificial Intelligence in Schools

Your World Language Classroom

A Guide for Teachers, Leaders, and Technology Administrators

Strategies for In-Person and Digital Instruction

Varun Arora

Rachelle Dene Poth

Artificial Intelligence in Schools is the first book to explore the use of AI as a tool to enhance
K-12 instruction and administration.Written for the in-service community—leaders,
administrators, coaches, and teachers alike—this is your one-stop opportunity to make
sure you don’t fall behind the fast pace and promising innovations of today’s most advanced
learning technology. Covering curriculum development, feedback and scoring, student
empowerment, behavioral and classroom management, college readiness, and more, the
book is full of novel insights and concrete, strategic takeaways.

Perfect for K–12 world language teachers, this book provides
clear, fun, and practical guidance on how to help students master
language in the classroom using technology tools. Regardless
of your level of technological proficiency as a teacher, this book
will show you how to provide effective learning to students in
in-person, online, and hybrid environments, and help you
become more comfortable at using digital tools. With teacher
vignettes sprinkled throughout, chapters are filled with ideas
that will help you foster an inclusive, positive, and
student-centered classroom environment that supports students’
communication skills and social and emotional needs.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2021: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02399-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00905-6: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18323-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009056

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6 x 9: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68467-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67913-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13766-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367679132

2nd Edition

Best Practices in Engaging Online Learners Through
Active and Experiential Learning Strategies
Stephanie Smith Budhai, Neumann University, USA and
Ke'Anna Skipwith, Wentworth Institute of Technology, USA
Series: Best Practices in Online Teaching and Learning
This is a practical guide for all instructors, instructional designers,
and online learning administrators developing, teaching, and
leading online, hybrid, and/or blended learning courses and
programs who want to provide supportive, engaging, and
interactive learner experiences. Readers will find guidelines for
the development of participatory peer-learning,
competency-based learning, field-based and clinical experiences,
and service learning opportunities in the online classroom. In
addition, the authors provide effective learning strategies,
discipline specific examples, templates and additional resources that align learner
engagement with assessment practices and course outcomes.
Routledge
Market: Education / Technology
July 2021: 6 x 9: 124pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68184-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69094-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14040-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-67068-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367690946
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Designing Courses with Digital Technologies
Insights and Examples from Higher Education
Edited by Stefan Hrastinski
Designing Courses with Digital Technologies offers guidance
for higher education instructors integrating digital technologies
into their teaching, assessment, and overall support of students.
Written by and for instructors from a variety of disciplines, this
book presents evaluations that the contributors have
implemented in real-life courses, spanning blended and distance
learning, flipped classrooms, collaborative technologies,
video-supported learning, and beyond.

Routledge
Market: Education / Technology
August 2021: 6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62553-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70000-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14417-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700003
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A Parent’s Guide to The Science of Learning

Global Citizenship for Adult Education

77 Studies That Every Parent Needs to Know

Advancing Critical Literacies for Equity and Social Justice

Edward Watson, Innerdrive and Bradley Busch, Innerdrive
Supporting parents in the quest to help their children learn as
effectively and efficiently as possible, A Parent’s Guide to The
Science of Learning translates 77 of the most important and
influential studies on student learning into easily digestible
overviews. This book will develop parents ‘understanding of
crucial psychological research so that they can help their children
improve how they think, feel and behave in school (and indeed
in life). Each overview summarises the key findings from the
research and gives tips, hints and strategies in how you can use
them in your house.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64658-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64661-5: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12570-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646615

Edited by Petra A. Robinson, Louisiana State University, USA,
Kamala V. Williams, Prairie View A&M University, USA and
Maja Stojanović, Louisiana State University (LSU), USA.
This book promotes the development of non-traditional literacies
in adult education, especially as these critical literacies relate to
global citizenship, equity, and social justice. By compiling a
comprehensive list of Foundational, Sociocultural, Technological
and Informational, Psychosocial and Environmental, and Social
Justice Literacies, this volume offers readers theoretical
foundations, practical strategies, and additional resources.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2021: 6 x 9: 410pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50588-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50587-5: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05042-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367505875
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5th Edition

An Introduction to Philosophy of Education
Robin Barrow, Simon Fraser University, British Columbia,
Canada and Ronald Woods, formely of the University of
Leicester, UK
This introductory text, now in its fifth edition, is a classic in its
field. It shows, first and foremost, the importance of philosophy
in educational debate and as a background to any practical
activity such as teaching. In addition to these questions, which
strike to the heart of the rationale for the educative process as
a whole, the author explores such concepts as culture, creativity,
autonomy, indoctrination, needs, interests, and learning by
discovery. Updates to this edition include new chapters on
religious education and moral education, as well as questions
for reflection at the end of each chapter.

Sex Ed for Grown-Ups
How to Talk to Children and Young People about Sex and Relationships
Jonny Hunt
This is an open and honest guide that empowers adults to talk
to young people about all things sex and relationships. Written
by an independent relationship and sex education consultant,
this light-hearted and accessible book encourages grown-ups
to think and talk about the topics that scare them the most. Full
of hints, tips, and first-hand stories, it is a fun, compassionate
and engaging exploration of relationships and sex which will
help adults to fully support young people. This is essential
reading for parents, teachers, youth workers, social workers, and
any adult who wants to have well-informed and positive
conversations with the children and young people in their lives.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2021: 6 x 9: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63738-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63736-1: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12047-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-38126-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637361

Routledge
Market: Sex and Relationships Education / Parenting
September 2021: 6 x 9: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64134-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64133-7: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12229-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367641337
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Design Make Play for Equity, Inclusion, and Agency

World-Centred Education

The Evolving Landscape of Creative STEM Learning

A View for the Present

Edited by Harouna Ba, New York Hall of Science, USA,
Katherine McMillan Culp, New York Hall of Science, USA
and Margaret Honey, New York Hall of Science, USA
This pioneering book offers a resource for educators,
policymakers, researchers, exhibit designers, and program
developers that illuminates creative, cutting-edge ways to inspire,
engage, and motivate young people about STEM learning in
both informal and formal education settings. A follow-up to the
popular book Design, Make, Play (2013), this volume combines
new research, innovative case studies, and practical advice from
the New York Hall of Science (NYSCI) to define and illustrate a
vision for creative and immersive learning, focusing on STEM
learning experiences that are truly equitable and inclusive, and that foster learners’ agency.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 7 x 10: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57211-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-57212-6: £26.99
eBook: 978-0-203-70234-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138572126
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Gert Biesta, Maynooth University, Ireland and University of
Edinburgh, UK
This book makes an intervention in a long-standing discussion
by arguing that education should be world-centred rather than
child-centred or curriculum-centred. It explores what an
existential orientation to education entails and why this should
be an urgent concern for education today. He highlights the
importance of teaching, not understood as the transmission of
knowledge and skills but as an act of (re)directing the attention
of students to the world, so that they may encounter what the
world is asking from them. This text demonstrates to academics,
students, teachers, school administrators, and teacher educators,
the urgency of a world-centred orientation for education today.
Routledge
Market: Education
July 2021: 6 x 9: 126pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56553-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56552-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09833-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367565527
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2nd Edition

Project-Based Learning for Gifted Students
A Step-by-Step Guide to PBL and Inquiry in the Classroom
Todd Stanley
Project-Based Learning for Gifted Students: A Step-by-Step Guide to
PBL and Inquiry in the Classroom outlines how to implement PBL
in the gifted classroom.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2021: 150pp
Pb: 978-1-646-32107-0: £22.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781646321070
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Successful Online Learning with Gifted Students
Designing Online and Blended Lessons for Gifted and Advanced
Learners in Grades 5–8
Vicki Phelps, Milligan University, USA
This innovative, technology-based resource provides those who
teach gifted and advanced learners in grades 5–8 with quality,
research-based, online lessons, tools, and insights. Whether you
are looking to enrich learning within the classroom, provide
students with extensions outside the classroom, or engage
students in distance learning, this book will be invaluable in
meeting the needs of your gifted and advanced learners.

Routledge
Market: Gifted Education
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 136pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14511-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-646-32221-3: £22.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781646322213
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Talent Development in Gifted Education
Theory, Research, and Practice
Edited by Joyce VanTassel-Baska
This volume brings together experts in gifted education to
explore critical perspectives in talent development across the
lifespan, guiding readers towards a deeper understanding of
advanced learners and their education. The first section delves
into the foundational theory, research, and models of practice
underpinning gifted education and talent development, while
the second section examines its practical applications. The book
concludes with an exploration of talent throughout the lifespan.
Ideal for researchers and students of gifted education and
creativity studies, this handbook challenges readers to
interrogate what they think they know about giftedness and
talent development.
Routledge
Market: Education
July 2021: 6 x 9: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90397-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90395-4: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02415-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367903954
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Academic Writing for International Students of
Science

Pivoting Your Instruction

Jane Bottomley, University of Manchester
This second edition is an accessible companion designed to
help science and technology students develop the knowledge,
skills and strategies needed to produce clear and coherent
academic writing in their university assignments. Using authentic
texts to explore the nature of scientific writing, the book covers
key areas such as scientific style, effective sentence and
paragraph structure, and coherence in texts and arguments.
Throughout the book, a range of tasks offers the opportunity to
put theory into practice. This is an invaluable tool for the busy
science or technology student looking to improve their writing
and reach their full academic potential.

A Guide to Comprehensive Instructional Design for Faculty
Bruce M. Mackh, Rocky Mountain College of Art + Design,
USA
This practical guide for college and university instructors explains
how to design and prepare your courses to be adaptable for a
full range of learning environments – whether that’s online,
hybrid, or face-to-face traditional campus teaching. Chapters
provide quick takeaways and cover challenges and opportunities,
adapting high impact practices across instructional models, and
fostering a culture of care. The book also encourages faculty
members to adopt a student-centered mindset as they employ
the principles of Design Thinking, User Experience Design,
Instructional Design, and Learning Experience Design to create
a high-quality course.

Routledge
Market: Education/ Study Guides
October 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63271-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63272-4: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11857-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-83241-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367632724

Routledge
Market: Higher Education
August 2021: 6 x 9: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01592-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01709-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17972-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032017099
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Enhancing Learning through Formative Assessment
and Feedback

Planning and Passing Your PhD Defence

Alastair Irons, University of Sunderland, UK and Sam
Elkington
Series: Key Guides for Effective Teaching in Higher Education
Presented through the lens of contempoary perspectives,
empirical evidence, and case studies across a broad range of
subject disciplines, this new edition aims to encourage teaching
and support staff to focus on the promotion of student learning
through designing and embedding high impact formative
assessment processes and activities. Aimed at both experienced
and early career practitioners in higher education, this text is
ideal reading for educators who wish to see a more holistic
approach to education positions learning standards rather than
measurement and grades as central to effective assessment and
a return to a focus on student learners.
Routledge
Market: Higher Education
August 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61052-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-61055-2: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-138-61051-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-39781-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138610552
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A Global Toolbox for Success
Olga Degtyareva and Eva O.L. Lantsoght
Series: Insider Guides to Success in Academia
This book is a toolbox for PhD students to plan and prepare for
the PhD defence regardless of their scientific discipline or
location. The authors discuss various defence formats that are
used internationally and identify the main differences and
similarities.
With international examples, practical strategies, and tips from
former PhD students and supervisors, this book unpacks the
principles and unwritten rules underpinning the defence. This
book is crucial reading for students across the world looking to
defend their PhD thesis, and also for their supervisors and
examiners.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
November 2021: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36665-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36666-7: £17.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34790-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366667
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Higher Education in the Era of Migration,
Displacement and Internationalization
Khalid Arar, Associate Professor of Educational Leadership
and Policy, College of Education at Texas State University,
Texas, USA, Yasar Kondakci, Bernhard Streitweiser, George
Washington University Graduate School of Education and
Human Development, USA. and Anna Saiti
This book examines how higher education institutions globally
can improve to meet the needs of displaced people, refugees,
migrants, and international students. Examining relevant policy,
leadership, programs, and services that equitably meet diversified
students’ needs, this book examines how institutions can
increase access, participation and success. The chapters present
cutting-edge scholarship that tie the existing body of knowledge
on international migration for higher education to ways that
institutions of higher education can assist the formation of relevant policy towards displaced
groups around the globe.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36301-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36302-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34518-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363024
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Undertaking Capstone Projects in Education
A Practical Guide for Students
Jolanta Burke and Majella Dempsey
Undertaking Capstone Projects in Education provides students
with all of the information required to successfully design and
complete a capstone project. Structured in a way that will help
readers build their skills, chapters explore all aspects of the
capstone project from the inception of the idea, to laying the
foundations, designing the project, analysing the data and
presenting the findings. Written in a friendly and collaborative
style, this key guide uses simple language and
easy-to-understand examples to unpack complex research issues.
This book is essential reading for students and anyone interested
in undertaking a capstone project in the field of education.
Routledge
Market: Education / Higher Education
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74352-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74844-9: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15982-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748449
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Better Questioning for Better Learning

Transpersonal Leadership in Action

Strategies for Engaged Thinking

How to Lead Beyond the Ego

Benjamin Stewart Johnson
Learn how to ask deeper questions and develop better
questioning habits with this important resource. Author Ben
Johnson takes you step-by-step through the key considerations
and brain-based research to keep in mind when developing
questions. Each section concludes by helping you create an
action plan to improve your skills in a given area. Appropriate
for teachers, instructional coaches, training facilitators, and
specialists, the book can be used independently or in schoolwide
book studies to help educators of all subjects and grades
improve the depth and quality of their questioning.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 7 x 10: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00786-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76105-9: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17567-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761059

5th Edition

Ethical Leadership and Decision Making in
Education
Joan Poliner Shapiro, Temple University, USA and
Jacqueline A. Stefkovich, Pennsylvania State University, USA
The fifth edition continues to assist educational leaders with
complex dilemmas in today’s challenging, divided, and diverse
societies. Chapters use discussion and analysis to demonstrate
the application of four ethical paradigms – the ethics of justice,
critique, care, and the profession – and present cases
representing dilemmas faced by educational leaders.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 330pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89807-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90139-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02286-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-77627-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901394

Duncan Enright, John Knights, LeaderShape Global, Danielle Grant, LeaderShape
Global and Greg Young, LeaderShape Global
Following the success of Leading Beyond the Ego, this book shows how to apply
Transpersonal Leadership – practiced leaders who are radical, ethical, authentic and act
beyond their own interests to create high-performing organisations - in a wide range of
leadership contexts. It considers the attributes of transpersonal leaders and how they can
transform organisations by building strong, collaborative relationships and a caring,
sustainable and performance enhancing environment. Transpersonal Leadership in Action
is essential reading for senior leaders, HR professionals, and those responsible for leader
and organisational development.
Routledge
Market: Education
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71388-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71389-8: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15062-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367713898

Vygotsky the Teacher
A Companion to his Psychology for Teachers and Other Practitioners
Myra Barrs
Drawing on a wide range of sources, this unique text presents
key Vygotskian perspectives on imagination, creativity, poetry,
literature and drama and the role of language in the
development of consciousness. It highlights Vygotsky’s work on
special needs education, and guides readers through the impact
of this on his theories of teaching and learning. The text also
explores his fascinating use of classroom observation, underlining
his innovations in methodology. Essential reading for students
on education and psychology degree courses, this book will also
be of interest to practitioners wanting to know more about
Vygotsky’s enduring interest in pedagogy as theory-based
practice.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19540-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19541-0: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20304-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367195410
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The Total Teacher
Understanding the Three Dimensions that Define Effective Educators
Danny Steele
What are the keys to thriving as an educator? This insightful book
from bestselling author Danny Steele reveals how the most
effective teachers are well-rounded and three-dimensional, 1)
grounded in the technical side (classroom management,
instruction, and professional growth); 2) dedicated to the
relationship work (the purpose of what we do); and 3) committed
to the vital role they play in building the school’s culture. The
book provides strategies, inspirational stories, and helpful
examples from educators Perfect for new and experienced
teachers, this unique book will help you reflect on the art of
being a teacher and enhance your professional practice.
Eye on Education
Market: Education
August 2021: 6 x 9: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62252-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47842-1: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10856-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478421
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Advancing Learning Within and Beyond the
Classroom

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 3: Ruby
Red
Alison Wilcox

Resetting Pedagogy for the Online Era
Bradley Lightbody
This book sets out five core elements of good practice that will
lead to great teaching and learning both within and beyond the
classroom. It looks in detail at the learning process and how
teachers can support this through a rich mix of teacher-led direct
instruction, collaborative and online learning both flipped and
blended. Covering five major themes to reset our pedagogy,
Advancing Learning Within and Beyond the Classroom presents
the key evidence about ‘what works’ alongside practical activities
to adopt or adapt to enhance your own practice. This is essential
reading for all teachers working in secondary schools or further
education.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67777-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67778-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13278-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677787

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 3: Ruby Red is part of
a short series of age specific, beautifully illustrated stories that
can be read for pleasure and/or used as a contextualized
resource, containing a step by step guide to teaching
punctuation. The characters from each story are used to
demonstrate a range of punctuation rules in a fun and engaging
way appropriate to its age group. It explores the impact of
punctuation on reading, understanding, meaning and effect,
and can be used as a basis for pupils’ own punctuation or
included in their ‘Writer’s Toolkit.
Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 92pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04086-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04087-5: £9.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19047-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040875
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Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 1: The
Ninjabread Girl

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Years 4-6:
Jack and the Crystal Fang

Adam Bushnell

Alison Wilcox

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 1: The Ninjabread Girl
is part of a short series of age specific, beautifully illustrated
stories that can be read for pleasure and/or used as a
contextualized resource, containing a step by step guide to
teaching punctuation. The characters from each story are used
to demonstrate a range of punctuation rules in a fun and
engaging way appropriate to its age group. It explores the
impact of punctuation on reading, understanding, meaning and
effect, and can be used as a basis for pupils’ own punctuation
or included in their ‘Writer’s Toolkit.

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Years 4-6: Jack and the Crystal
Fang is part of a short series of age specific, beautifully illustrated
stories that can be read for pleasure and/or used as a
contextualized resource, containing a step by step guide to
teaching punctuation. The characters from each story are used
to demonstrate a range of punctuation rules in a fun and
engaging way appropriate to its age group. It explores the
impact of punctuation on reading, understanding, meaning and
effect, and can be used as a basis for pupils’ own punctuation
or included in their ‘Writer’s Toolkit.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 86pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04082-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04084-4: £9.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19045-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040844

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04093-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04095-0: £9.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19050-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040950
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Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 2:
Captain Moody and His Pirate Crew

Genders, Cultures, and Literacies
Understanding Intersecting Identities

Adam Bushnell

Edited by Barbara J. Guzzetti, Arizona State University, USA

Descriptosaurus Punctuation in Action Year 2: Captain Moody and
His Pirate Crew is part of a short series of age specific, beautifully
illustrated stories that can be read for pleasure and/or used as
a contextualized resource, containing a step by step guide to
teaching punctuation. The characters from each story are used
to demonstrate a range of punctuation rules in a fun and
engaging way appropriate to its age group. It explores the
impact of punctuation on reading, understanding, meaning and
effect, and can be used as a basis for pupils’ own punctuation
or included in their ‘Writer’s Toolkit.

This volume brings together leading scholars in their fields who
offer much needed and wide-ranging perspectives on the
intersections of genders, cultures and literacies. Chapters address
such topics as the literacy practices of incarcerated fathers of
color; Black girls’ literacies; Indigenous students’ cultural literacies;
the writing practices of Latinx women for identity representation;
and more. Ideal for scholars in literacy studies, gender studies,
and cultural studies, this volume is a necessary and original
update to the ways cultural, racial, and gender identities are
viewed in current educational and sociocultural climates.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 106pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04078-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-04079-0: £9.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19043-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032040790
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Market: Education
November 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74456-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74275-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15801-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742751
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Habits of Success: Getting Every Student Learning
Harry Fletcher-Wood, Institute for Teaching, UK
Drawing on decades of research on behavioural science, this
book offers teachers practical strategies to get students learning.
The key is students’ habits. This book reveals simple, powerful
ways to help students build habits of success. Harry
Fletcher-Wood shows how teachers can use behavioural science
techniques to increase motivation and improve behaviour. He
offers clear guidance on topics such as using role models to
motivate students, making detailed plans to help students act,
and building habits to ensure students keep going.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44494-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44495-2: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01006-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444952
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Teaching K–12 Transdisciplinary Literacy
A Comprehensive Instructional Framework for Learning and Leading
Enrique A. Puig and Kathy S. Froelich
Accessible and comprehensive, this text introduces a
transdisciplinary framework for literacy instruction in grades
K-12. This cutting-edge volume addresses the need for literacy
instruction that crosses disciplines to provide students with a
skillset that is not constrained or siloed, but rather knowledge
that students can apply to existing and emerging fields. The text
begins with a clear, theoretical understanding of literacy
instruction, delves into practical aspects of select instructional
practices by grade level, and expands to the creation of
schoolwide Multi-Tiered Systems of Support to ensure a
continuous improvement system.
Routledge
Market: Education
September 2021: 6 x 9: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64384-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63864-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12427-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367638641

Lessons from Lockdown
The Educational Legacy of COVID-19
Tony Breslin
Lessons from Lockdown explores the impact of COVID-19 on our
schooling systems, on the young people and families that they
serve, and on all who work in our schools, and asks what the
long-term ramifications might be for the pedagogy and purpose
of formal education. Drawing on the voices of over one hundred
pupils, parents and professionals, it reveals how teachers, learners
and schools are adapting their practice in areas such as
curriculum modelling, parental engagement, assessment, home
learning, and on-line and blended learning.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63926-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63929-7: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12134-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367639297
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Tackling Anxiety in Schools
Lessons for Children Aged 3-13
Chris Calland, Behaviour Support Service, Bristol Council,
UK and Nicky Hutchinson
Many of our young children are becoming increasingly anxious
and struggling to manage their overwhelming emotions.
Tackling Anxiety in Schools addresses the growing concerns about
children’s mental health and the effect that high anxiety can
have on a young person’s academic, personal and social
well-being and also on their physical health. The book examines
some of the pressures that young people face and presents a
clear, easy to use curriculum plan for primary school teachers.
It includes up to date information on anxiety, practical ideas for
the classroom and materials to enable schools to support parents
and carers.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62098-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62097-4: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10794-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367620974
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Global Directions in Inclusive Education

The Autism Resource Manual

Conceptualizations, Practices, and Methodologies for the 21st Century

Practical Strategies for Teachers and other Education Professionals

Edited by Matthew J. Schuelka and Suzanne Carrington

Debbie Riall

This book considers fresh international perspectives on schooling
culture, systems, teacher preparation, school leadership and
policy. Despite positive strides in inclusive pedagogy, educational
outcomes and global participation for marginalized students
remains stubbornly low. The expert contributors push the
conceptual boundaries of ‘inclusive education’ and explore new
ways to research and conceptualize inclusion and diversity in
education for all children. This pioneering book problematizes
‘inclusive education’ as a global currency and another form of
deficit-thinking, whilst contributors seek diverse ways forward
that represent new visions and innovations from around the
world.

This highly practical resource book is full of realistic and
achievable strategies to help teachers to support neurodiverse
students in a range of situations that, whilst often seemingly
insignificant, can quickly become substantial and disruptive
challenges in the mainstream classroom. Written with the busy
teacher in mind, chapters are easy to dip in and out of, with
jargon-free language and simple explanations which are easy
to understand and put into practice. Written by an advisory
teacher for autism with a wealth of experience, this book will be
an invaluable tool for both primary and secondary teachers in
mainstream settings, as well as other education professionals.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55095-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55093-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09195-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550936
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Routledge
Market: Education / Autism
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75577-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75576-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16303-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755768
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Providing Relationships and Sex Education for
Special Learners
An Essential Guide for Developing RSE Provision
Paul Bray
Series: nasen spotlight
Effective Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) provision is a
right for all learners, yet it often proves challenging for educators
and caregivers, particularly those teaching learners with
additional needs. It offers both specific support tailored to pupils
with PMLD and SLD, Down’s Syndrome and Autism, as well as
broad support to embed a whole-school approach in
mainstream and special settings. Chapters guide the reader
through a range of key topics, with advice, strategies and
ready-to-use resources to teach RSE in a positive and respectful
way. This much-needed book will also help schools to meet
statutary requirements covering the delivery of Relationships and Sex Education.
Routledge
Market: Education / SEND
July 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 154pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48746-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48747-5: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04314-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138487475
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Specially Designed Instruction
Increasing Success for Students with Disabilities
Anne M. Beninghof
In engaging, accessible chapters, expert teacher and author
Anne Beninghof lays out a road map for providing specially
designed instruction in any classroom. This book equips you
with the answers to the most frequently asked questions around
incorporating special education services into the general
classroom — What is SDI? Who is responsible? How do we make
it happen?
Focused on creating an effective planning process that you and
your team can follow to develop specially designed instruction,
this toolkit includes dozens of practical examples, worksheets,
and prep tools to ensure readers walk away with a thorough
understanding and ready-to-use ideas.
Routledge
Market: Education
August 2021: 7 x 10: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62257-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61612-0: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10858-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367616120
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ASIAN STUDIES
2nd Edition

An Economic History of India 1707–1857
Tirthankar Roy, London School of Economics and Political
Science, UK
This new edition of An Economic History of Early Modern India
extends the timespan of the analysis to incorporate further
research. This allows for a more detailed discussion of the rise
of the British Empire in South Asia and gives a fuller context for
the historiography.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Economic History
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00292-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77041-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17354-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-69064-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367770419
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Murakami Haruki and Our Years of Pilgrimage
Edited by Gitte Marianne Hansen, Newcastle University, UK
and Michael Tsang
This book is a timely and expansive volume on Murakami Haruki,
arguably Japan's most high profile contemporary writer. With
contributions from prominent Murakami scholars, this book
approaches the works of Murakami Haruki through
interdisciplinary perspectives, discussing their significance and
value through the lenses of history; geography; politics; gender
and sexuality; translation; literary influence and circulation.
Chapters together provide a multi-faceted assessment on
Murakami’s literary oeuvre in the last four decades.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Literature / Asian Literature / World Literature
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18140-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18141-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05971-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367181413

Women, Gender, and Sexuality in China
A Brief History
Ping Yao, California State University, USA
Women, Gender and Sexuality in China serves as a focal textbook
for undergraduate courses on women, gender, and sexuality in
Chinese history. Thematically structured, it surveys important
aspects of gender systems and gender practices throughout
Chinese history, from the earliest period to the modern era.
Topics include the concept of yin-yang, life course and gender
roles, kinship systems and family structure, marriage practices,
sexuality, women’s work and daily life, as well as gender in
Chinese mythology, religions, medicine, art, and literature.
Routledge
Market: Gender Studies / Chinese History / Sourcebook
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18958-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64701-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-62726-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647015
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Advertising Management in a Digital Environment

Brand Metrics

Text and Cases

Measuring Brand Efficacy along the Customer Journey
Larry D. Kelley, University of Houston, USA and Kim Bartel
Sheehan, University of Oregon, USA

The book blends the latest methods for digital communication
and an understanding of the global landscape with the best
practices of the functional areas of management. It covers
advertising management and human capital management, as
well as strategic planning, decision making and brand strategy.
This new edition textbook offers an integrated and global
approach to Advertising Management and should be core or
recommended reading for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of Media Management, Advertising, Marketing
Management and Strategy, Communications and PR. It is
also suitable for those in executive education and studying for professional qualifications.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management/Media
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62071-4: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62074-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10782-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367620745

Jacek Kall
This book gathers and explains the key brand analysis tools that
measure brand effectiveness and awareness along the customer
journey. It not only shows the formula for a metric and explains
how it should be interpreted, but also considers what each
metric really measures, how it impacts the brand’s equity and
how is it related to other metrics. As such it should be perfect
recommended reading for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students of Strategic Brand Management,
Marketing Planning and Strategy, Marketing and Branding
Metrics.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management/Routledge
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 156pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76503-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76504-0: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16723-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765040
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AI and the Project Manager

Buddhist and Taoist Systems Thinking

How the Rise of Artificial Intelligence Will Change Your World

The Natural Path to Sustainable Transformation

Peter Taylor, Head of Global PMO, Aptos Retail, UK
Enabling project managers to adapt to the new technology of
artificial intelligence, this first comprehensive book on the topic
discusses how AI will reinvent the project world and allow project
managers to focus on people. Filled with insights and examples
from tech providers and project experts, this book is an
invaluable resource for PMO leaders, change executives, project
managers, programme managers and portfolio managers.
Anyone who is part of the global community of change and
project leadership needs to accept and understand the
fast-approaching AI technology, and this book shows how to
use it to their advantage.
Routledge
Market: Business / Project Management
October 2021: 6 x 9: 158pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00656-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00657-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17506-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006574

Josep M. Coll
Series: Systems Thinking
This book, for the first time, explores the benefits of applying
Buddhist and Taoist Systems Thinking to sustainable
management. Grounded in Taoist and Zen Buddhist
philosophies, it offers a modern scientific perspective
fundamentally based on the concepts of bio-logical adaptability
and lifefulness amidst complexity and constant change. The
book offers a vital toolkit for purpose-driven practitioners,
management researchers, students, social entrepreneurs, systems
evaluators and change-makers to reinvent, create and mindfully
manage sustainable and agile organizations that drive systemic
transformation.
Routledge
Market: management / planning
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00972-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47896-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03721-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478964
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Asia's Social Entrepreneurs

Building Excellence in Higher Education

Do Well, Do Good... Do Sustainably

Singapore’s Experience

Edited by Howard Thomas and Havovi Joshi

Arnoud De Meyer and Jovina Ang

This book presents a collection of ten case studies that
demonstrate the important role played by social enterprises in
driving inclusive growth in Asia’s economies. The ten case studies
in the book provide a ring-side view of how social enterprises
operate and evolve to create, sustain and scale up their social
impact. The readers will gain a practical understanding of how
social entrepreneurs struggle to maintain a balance between
their two seemingly contradictory goals of creating social value
and generating economic returns.

Over the last thirty years Singapore has developed a system of
higher education that is the envy of many other countries or
regions. How has Singapore developed such a highly performing
system? Was it all planned? Was it mere luck? Written by Arnoud
de Meyer, widely regarded as one of the pre-eminent
management educators and leaders in higher education, the
book takes Singapore as an in-depth case study of how to build
a system of higher education.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06729-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06731-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20358-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032067315
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Market: Business and Management
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53915-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53916-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08371-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539160
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Charity Marketing
Bulletproof Decisions

Contemporary Issues, Research and Practice
Edited by Fran Hyde, University of Suffolk, UK and
Sarah-Louise Mitchell, Oxford Brookes University, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Marketing

How Executives Can Get it Right, Every Time
Ruben Ugarte
In this book, I will help business executives systematically tackle these 35,00 decisions.
Executives are forced to make critical decisions that impact their lives, their employees’
lives, and their customers.
Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership / Decision-Making
December 2021: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02826-2: £105.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02825-5: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18538-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028255
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Charities operate within an increasingly challenging
environment, with competition for public engagement, funding
and volunteers intensifying. High-profile scandals have knocked
public trust and led to changes in regulation and governance.
However, the recent COVID-19 pandemic has illustrated how
great the need is for charities to provide support in times of
need and fill the gap left by inadequate public sector provision.
This book brings together leading scholars to rigorously explore
the contemporary issues facing charity marketing, to challenge
students and researchers to think about charity marketing in a way that is creative and
impactful.
Routledge
Market: Business / Marketing / Non-profit marketing
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65202-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68089-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13416-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680893
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Catastrophic Risk

Compliance Capitalism

Business Strategy for Managing Turbulence in a World at Risk

How Free Markets Have Led to Unfree, Overregulated Workers

Richard L. Alfred

Sidney Dekker
Series: The Business, Management and Safety Effects of
Neoliberalism

Imagine that you are a corporate executive or small business
owner in a midwestern city under water after weeks of extreme
weather and drenching rainfall. Infrastructure has been damaged
beyond repair, transportation arteries are closed, and your supply
chain is broken.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Leadership
October 2021: 7 x 10: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42532-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42386-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85330-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423865

In this book, Sidney Dekker sets out to identify the market
mechanisms that explain how less government paradoxically
leads to greater compliance burdens. This book gives shape and
substance to a suspicion that has become widespread among
workers in almost every industry: we have to follow more rules
than ever—and still, things can go spectacularly wrong.

Routledge
Market: Business / Health & Safety Management
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01236-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01235-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17780-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032012353
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Charity Management

Creating a Successful Digital Presence

Leadership, Evolution, and Change

Objectives, Strategies and Tactics

Sarah Mitchell
Series: Charity and Non-Profit Studies

Gordon Fletcher, University of Salford, UK and Noel
Adolphus

Britain faces challenges that weren’t imaginable thirty years ago,
challenges which charities, rooted as they are in community
action and the public good, should be ideally suited to
tackle. Even after a decade of cuts and immense social and
environmental disruption charities are still fighting hard to
maintain business as usual. This book explores how charities in
the UK really operate, as seen through the eyes of people who
work in and with charities, and investigates what holds charities
back from change. This volume is especially valuable for
academics and professionals in the fields of charity and
non-profit management, organisational change, and strategic

Increasingly graduates, and anyone entering employment, need
an individual digital presence to showcase themselves to secure
their first professional role. It takes an employability approach
to encourage readers to recognise and deliver an effective digital
presence. By using a strategic and systematic process, this book
draws together academic thinking with practical outcomes. It
is essential reading for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students studying any discipline related to the
digital world, particularly digital marketing and digital business,
entrepreneurship and strategy, as well as those taking
employability and personal professional development

management.

programmes.

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
July 2021: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68794-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68796-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13908-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367687960

Routledge
Market: Business & Management/Marketing
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46034-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46037-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02658-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460372
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Creating Value with Data Analytics in Marketing

Effective Directors

Mastering Data Science

The Right Questions to Ask (QTA)

Peter C. Verhoef, Edwin Kooge, Natasha Walk, Metriclab
Big Data Analytics, The Netherlands and Jaap E. Wieringa
This book is a refreshingly practical yet theoretically sound
roadmap to leveraging data analytics and data science. The vast
amount of data generated about us and our world is useless
without plans and strategies that are designed to cope with its
size and complexity, and which enable organisations to leverage
the information to create value in marketing. By tying data and
analytics to specific goals and processes for implementation,
this book is essential reading for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students and specialists of data analytics,
marketing research, marketing management, and customer
relationship management.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81978-1: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-81979-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01116-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83797-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819798

Edited by Charlotte Valeur and Claire Fargeot
Series: Questions to Ask (QTA)
The Effective Board: Questions To Ask (QTA) is a reference book
for board members and executives globally to support them in
their work. With chapters written by senior company board
members and respected figures in corporate governance, the
questions have been drawn together to offer food for thought
and useful prompts that take Boards beyond operational
discussions.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06202-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06204-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20118-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062044
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Death and Funeral Practices in Russia

Fashion Entrepreneurship

Sergei Mokhov
Series: Routledge International Focus on Death and Funeral Practices

The Creation of the Global Fashion Business

Built on original ethnographic research conducted by the author, this book offers a highly
detailed and comprehensive account of funerary history and practices in Russia. Death and
Funeral Practices in Russia provides rich data on mortality statistics, trends in the funeral
market in contemporary Russia, the legal framework of funerary practices, as well as regional
and demographic disparities. A truly unique offering, the book is essential reading for
academics, policy makers and practitioners interested in the history, legal, technical and
professional aspects of the funerary industry in Russia.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management / Sociology
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 112pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72152-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15367-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721527
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Neri Karra, IESEG University, France
This book provides the first authoritative history of the global
fashion industry, from its emergence to the present day, with a
focus on the entrepreneurs at the nucleus of many of the world's
influential brands. It shows how successive generations of
entrepreneurs built and developed the brands too,
democratizing access to fashion brands and extending fashion's
reach.
This book includes case studies and interviews that Neri
Karra have conducted over 10 years with designers, managers,
CEOs, and influential figures in fashion. It explores the emerging
culture of street style and blogging, comparing that to the dawn
of the nineteenth-century fashion brands and industry.
Routledge
Market: Entrepreneurship
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20860-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-20861-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-45877-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138208612
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Deepening the Leadership Journey

Happiness Through Goal Setting

Nine Elements of Leadership Mastery

A Practical Guide to Reflect on and Change the Reasons Why You
Pursue Your Most Important Goals in Life

Al Bolea, University of Alaska, USA and Leanne Atwater,
University of Houston, USA
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Deepening The Leadership Journey is a compendium of topical
(and in some cases imponderable) situations for which leadership
is either applicable or in need. Intended for personal leadership
development and practicing managers as well as courses on
leadership, this approachable guide deepens the reader’s
leadership journey based on Al Bolea's "J-Curve" model of
leadership and the nine essential elements of leadership mastery
introduced in Becoming A Leader
Routledge
Market: Leadership
December 2021: 6 x 9: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47837-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47836-0: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03679-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478360

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Christian Ehrlich and Sashenka Milston
An evidence-based, practical guide to reflection on the most
important goals in life, this book provides a unique framework
and thought-provoking exercises to modify personal and
professional goals to increase happiness.
There are many books on happiness – no other discusses
happiness specifically from a goal setting perspective. HR and
mental health professionals, mindfulness practitioners, coaches,
mentors, higher education staff, postgraduate students and
others will benefit from the hands-on guidance in this book.

Routledge
Market: Business / Personal Success
July 2021: 6 x 9: 78pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00231-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00230-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17325-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032002309
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Human Rights

International Human Resource Management

A Key Idea for Business and Society
Karin Buhmann, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management
Human rights are an interdisciplinary subject as well as a
foundational aspect of the law. Their importance at the
intersection of business and society is central, yet under-analysed.
This book provides an accessible understanding of what human
rights are, how business enterprises may impact human rights
for better or for worse and how such impacts can or should be
managed. A concise introduction to a complex topic, this book
is perfect reading for students of corporate social responsibility,
business ethics and international business, as well as an
illuminating guide for researchers, managers, civil society
organisations, government officials and reflective practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Business / Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52053-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52054-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05619-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520540

Policies and Practices for Multinational Enterprises
Ibraiz Tarique, Pace University, USA, Dennis R. Briscoe,
(retired) University of San Diego, USA and Randall S. Schuler,
Rutgers University, USA.University of Lucerne, Switzerland
Series: Global HRM
The updated sixth edition of International Human Resource
Management is an authoritative resource that focuses on
international human resource management (IHRM) within
multinational enterprises (MNEs). The book includes fifteen
chapters with rich pedagogy students have come to expect and
is organized into four sections: Strategic Context, National and
Cultural Context, Global Talent Management and Role and the
Future of IHRM.
Routledge
Market: Human Resource Management
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48949-3: £130.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48950-9: £67.99
eBook: 978-0-429-44146-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-71053-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138489509
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2nd Edition

Lean in a High-Variability Business

Intercultural Communication for Global Business

A Graphic Novel about Lean and People at Zingerman’s Mail Order

Elizabeth A. Tuleja, University of Notre Dame

Eduardo Lander, Jeffrey K. Liker and Thomas E. Root

As concise and practical as ever, this new edition brings together
principles and new theories in intercultural communication,
focusing on communication as the foundation for management
and global leadership. It examines the concepts associated with
understanding culture and communication in the global
business environment. This fully updated new edition also
includes completely updated case studies, with an increased
emphasis on non-US perspectives, to show real-world
applications across the globe. Richly illustrated with new
examples and activities, this text is ideal for any business student
or manager dedicated to communicating more effectively in a

This clever and highly engaging graphic novel details a story
about one organization’s Lean journey with inspiration from the
Toyota Way.

globalized society.
Routledge
Market: Business communication
August 2021: 7 x 10: 334pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00078-7: £240.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37556-0: £68.99
eBook: 978-0-367-42382-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-93284-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367375560

2nd Edition

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38785-0: £74.99
Pb: 978-1-138-38776-8: £22.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42602-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387768

Marketing Analytics

International Business
Alan Sitkin, Regents University, UK
This eagerly awaited update of a popular text has been
substantially revised and updated to incorporate developments
in the field of International Business. It continues to do so in Alan
Sitkin's characteristically direct, lively, and accessible style which
is ideal for introductory students.

Routledge
Market: Business / Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 400pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74680-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74677-3: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15905-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746773

Statistical Tools for Marketing and Consumer Behaviour using SPSS
José Marcos Carvalho de Mesquita and Erik Kostelijk,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, Netherlands
Series: Mastering Business Analytics
Marketing Analytics provides guidelines in the application of
statistics using SPSS for students and professionals using
quantitative methods in Marketing and Consumer Behaviour.
With simple language and a practical, screenshot-led approach,
the book presents eleven multivariate techniques and the steps
required to perform analysis.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Marketing
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05218-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05219-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19661-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052199
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Mobile Medicine

Social Enterprise

Overcoming People, Culture, and Governance

Cases and Analysis for Understanding Social Business

Edited by Sherri Douville
No topic in healthcare technology is more urgent and yet more
elusive to date than mobile computing in medicine. It adheres
to no boundaries, stagnates in silos, and demands not just the
attention of dedicated professionals, but also teams of teams.

Productivity Press
Market: Business & Management: Healthcare Management
November 2021: 7 x 10: 342pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11564-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65150-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22047-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367651503

Malcolm Harper, Cranfield School of Management, UK and
Nadiya Parekh
This book introduces students and others to the discipline of
social entrepreneurship, which encourages the creation of
enterprises that are socially inclusive yet economically and
ecologically sustainable. In each chapter there are case studies
about internationally well-known enterprises and new local
enterprises. The book leads its readers to understand and
appreciate entrepreneurial issues and to engage themselves in
community-based activities. The authors take a pragmatic yet
critical approach, and this book should be core or recommended
reading for Social Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprise
modules at advanced undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA level.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46959-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46960-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03222-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469603
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Risky Business

Social Media Storms

Why Leaders Must Develop a Disruptive Mindset

Empowering Leadership Beyond Crisis Management

Linda Henman
Drawing on a rich trove of original, cutting-edge research and
four decades’ worth of consulting, Henman knows what it takes
to succeed in the C-suite. She dispels myths by presenting a
clear and compelling summary of what she has observed -- and
in many cases, helped to create.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership
May 2021: 6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76815-7: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16866-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768157

Pernille Rydén, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark,
Muhammad Ismail Hossain, University of Dhaka,
Bangladesh, Efthymia Kottika and Vatroslav Škare
This fascinating new book explores the benefits and dynamics
of social media storms and identifies the possible opportunities
that they present for further engagement with customers. It
provides actionable managerial advice on planning for,
measuring and navigating social media storms in an innovative
way. Social Media Storms provides advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate digital marketing, marketing communications,
strategy and crisis management students with a comprehensive
understanding of the social media storm phenomenon and
helps marketing and communications professionals to leverage
the opportunities that social media storms are bringing.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42530-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42527-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85329-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367425272

Ship Management

Strategic Luxury Management

Theory and Practice

Value Creation and Creativity for Competitive Advantage
Pengfei Zhang, Solent University, Southampton and Lijun
Tang, University of Plymouth, UK
Series: Routledge Maritime Masters

This book unpacks the complexity of this crucial maritime activity
by spelling out its key elements, and the connections and
linkages between them.
It offers dedicated chapters on strategic management,
commercial management, operations management, technical
management, human resource management and compliance
management, weaving in numerous international examples
throughout, then looks to the future, exploring the challenges
facing ship management, and the impact of digitalisation. It will
be valuable for upper-level students of shipping management and maritime operations,
and can also serve as a one-stop reference for researchers and industry practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Maritime / Shipping
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53278-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53277-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08124-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367532772

Complimentary Exam Copy
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David Millán Planelles
Series: Mastering Luxury Management
Strategic Luxury Management is a case-rich and practical overview
of how luxury creates value and why some firms are more
successful than others. Luxury is rarely discussed from a strategic
perspective: how luxury managers make complex decisions
relative to their competitive environment. With examples and
case studies from international firms illustrating each chapter, this
book is essential reading for postgraduate, MBA and executive
education students studying luxury management, luxury brand
management, luxury creativity and innovation, and strategic
management, as well as reflective practitioners within the luxury
industry.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85834-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85837-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01532-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367858377
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Sustainability

The Business of Less

A Key Idea for Business and Society

The Role of Companies and Households on a Planet in Peril

Suzanne Benn, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia,
Melissa Edwards, University of Technology Sydney, Australia
and Tim Williams, University of Technology Sydney, Australia
Series: Key Ideas in Business and Management
The heightening impact of ecological and societal crises makes
sustainability an increasingly urgent imperative, requiring a
fundamental shift in how we understand and practice
management and business. In this book, the authors set out the
key characteristics of sustainability such as its temporal and
multilevel effects and highlight the complex array of
sustainability risks and opportunities for business and
management.It challenges students and scholars to draw from
across the sciences and social sciences to understand, reflect
upon and deliver responsible business outcomes in contemporary society.
Routledge
Market: Business & Management
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-07701-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-07702-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02217-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367077020

Roland Geyer
The Business of Less rewrites the book on business and the
environment. This book introduces new paradigms designed
to finally reconcile business and the environment in an accessible
way. The first is called ‘net green’, which means that in these
times of ecological overshoot green business activities need to
reduce total environmental impact and not just improve the
eco-efficiency of individual products. The second paradigm of
the book is called ‘labor, not materials’ and builds on the insight
that substituting material and energy inputs with labor is virtually
guaranteed to reduce environmental impact.
Routledge
Market: Business and Management
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75583-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75585-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16306-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755850
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5th Edition

Tactics for Racial Justice

The Dynamics of Managing Diversity and Inclusion

Building an Antiracist Organization and Community

A Critical Approach

Shannon Joyce Prince
Series: Giving Voice to Values

Gill Kirton, Queen Mary University of London, UK and
Anne-marie Greene, De Montfort University, UK

This is not a book of anti-racist theory but anti-racist tactics –
tactics that anyone, of any race, can use to strike a blow against
injustice. Anti-racism is not about what we feel but what we do,
and there are specific techniques we can use to create a just
world. You’ll get a blueprint on how to dismantle systemic racism
community by community, workplace by workplace,
organization by organization – and examples of what not to do.

The Dynamics of Managing Diversity and Inclusion was one of the
first books to respond to growing academic coverage of the
topic of diversity management at degree level. This fifth edition
has been fully updated to reflect new working practices, labour
market data, organisational policies and developments in
equality and diversity law, as well as including new case studies
and analysis of current and emerging areas of debate in the UK
and across Europe.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70026-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70028-7: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14429-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700287

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03048-7: £180.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02937-5: £51.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18639-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-78670-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032029375
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The Fashion Business

Talking Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Theory and Practice in Strategic Fashion Management

Tim Marsh

Dario Golizia

The book considers what makes an excellent face-to-face health
and safety contact on the workplace, and why these contacts
are a fundamental building block of any strong, caring and
empowering workplace culture. It stresses the vital importance
of inquiry, empathy and analysis in understanding what
employees need to mitigate risk factors around safety and mental
health. Written in an accessible and engaging manner, this book
is an ideal read for any frontline supervisor, HR manager, mental
health first aider, safety rep or company director.

This book provides a clear understanding of the different
business strategies and models across all markets of the fashion
industry. It provides a wholistic and practical approach to
strategic fashion management and marketing, the book covers
brand image, supply chain, communication, price point, and
social media. Each chapter features interviews with experts,
student activities and reflection points. Theoretically grounded
yet practical in its approach, this is important reading for
advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students of Strategic
Fashion Management, Fashion Marketing and Communications,
Fashion Merchandising and Luxury Fashion.

Routledge
Market: Business / Health, Safety & Welfare
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01231-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00630-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17778-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-409-46655-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006307

Routledge
Market: Business and Management/Fashion
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49053-9: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49055-3: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04424-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490553
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The Handbook of Ethical Purchasing
Principles and Practice
Rob Harrison
From plastics to palm oil and from carbon footprints to modern
slavery, buying ethically has now fully captured the public
interest. The Handbook of Ethical Purchasing is designed to help
people understand this new movement, its political background
and, most importantly, how to become involved more effectively.
By looking at companies, governments, citizens and campaigners
in turn, this book operates as a practical handbook for people
across all industries and sectors to become involved in the
important changes that need to be made.

Routledge
Market: Business and Management
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05994-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05995-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20018-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032059952
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The Kind Leader
A Practical Guide to Eliminating Fear, Creating Trust, and Leading with
Kindness
Karyn Ross
Kindness and leadership aren’t often synonymous. Ask someone
to describe "good leadership" to you and you will hear many
adjectives used: authentic, bold, challenging, charismatic,
decisive, empowering, fearless, goal-oriented, humble, inspiring,
original, passionate, role-model, strategic, and transparent, to
name of a few.

Productivity Press
Market: Business and Management / Leadership
September 2021: 7 x 10: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69343-5: £74.99
Pb: 978-0-367-69342-8: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14143-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693428
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The Power of Virtual Reality Cinema for Healthcare
Training
A Collaborative Guide for Medical Experts and Media Professionals
Edited by John Bowditch and Eric R. Williams
Cinematic Virtual Reality brings a combination of documentary,
narrative and game design principles to the medical profession
and, in the healthcare arena, collaboration is a key component
for creating intellectually- and emotionally- rich immersive
experiences.

Productivity Press
October 2021: 7 x 10: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76823-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76822-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16868-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367768225
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Campus Rape Culture

Critical Criminology Today

Identity and Myths

Counter-Hegemonic Essays
Jennifer L. Huck

Vincenzo Ruggiero, Middlesex University, UK

This book looks at rape myths and rape culture within the
university environment, examining the development of
identities in the creation and support of such culture; it
demonstrates how an understanding of rape culture is often at
odds with an understanding of the degree to which sexual
assaults take place, and of why they take place.
Written in a clear and direct style, this is essential reading for all
those engaged in research about rape culture, sexual assault,
and violence against women.

This book argues that critical criminology today can be
reimagined if new concepts are elaborated which bring
academic efforts close to the practices of social movements.
Building on an original collection of anti-hegemonic essays
focused on specific criminological areas, including femicide,
organized crime, drug use, punishment, state-corporate terrorism
and financial crime, this book identifies the radical potential
inherent in the choice of areas, topics and variables that critical
criminologists can address today.
An accessible and compelling read, this book will appeal to all
those engaged with critical criminology, sociology, and cultural
studies.

Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48306-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48307-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03921-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367483074

Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02222-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02221-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18241-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032022215

2nd Edition

Contemporary Critical Criminology

Critical Forensic Studies

Walter S. DeKeseredy, West Virginia University, USA

Roberta Julian, University of Tasmania, Australia, Loene
Howes, University of Tasmania, Australia and Rob White,
University of Tasmania, Australia
Series: Global Issues in Crime and Justice

Written by an internationally renowned scholar, Contemporary
Critical Criminology introduces the most up-to-date empirical,
theoretical, and political contributions made by critical
criminologists around the world. Now fully updated and
expanded in a new edition, this book offers further coverage of
new directions in critical criminology.
It covers topics such as Green Criminology; Indigenous
Criminology; Intersectionality; Narrative Criminology; Rural Critical
Criminology; Queer Criminology; Zemiology; Critical Research
Methods and Contemporary Critical Criminological Policies.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44387-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44389-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00942-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-55666-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443894

This book provides a comprehensive overview of the emerging
interdisciplinary field of ‘critical forensic studies’. It reviews
existing research and scholarship on forensic science from a
critical social science perspective, while forging a blueprint for
further work in this area.
This book is essential reading for forensic and criminal justice
practitioners and students across criminology, sociology, forensic
science, law, and psychology.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/Sociology
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58473-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-58474-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-50578-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138584747
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Criminal Theory Profiles

Historical Criminology
David Churchill, University of Leeds, Leeds, England, UK,
Henry Yeomans, University of Leeds, UK and Iain Channing,
University of Plymouth, UK
Series: Key Ideas in Criminology

Inside the Minds of Theorists of Crime and Deviance
Joshua D. Behl and Leonard A. Steverson
This book brings to life the major theories of crime and
deviance by presenting detailed profiles that help readers
differentiate each theory and its major propositions by better
understanding how, when, and by whom the theory was
formed. All chapters are organized with a brief overview of the
theorist and their significant ideas, a biographical profile of the
theorist, coverage of the theoretical developments and
contributions of the theorist, a list of major works by the theorist,
and a summary detailing the overall legacy of the theorist in the
field. This book is ideal for courses on criminology, criminological
theory, and criminal behavior.
Routledge
Market: Criminology / Criminal Theory
September 2021: 7 x 10: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47814-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47273-3: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03660-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472733

This book sets an agenda for the development of historical
approaches to criminology. It defines ‘historical criminology’,
explores its characteristic strengths and limitations, and considers
its potential to enhance, revise and fundamentally challenge
dominant modes of thinking about crime and social responses
to crime.
This book is essential reading for all criminologists, as well as
students taking courses on theories, concepts and methods in
criminology.
Routledge
Market: Criminology/History
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18573-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18575-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-19691-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367185756
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Financial Economics and Econometrics

Evidence, Theory, and Welfare
Brandon Lehr
This textbook provides an engaging and accessible introduction
to the motivating questions, real-world evidence, theoretical
models, and welfare implications of behavioral economics
concepts. Applications and examples illustrate the broad
relevance of behavioral economics for consumers, firms, markets,
and policy makers alike. Accessible to students from diverse
economic backgrounds, this textbook is an ideal resource for
courses on behavioural economics, experimental economics
and related areas. The accompanying Solutions Manual further
extends learning and engagement.
Routledge
Market: Economics
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 542pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42646-0: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42644-6: £47.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85407-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367426446

Nikiforos T. Laopodis, The American College of Greece,
Greece
Series: Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance
Financial Economics and Econometrics provides an overview of
the core topics in theoretical and empirical finance, with an
emphasis on applications and interpreting results. Structured in
five parts, the book covers financial data and univariate models;
asset returns; interest rates, yields and spreads; volatility and
correlation; and corporate finance and policy.

Routledge
Market: Economics
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07018-6: £200.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07017-9: £64.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20500-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070179
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Comparative Political Economy

Public Economics

Theory and Evidence

A Concise Introduction

Prosper M. Bernard, Jr., New York University, USA

José Luis Gómez-Barroso

This text provides an interdisciplinary and international
introduction to the study of political economy, looking at
interests, institutions, ideas, and globalization through a rational
choice framework. It opens with the theories and methods which
are widely used and these are applied to key topics including
political and economic institutions, electoral politics, partisan
ideology, inequality, economic voting, and redistribution.
Throughout the book, empirical evidence from around the world
is presented through charts, figures, in-text focus boxes, and
short case studies. It is the ideal text for courses on political
economy and political economics in all settings.

Public Economics: A Concise Introduction provides a concise and
non-technical overview of the role of government in the
economy. It offers an international focus throughout, with
examples taken from all over the globe. Readers are supported
with a range of pedagogical features, including example boxes,
chapter objectives and summaries, and end-of-chapter multiple
choice and reflection questions. This will be a valuable text for
students on courses in public economics, welfare economics,
public finance, public policy and related areas.

Routledge
Market: Economics
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18949-5: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18951-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-19946-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367189518

Routledge
Market: Economics / Public Policy
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00344-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77308-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17373-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773083

Ethics and Economics

Real Estate Valuation

An Introduction to Free Markets, Equality and Happiness

A Subjective Approach

Johan Graafland

G. Jason Goddard

This textbook applies economic ethics to evaluate the free
market system and enables students to examine the impact of
free markets using the three main ethical approaches:
utilitarianism, principle-based ethics, and virtue ethics. Ethics and
Economics systematically links empirical research to these ethical
questions, with a focus on the core topics of happiness,
inequality, and virtues. This book will give students a clear
theoretical and methodological toolkit for analyzing the ethics
of market policies, making it a valuable resource for courses on
economic ethics and economic philosophy.

This textbook highlights the subjective valuation components
of residential and commercial real estate which can lead to a
range of acceptable property value conclusions. It discusses the
causes of housing booms and goes in depth into the
heterogeneity of commercial real estate property valuation.
Other topics explored include the role of machine learning and
AI in real estate valuation, market participant value perceptions,
and the challenge of time in the valuation process.
It is suitable for undergraduate and master’s students of real
estate finance, and will also be useful for practitioners in
residential and commercial real estate.

Routledge
Market: Economics / Philosophy
September 2021: 7 x 10: 270pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02098-3: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02062-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18183-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020624
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Routledge
Market: Real Estate Finance
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53908-5: £140.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53907-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08367-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539078
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Rethinking Macroeconomics

Understanding the New Global Economy

A History of Economic Thought Perspective

A European Perspective

John F. McDonald, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Harald Sander

Macroeconomics has always played host to contesting schools
of thought, but recent events have exacerbated those
differences. To fully understand the subject, students need to
be aware of these controversies. This book introduces students
to the key schools of thought, equipping them with the
knowledge needed for a true understanding of today’s economy.
Offering the context that is missing from existing introductory
textbooks, this work encourages students to think critically about
received economic wisdom. This is the ideal complement to
any introductory macroeconomics textbook and is suited to
undergraduate students who have completed a principles of

Understanding the New Global Economy: A European
Perspective argues that globalisation is facing economic and
political headwinds.This book clarifies the fundamental questions
and trade-offs in a new global economy, and gives readers the
tools to understand contemporary debates. It presents a range
of possible policy options, without being prescriptive.This text
is an accessible guide to the contemporary world economy,
suited to students of international economics, political economy,
globalisation and European studies.

economics course.
Routledge
Market: Economics
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76358-9: £125.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76292-6: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16662-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-64406-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762926

Routledge
Market: Economics
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52373-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52369-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05761-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523695

Risk Science
An Introduction
Terje Aven, University of Stavanger, Norway and Shital
Thekdi
Risk science is becoming increasingly important as businesses,
policymakers and public sector leaders are tasked with
decision-making and investment using varying levels of
knowledge and information. This book explores the theory and
practice of risk science, providing concepts and tools for
understanding and acting under conditions of uncertainty.
Presenting both the foundational and most recent
advancements in the subject matter, this work particularly suits
students of risk science courses at college and university level.
The book provides broader key reading for students and scholars
in other domains also, including business, engineering, and public health.
Routledge
Market: Risk Management
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 426pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74269-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74268-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15686-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742683

The Economics of Banking
Jin Cao
The Economics of Banking provides an accessible overview of
banking theory and practice. It introduces readers to the building
blocks of fundamental theories and provides guidance on
state-of-the-art research, reflecting the dramatic changes in the
banking industry and banking research over the past two
decades. This book is suitable for advanced undergraduate,
masters, or early PhD students of economics and finance, and
will also be valuable reading for bankers and banking regulators.

Routledge
Market: Economics
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 664pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40571-7: £170.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40572-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35677-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367405724
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Business Ethics and Sustainability

Introduction to the Environmental Humanities

Roman Meinhold

J. Andrew Hubbell and John C. Ryan

This book equips readers with the knowledge, insights and key
capabilities to understand and practice business activities from
ethical and sustainable vantage points. It introduces the theory
and practice of ethical and sustainable business, focusing in
particular on eco-environmental sustainability, intergenerational
responsibilities, current disruptive technologies, and intercultural
values of the business community and consumers. This book
will be of great interest to students of business ethics,
environmental ethics, applied ethics and sustainable
development, as well as business practitioners striving toward
ethical, sustainable and responsible business practice.

This book provides an overview of Environmental Humanities’
evolution. The text introduces readers to seminal writings,
artworks, campaigns, and movements while demystifying
important terms such as the Anthropocene, environmental
justice, nature, ecosystem, ecology, posthuman and non-human.
Emerging theoretical areas such as critical animal and plant
studies, gender and queer studies, Indigenous studies, and
energy studies are also presented. Organized by discipline, the
book explores the role that the arts and humanities plays in the
future of the planet.

Routledge
Market: Business Ethics/Sustainable Development
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65058-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65060-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12765-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367650605

Routledge
Market: Environmental Studies / Peace and Conflict Studies
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 302pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39192-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-815-39193-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-351-20035-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815391937
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Circular Economy

Mosquitopia

Challenges and Opportunities for Ethical and Sustainable Business

The Place of Pests in a Healthy World

Edited by Helen Kopnina, University of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands and Kim Poldner

Edited by Marcus Hall and Dan Tamïr
Series: Routledge Environmental Humanities

How can we design circular business models? How can we
organize the transition from a linear to a circular economy? And
how can we imagine circular futures that help us transform
current realities? This book aims to provide answers to these
questions while addressing the challenges and opportunities
of the circular economy. Offering points of reference for
continued critical discourse and examples of practically
applicable sustainability solutions, this book will be of great
interest to students, teachers, practitioners and scholars of
circular economy.

This edited volume brings together natural scientists, social
scientists and humanists to assess if (or how) we may begin to
coexist harmoniously with the mosquito. Chapters assess
polarizing arguments for conserving and preserving mosquitoes,
as well as for controlling and killing them, elaborating on possible
consequences of both strategies. This book provides informed
answers to the dual question: could we eliminate mosquitoes,
and should we? Offering insights spanning the technical to the
philosophical, this is the ‘go to’ book for exploring humanity’s
many relationships with the mosquito—which becomes a
journey to finding better ways to inhabit the natural world.

Routledge
Market: Sustainable Business/Environment and Sustainability Studies
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41866-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-41864-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81665-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418649

Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable
Development
An Integrative Perspective
Lez Rayman-Bacchus, University of Winchester, UK. and
Philip R Walsh, Ryerson University, Canada
This textbook explores the overlapping interests of corporate
responsibility and sustainable development, specifically focusing
on the dynamics of social change, sustainable governance and
evaluation, and creating social value. Written by two highly
experienced authors, this book integrates short case studies and
chapter questions throughout the text, in order to reinforce
learning and help students reconcile ideas presented with real
world issues. An essential resource for advanced undergraduate
and postgraduate students of business, governance and
corporate governance, CSR, sustainability and sustainable
development, stakeholder theory, business ethics, and politics.
Routledge
Market: Environment/Sustainability/Business
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30771-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30772-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14252-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138307728
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Routledge
Market: Environment / Health
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52011-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52005-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05603-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367520052

Sociology Saves the Planet
An Introduction to Socioecological Thinking and Practice
Thomas Macias
Series: Routledge Explorations in Environmental Studies
Given its focus on inequality and the constituent elements of
the social world, sociology has often been accused of negligence
regarding the urgency of the world’s environmental crisis.
Sociology Save the Planet corrects this mis-perception by
integrating the theme of environment and society to highlight
the intrinsic value a sociological perspective brings to our
understanding of the current ecological crisis. Highlighting how
the environment and society are intrinsically linked, this book
argues that environmental concerns need to be treated as a
core concept in the study of sociology.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Environmental / Sustainability
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62759-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62757-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11066-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627577
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The Green City and Social Injustice

Transformative Pathways to Sustainability

21 Tales from North America and Europe

Learning Across Disciplines, Cultures and Contexts

Edited by Isabelle Anguelovski and James J. T. Connolly
Series: Routledge Equity, Justice and the Sustainable City series

Edited by Adrian Ely
Series: Pathways to Sustainability

This book examines the recent urban environmental trajectory
of twenty-one cities in Europe and North America over a 20 year
period. Based on fieldwork in ten countries, and on analysis of
core planning, policy, and activist documents and data, the book
offers a critical view of the growing green planning orthodoxy
in the Global North. It highlights the entanglements of this tenet
with neoliberal municipal policies including budget cuts for
community initiatives, long-term green spaces, and housing for
the most fragile residents; and the focus on large-scale urban
redevelopment and high-end real estate investment.

The book draws on content and cases from across the ‘Pathways’
consortium; an international group of six regional hubs that
defines sustainability challenges in their own local or national
contexts, in the following research areas: agri-food systems, with
a focus on open-source seeds in Argentina and sustainable land
management in the UK; low-carbon energy transitions that serve
the needs of the poor, focusing on mobile-enabled solar home
systems in Kenya and social aspects of the green transformation
in China; and sustainable urban water and waste, looking at
Xochimilco wetland in Mexico and Gurgaon in India.

Routledge
Market: Urban Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02413-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02411-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18327-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032024110

Routledge
Market: Environment / Sustainability
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35522-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-35523-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-33193-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367355234
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Urban Blue Spaces

The Sociology of Food and Agriculture

Planning and Design for Water, Health and Well-Being

Michael Carolan, Colorado State University, USA
Series: Earthscan Food and Agriculture
Thoroughly revised and updated, the third edition of The
Sociology of Food and Agriculture provides a cutting-edge,
comprehensive introduction to the study of food and society.
This title is perfect for students of food studies, including food
justice, food and nutrition security, sustainable diets and food
sovereignty, environmental sociology, agriculture and cultural
studies.

Routledge
Market: Sociology / Food and Agriculture
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68002-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68001-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13378-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-94625-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367680015

Edited by Simon Bell, Estonian University of Life Sciences,
Estonia, Lora E. Fleming, University of Exeter, UK, James
Grellier, University of Exeter, UK, Friedrich Kuhlmann,
Estonian University of Life Sciences, Estonia, Mark J.
Nieuwenhuijsen, IS Global, UK and Mathew P. White,
University of Exeter, UK
This book presents an evidence-based approach to landscape
planning and design for urban blue spaces that maximises the
benefits to human health and well-being while minimising the
risks. The international editorial team, consisting of researchers
and professionals across several disciplines, leads the reader
through theoretical aspects, evidence, illustrated case studies, risk assessment and a series
of validated tools to aid planning and design, before finishing with overarching planning
and design principles for a range of blue-space types.
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Routledge
Market: Environmental Planning / Design
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 506pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17317-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-17318-0: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05616-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367173180

Tomorrow's People and New Technology

Youth Climate Courts

Changing How We Live Our Lives

How You Can Host a Human Rights Trial for People and Planet

Felix Dodds, University of North Carolina & Tellus Institute,
USA, Carolina Duque Chopitea and Ranger Ruffins
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is characterized by the
emergence of new technologies that are blurring the boundaries
between the physical, the digital, and the biological worlds. This
book allows readers to explore how these technologies will
impact peoples’ lives by 2030. Providing an indication of what
the world might look like in 2030, this book is essential reading
for students, scholars, professionals, and policymakers interested
in the nexus between emerging technologies and sustainable
development, politics and society, and global governance.
Routledge
Market: Sustainable Development / Governance / Technology
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49290-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49288-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04549-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367492885

Thomas A. Kerns
This book focuses on Youth Climate Courts, a bold new tool that
young people in their teens to mid-twenties can use to compel
their local city or county government to live up to its human
rights obligations, formally acknowledge the climate crisis, and
take major steps to address it. It describes how a Youth Climate
Court works, how to start one, what human rights are, what they
require of local governments, and what governmental changes
a Youth Climate Court can realistically hope to accomplish. This
book offers a unique new tool to young climate activists
desperate for genuinely effective ways to directly move
governments to aggressively address the climate crisis.
Routledge
Market: Environment; law
October 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10909-1: £84.99
Pb: 978-1-032-10906-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21764-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032109060
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Climate Change
Mike Hulme
Series: Key Ideas in Geography
Written by a leading geographer of climate, this book offers a
unique guide to students and general readers alike for making
sense of this profound, far-reaching and contested idea. It
presents climate change as an idea with a past, a present and a
future. The book is written as a student text, suitable for
disciplinary and inter-disciplinary undergraduate and graduate
courses that embrace climate change from within social science
and humanities disciplines. Science students studying climate
change on inter-disciplinary programmes will also benefit from
reading it, as too will the general reader looking for a fresh and
distinctive account of climate change.
Routledge
Market: Climate Change/Environmental Studies/Geography
July 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42202-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42203-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82267-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367422035

4th Edition

Introduction to Geopolitics
Colin Flint, Utah State University, USA
The new edition presents the themes of geopolitical structures
and agents in an engaging and accessible manner, with no
previous knowledge of theory or current affairs
required. It includes the geopolitical implications of COVID-19,
China’s pronounced role in the world, the relative decline of the
US, and the Black Lives Matter movement. The book will provide
its readers with a set of critical analytical tools for understanding
the actions of states as well as non-state actors acting in
competition over resources and power. Both students and
general readers will find this book an essential stepping-stone
to a deeper and critical understanding of contemporary conflicts.
Routledge
Market: Human Geography and International Relations
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68380-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68675-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13854-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-19216-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686758

2nd Edition

Physical Geography: The Basics
Joseph Holden, University of Leeds, UK
Series: The Basics
This second edition, enhanced with more than 30 new figures,
provides an up-to-date overview of physical geography suitable
for all those with a personal or professional interest in
environmental processes, climate change and understanding
of the Earth’s landforms and dynamics. The text provides
explanations of processes enabling the reader to understand
the interconnected nature of the Earth’s system and has been
updated to include new developments and case studies. This
reader-friendly text covers the subject at a level suitable for those
about to embark on a university degree or for those who just
want to get a solid basic understanding of the physical
environment around them.
Routledge
Market: Geography/Environmental Science
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64271-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64408-6: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12440-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-55930-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644086
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5th Edition

Challenging Parental Alienation

Mary Sheridan's From Birth to Five Years

New Directions for Professionals and Parents

Children's Developmental Progress

Edited by Jean Mercer and Margaret Drew

Ajay Sharma, Southwark Primary Care Trust, UK, Helen
Cockerill, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, UK
and Sanctuary Lucy

This book addresses the concept of parental alienation - the
belief that when a child of divorced parents avoids one parent,
it may be because the preferred parent has persuaded the child
to do this. It argues against the unquestioning use of parental
alienation concepts in child custody conflicts. This book will be
useful reading for lawyers, judges, children’s services workers
including social workers, child protection court workers and
mental health professionals involved in child custody decisions.

This new edition of a classic text is the go-to reference for anyone
concerned with the developmental progress of pre-school
children. Fully aligned with current child development
philosophies and practices, Mary Sheridan’s From Birth to Five
Years: Children Developmental Progress is designed to support
the wider group of practitioners – including those from health
professions, social work and early years – that are now required
to take steps for promoting children’s development as part of
their assessment and management plans.

Routledge
Market: Health and Social Care/Child Welfare
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55977-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55976-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09592-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559762

Routledge
Market: Health and Social Care/Early Years
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52252-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52251-3: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05715-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-83354-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522513

Ethical Basics for the Caring Professions

2nd Edition

Knowledge and Skills for Thoughtful Practice

Supporting Women for Labour and Birth

G. R. McLean

Nicky Leap, University of Technology Sydney, Australia and
Billie Hunter, Cardiff University, UK

This book trains students of the caring professions across health
and social care in the basic philosophical skills and knowledge
needed to deal with the ethical aspects of their profession. It is
designed for use on all health and social care and human services
courses on ethics and values. It will also be of interest to
academics and professionals working within these fields.

This new edition provides an up-to-date and practical guide to
supporting women in labour, looking at a range of techniques
and approaches that promote a safe and positive experience of
birth for women and their families. The only book to deal directly
with the practical and emotional issues associated with labour
support, this is an ideal text for student midwives and an
important reference for practising midwives, doulas and other
childbirth practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Human Services/Ethics and Values
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00956-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00958-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17654-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009582

Routledge
Market: Midwifery
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55232-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55233-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09252-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-52429-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367552336

Intersectionality for Social Workers

Vaccination Programmes

A Practical Introduction to Theory and Practice

Epidemiology, Monitoring, Evaluation

Claudia Bernard

Susan Hahné, National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, the Netherlands, Kaatje Bollaerts, P-95,
Belgium and Paddy Farrington, Open University, UK

This book explores how intersectionality theory can be applied
to social work practice with children and families, older people
and mental health service users, and to engage with diversity
and difference in social work education and research. Providing
an introduction to an intersectional theoretical framework for
understanding the lives and experiences of
socially-disadvantaged service users, Intersectionality for Social
Workers will be required reading on all modules on
anti-oppressive and anti-discriminatory practice, sociology, and
ethics and values in social work.
Routledge
Market: Social Work/ Anti-Oppressive Practice
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60719-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-60721-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46728-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138607217

Vaccination programmes are of vital importance to public health
and are present in virtually every country in the world. By
promoting an understanding of the diverse effects of vaccination
programmes, this textbook discusses how epidemiologic
methods can be used to study, in real life, their impacts, benefits
and risks. The book is aimed at all those involved in the many
aspects of vaccination programmes, including public health
professionals and epidemiologists. Its primary target audiences
are master and doctoral students in infectious disease
epidemiology.
Routledge
Market: Public Health
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 470pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05484-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-05485-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16641-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138054851
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Economic Development in the Middle East
Rodney Wilson, Durham University, UK/
This new edition examines how development in the Middle East
is being influenced by global economic change. This
comparative textbook focuses on the region’s strengths, and
highlights development success, especially in the Gulf, Turkey
and Israel. The major structural changes in the economies of the
Middle East are analysed and current employment challenges
discussed.
Examining the drivers of economic development in the Middle
East in a regional and global context, this fully updated textbook
is a key resource for students and academics, interested in
economic development and the political economy of the Middle
East.
Routledge
Market: Business / Economics / Geograpy / Middle East
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51278-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51281-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05314-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367512811
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Zionism, Palestinian Nationalism and the Law
1939-1948
Steven E. Zipperstein, UCLA Center for Middle East
Development, USA
Series: UCLA Center for Middle East Development (CMED)
During the last decade of the British Mandate for Palestine
(1939-1948), Arabs and Jews used the law as a resource to gain
leverage against each other and to influence international
opinion. The parties invoked "transformational legal framing" to
portray the essentially political-religious conflict as a legal dispute
involving claims of justice, injustice and victimization, and giving
rise to legal/equitable remedies.
This study analyses the role of the law during the last decade of
the British Mandate for Palestine, making an essential
contribution to the literature on lawfare, framing and narrative and the Arab-Israeli Conflict.
Routledge
Market: History / Political science
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 448pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12581-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12584-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22526-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032125848

Egypt
A Fragile Power
Eberhard Kienle, SciencesPo, France
Series: The Contemporary Middle East
Focusing on authoritarian rule, unresolved economic challenges,
and external dependency, the volume explains the salient
political and economic features of contemporary Egypt against
the backdrop of its history since the beginning of the 19th
century.
Based on numerous primary and secondary sources in various
languages including Arabic and years of fieldwork, the book is
a key resource for scholars of all levels, journalists, policymakers,
and diplomats interested in comparative politics, political
economy of the Middle East and Egypt.
Routledge
Market: Political Science / Middle East
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33916-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-33917-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-44123-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138339170
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Waqf Development and Innovation
Socio-Economic and Legal Perspectives
Edited by Syed Nazim Ali, Hamad Bin Khalifa University,
Qatar and Umar A. Oseni, Executive Director, International
Islamic Liquidity Management Corporation, Malaysia
Waqf is one of the most potent socio-economic tools for
reducing public sector deficit and break the chain of
intergenerational poverty. Providing a high-level discussion on
waqf development and innovation within the context of the
modern socio-economic and legal developments, this book
examines the importance and potentials of waqf and the issues
relating to its legal and regulatory framework. It is a key resource
for researchers, policymakers and institutions interested in
charitable endowments, Islamic finance, and social finance.
Routledge
Market: Business / Economics / Finance / Middle East
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74472-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74477-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15807-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744779
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A Global History of Pre-Modern Warfare
Before the Rise of the West, 10,000 BCE–1500 CE
Kaushik Roy, Jadavpur University, India
Series: Cass Military Studies
This book examines the military histories of the regions beyond
western Europe in the premodern era. This book will be of much
interest to students of Military History, Strategic Studies and
World History.

Routledge
Market: Military History / Strategic Studies / World History
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24716-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24717-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28406-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367247171
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Routledge Handbook of Environmental Security
Edited by Richard A. Matthew, University of California Irvine,
USA, Evgenia Nizkorodov, University of California, Irvine,
USA and Crystal Murphy, Chapman University, USA
The Routledge Handbook on Environmental Security provides a
comprehensive, accessible and sophisticated overview of the
field of environmental security. It will be essential reading for
students of environmental studies, human security, global
governance, development studies, and international relations
in general.

Routledge
Market: Environmental Security / Development Studies / IR
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09229-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10759-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138092297

2nd Edition

The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military Relations
Edited by Florina Cristiana Matei, Carolyn Halladay and
Thomas C. Bruneau
This 2nd edition of The Routledge Handbook of Civil-Military
Relations offers a wide-ranging, internationally focused overview
of the field of civil-military relations. The handbook will be
essential reading for students and practitioners in the fields of
civil-military relations, defense studies, war and conflict studies,
international security, and IR in general.

Routledge
Market: Military Studies / War and Conflict Studies / Sociology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54042-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08422-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-78273-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367540425
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Climate Change and Biodiversity Governance in the
Amazon

Ethical Governance of Artificial Intelligence in the
Public Sector

At the Edge of Ecological Collapse?
Joana Castro Pereira, Lusiada University, Portugal and
Eduardo Viola, University of Brasilia, Brazil
Series: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global
Politics
This book provides an analysis of the recent governance of the
Amazon in Brazil, Peru, Bolivia and Colombia with a particular
focus on deforestation processes, demonstrating that current
policies and political and socioeconomic dynamics in the four
countries are risking the forest’s resilience. Climate Change and
Biodiversity Governance in the Amazon is essential reading for
students and researchers in the fields of environmental studies
and sustainability, Latin American studies, political science and
international relations, as well as for policymakers and
practitioners working in conservation and development.
Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics/International Relations/Latin America
July 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27554-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29658-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367275549
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Liza Ireni-Saban, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya, Israel
and Maya Sherman, Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Israel
Series: Routledge Studies in Policy and Power
This book argues that ethical evaluation of AI should be an
integral part of public service ethics and that an effective
normative framework is needed to provide ethical principles
and evaluation for decision-making in the public sphere, at both
local and international levels. This book will be of key interest to
scholars, students and professionals engaged in public
management and ethics management, AI ethics, public
organizations, public service leadership, compliance and more
broadly to public administration and policy, applied ethics and
philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Public Management
August 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61808-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10667-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367618087
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Climate Crisis Economics

Global Governance Futures

Stuart P. M. Mackintosh, Group of Thirty, USA
Climate Crisis Economics draws on economics, political economy,
scientific literature, and data to gauge the extent to which our
various communities — political, economic, business — are
making the essential leap to a new narrative and policy approach
that will accelerate us towards the necessary transition to a
decarbonised economy and sustainable future. This book will
appeal to academics, students, investors, and professionals from
varying disciplines including politics, international political
economy, and international economics.

Routledge
Market: Environmental Politics / Climate Change / Economics
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47870-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47869-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03708-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478698

Edited by Thomas G Weiss and Rorden Wilkinson, University
of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.
This book addresses the crucial importance of thinking through
the future of global governance arrangements. It considers the
prospects for the governance of world order approaching the
middle of the 21st century by exploring today’s most pressing
and enduring health, social, ecological, economic, and political
challenges. Designed to engage advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in international relations, organization, law,
and political economy as well as the general reader, it invites
readers to adopt both a backward- and forward-looking view
of global governance. It will spark discussion and debate as to
how dystopic futures might be avoided and change agents mobilized.
Routledge
Market: Politics
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68971-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68973-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13983-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689735
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Collaborative Governance

Investment Aftercare Explained

Principles, Processes, and Practical Tools

A Guide for FDI Practitioners and Policymakers on How to Grow and
Retain Investors

Stephen Greenwood, Laurel Singer and Wendy Willis
Collaborative Governance is the first true textbook on the topic,
presenting a solid grounding in relevant theory while also
focusing on case studies, process design, and practical tools.
While existing books on collaborate governance focus on
environmental and natural resource conflict resolution, this book
also draws on case studies involving collaborative,
community-based project implementation and cases that focus
on human services and social equity. Bringing together theory
and tools from the fields of negotiation and mediation, this book
introduces students and practitioners to the theory of
collaborative governance in the context of practical applications.
Routledge
Market: Public Administration & Public Policy
May 2021: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77606-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77601-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17206-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367776015
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Carolina Arriagada Peters, Cities & Collaboration, UK, David
Coble, Central Bank of Chile, Chile, Toby X. Li, Texas A&M
University, USA and Brendan Lewis, RealSAM Inc, USA
This book is the first to systematically map the last step of the
foreign investor’s journey, usually referred to as post-investment,
aftercare or business retention and expansion. This book is an
essential read for all public administration staff related to FDI
attraction and promotion, practitioners in the private sector and
FDI consultants. It will also be of great interest to multilateral
organizations seeking to organize seminars and training courses
for capacity building. The book will also benefit researchers,
academics and postgraduate students of international relations,
foreign trade and internationalization.
Routledge
Market: Political Economy / Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 474pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00627-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00624-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17495-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032006246
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Latin America in Global International Relations
Edited by Amitav Acharya, American University, Washington
DC, Melisa Deciancio, FLASCO, Buenos Aires and Diana
Tussie, FLASCO, Buenos Aires
Using decades of their own insight into teaching undergraduate
International Relations (IR) courses, leading experts offer an
introduction to IR thinking throughout history in Latin America,
unfolding ideas, voices, concepts and approaches from the
region that can contribute to the broader Global IR discussion.
Written with verve and clarity, Latin America in Global International
Relations exposes readers to the relevance of redefining and
broadening IR theory. It will serve as a guide for instructors in
structuring their courses and in identifying the place of Latin
America in the discipline.
Routledge
Market: Politics / International Relations / Latin America
July 2021: 6 x 9: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46471-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46470-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02895-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464707
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The Accountability of Expertise
Making the Un-Elected Safe for Democracy
Edited by Erik O. Eriksen, ARENA, University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge Studies on Democratising Europe
Based on in-depth studies of the relationship between expertise
and democracy in Europe, this book presents a new approach
to how the un-elected can be made safe for democracy. It
addresses the challenge of reconciling modern governments’
need for knowledge with the demand for democratic legitimacy.
This book is of key interest to scholars and students of
democracy, governance, and more broadly to political and
administrative science as well as the Science Technology Studies
(STS).
Routledge
Market: Democracy
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00762-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00760-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17549-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032007601
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The Politics and Ethics of Contemporary Work
Whither Work?
Edited by Keith Breen and Jean-Philippe Deranty
Bringing together leading international scholars within the fields
of social and political theory and philosophy, this book explores
how we should understand work and its role(s) in our lives and
wider society. This book will be of interest to undergraduate and
postgraduate students and established academics in the areas
of contemporary political theory and philosophy, social theory,
legal philosophy, labour studies, the sociology of work, practical
ethics, critical theory, and political activism.

Routledge
Market: 17/12/2020
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19806-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19811-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-24339-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367198114
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A Filtered Life

Explosive Conflict

Social Media on a College Campus

Time-Dynamics of Violence

Nicole Taylor, Texas State University and Mimi Nichter

Randall Collins

A Filtered Life is the first comprehensive ethnographic account
to explore how college students create and manage multiple
identities on social media. Drawing on interviews and digital
ethnographic data gleaned from popular social media platforms,
the authors document and make visible routinized practices
that are typically hidden and operating behind the scenes.

What determines how long conflict lasts and how much damage
it does? Inequality and hostility are not enough to explain when
and where violence breaks out. Ranging from the three months
of nationalism and hysteria after 9/11 to the assault on the
Capitol in 2021, Collins shows what makes some protests more
violent than others and why some revolutions are swift and
non-violent tipping-points while others devolve into lengthy
civil wars. Nevertheless, Collins offers some optimistic discoveries
on clues to mass rampages and heading off police atrocities,
with practical lessons from time-dynamics of violence.

Routledge
Market: Youth Studies / Digital Media
December 2021: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02136-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02134-8: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18204-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032021348

Routledge
Market: Social Theory/Political Science
February 2022: 6 x 9: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15773-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15770-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-24562-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032157702

Capitalism and Its Uncertain Future

Global Populisms

Kristin Plys and Charles Lemert
This engaging book provides new perspectives on well-known
theorists from Adam Smith, and Frantz Fanon, to Gilles Deleuze,
while also introducing readers to lesser known theorists such as
Lucia Sanchez Saornil, Mohammad Ali El Hammi. It examines
theories of capitalism from four perspectives: macro-historical
theories of the origins of capitalism; postcolonial theories of
capitalism that situate capitalism as seen from the Global South;
theories of capitalism from the perspective of labor; and
prospective theories of capitalism’s uncertain future. Provocative
yet accessible, the book will be of interest to anyone who wants
to explore where we’ve been and where we’re headed.
Routledge
Market: Social Theory/Political Theory
September 2021: 6 x 9: 396pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05605-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05604-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19829-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032056043

Carlos de la Torre, University of Kentucky, USA and Treethep
Srisa-nga
This ground-breaking textbook describes and explains the global
manifestations of populism. It reviews controversies about its
relationships with democracy in the distinct and interrelated
histories of the Americas, Asia, and Europe. Written in a clear and
accessible style, this interdisciplinary volume will appeal to
undergraduate students as well as to non-academic audiences
with an interest in political science, sociology, history, and
communication studies.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Politics / Populism
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33214-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33217-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31851-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367332174

3rd Edition

3rd Edition

Contemporary Social Theory

Research Methods

An Introduction

The Basics
Anthony Elliott
Now in its third edition, Anthony Elliott’s comprehensive, stylish
and accessible introduction continues to be the indispensable
guide to social theory. Fully revised and updated, the book
examines the major theoretical traditions from the Frankfurt
School to posthumanism, and from feminism and
post-structuralism to globalization theory and beyond. Like its
predecessors, the book combines stylish exposition with
reflective social critique and original insights. This volume will
prove a superb textbook with which to navigate the twists and
turns of contemporary social theory as taught in the disciplines
of sociology, politics, cultural and media studies and many more.

Routledge
Market: Contemporary Social Theory/Cultural Theory/Sociology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13259-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13262-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22838-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-52137-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032132624
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Nicholas Walliman, Oxford Brookes University, UK
Series: The Basics
Research Methods: The Basics is an accessible, user-friendly
introduction to the different aspects of research theory, methods
and practice. This third edition provides an expanded and fully
updated resource suitable for students and practitioners in a
wide range of disciplines including the natural sciences, social
sciences and humanities.
It is structured in two parts - the first covers the nature of
knowledge and the reasons for doing research, the second
explains the specific methods used to conduct an effective
research project and how to propose, plan, carry out and write
up a research project.
Routledge
Market: Research Methods/Sociology
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69407-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69408-1: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14169-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-69399-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367694081
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Social Sciences

The New Sociology of Ageing
Martin Slattery
Series: Routledge Advances in Sociology

The Big Issues
Kath Woodward, The Open University, UK
Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of Social Sciences:
The Big Issues explores key debates about how we live our
personal, domestic, and emotional lives at a time of enormous,
previously-unimaginable change and disruption, including a
pandemic that locked down households and economies.
This edition explores how big issues and social forces intersect
to create both change and evidence of continuity, especially of
social inequalities. Itprovides a clear, accessible introduction to
the ideas and approaches of the social sciences across a range
of disciplines, including sociology, psychology, and politics.
Routledge
Market: Social Science/Social Theory/Sociology
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52237-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52227-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05707-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-82409-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367522278

3rd Edition

The New Sociology of Ageing seeks to explore the challenges and
opportunities of Ageing as a global force in its own right working
alongside globalisation, urbanisation, new technology and now
both climate change and global pandemics in transforming later
life in the 21st century.
This book will be of interest to undergraduate students and early
scholars in Sociology, Social Sciences, Gerontology and Social
Policy.

Routledge
Market: SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL POLICY/HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46537-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46538-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02937-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465384

8th Edition

Sociology

Who Rules America?

The Basics

The Corporate Rich, White Nationalist Republicans, and Inclusionary
Democrats in the 2020s

Ken Plummer, University of Essex, UK
Series: The Basics
A lively, accessible and comprehensive introduction to the
diverse ways of thinking about social life, Sociology: The Basics
has been translated into six languages. In this thoroughly revised
and updated Third edition the reader is encouraged to think
critically about the structures, meanings, histories and cultures
found in the rapidly changing world we live in. With tasks to
stimulate the sociological mind and suggestions for further
reading both within the text and on an accompanying website,
this book is essential reading for all those studying sociology
and those with an interest in how the modern world works.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Student Reference
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 302pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74523-3: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-74524-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15831-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92745-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745240

G William Domhoff
At this time when voting rights are endangered, this significantly
updated edition shows precisely how the top 1% of the
population who own 43% of all financial wealth dominate
governmental decision-making. Domhoff details how the
corporate rich and the power dominate US policy, despite
constant challenges from inclusionary alliances and from
Democrats. The book is updated to explain dark attempts to
influence public opinion, the machinations of the climate-denial
network, and how minority rule and an ultraconservative
Supreme Court can now undermine other policies. Despite this
concentrated power, it will be the other 99%, not the top 1%,
who will decide the fate of the US.
Routledge
Market: Sociology/US Politics
November 2021: 6 x 9: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13903-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13902-9: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23140-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032139029

The Global Left
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Immanuel Wallerstein
This book presents a new assessment of global dynamics by
Immanuel Wallerstein, with additional chapters by prominent
social theorists. Global Left is a different concept from
globalization and speaks to the analysis of global change and
its implications both for intellectual understanding and political
action. Wallerstein considers anti-systemic movements, dilemmas
of the left in relation to the structural crisis of the modern
world-system, and tactics and strategies for political action. The
book includes new essays by Etienne Balibar, John K. Galbraith,
Johan Galtung, Nilufer Gole, and Pablo Gonzalez Casanova in
conversation with Wallerstein’s core ideas.
Routledge
Market: Sociology / Globalization
August 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 110pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39038-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-39039-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16729-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390393
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Advanced Personal Training

Critical Pedagogies in Physical Education, Physical
Activity and Health

Science to Practice
Edited by Paul Hough, St Marys University College, UK and
Brad J. Schoenfeld

Edited by Julie Stirrup and Oliver Hooper
This book explores critical pedagogy – and critical work around
the body, health and physical activity – in physical education.
By examining the complex relationships between policies and
practice, and how these are experienced by young people, it
elucidates the need for critical pedagogy in contemporary times.
Designed to support pedagogical study in a range of contexts,
this book will be of particular interest to undergraduate and
postgraduate students, teachers and researchers with an interest
in physical education, physical activity and health and the role
they play in young people’s lives.

This book allows readers to develop their understanding of the
scientific rationale behind components of personal training,
such as monitoring fitness and training programme design. Each
chapter includes cutting-edge scientific research to identify
optimum training methods and dispel some common myths
around nutrition and exercise.

Routledge
Market: Sport and Exercise Science/Fitness and Training
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 354pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06942-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90402-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20465-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92449-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367904029
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Routledge
Market: Physical Education / Exercise Science / Health Education
July 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43584-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42366-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00399-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367423667
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Athletic Development

Developing and Supporting Athlete Wellbeing

A Psychological Perspective

Person First, Athlete Second

Edited by Caroline Heaney, Nichola Kentzer and Ben
Oakley
Athletic Development: A Psychological Perspective is an examination
of the psychological factors that help or hinder the development
of participants in sport. This includes influences such as families,
coach-athlete interactions, and transitional episodes on an
individual’s pathway in sport.

Routledge
Market: Sport and Exercise Psychology
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72103-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72102-2: £33.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15345-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721022

Edited by Natalie Campbell, University of Gloucestershire,
UK, Abbe Brady, St Mary's University, Twickenham, UK and
Alison Tincknell-Smith, University of Bath, UK
This pioneering book in elite athlete wellbeing brings together
the narratives of athletes and wellbeing practitioners in high
performance sport with cutting edge theorising from world
leading academics to explore pertinent mental wellbeing matters
that present for elite athletes both during and after their careers.
The book is a must read for students and researchers working
in sport coaching, sport psychology, applied sport science or
sport management, as well as practitioners interested in
facilitating a duty of care for high performing athletes, and
working in coaching, sport science support, athlete development
programs, NGB policy and administration, or welfare services.
Routledge
Market: Sport Studies
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25461-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25462-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28792-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367254629

2nd Edition

Community Sport Coaching

Lab Reports and Projects in Sport and Exercise
Science

Policies and Practice
Edited by Ben Ives, Paul Potrac, Edge Hill University, UK,
Laura Gale and Lee Nelson, Edge Hill University, UK
Bringing together an international team of leading researchers
in sport policy, sport development, sport pedagogy, and sport
coaching, as well as some of the best emerging talents, this book
is the first to critically consider a range of policy and practice
issues directly connected to community sport coaching.

Routledge
Market: Sport Coaching
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43175-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74678-0: £33.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15906-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746780
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A Guide for Students
Mike Price, Coventry University, UK
This new revised edition sees the expansion of statistical
examples including initial data checks and assumptions,
increased awareness of critical appraisal tools and resources,
project planning and a range of ’Challenge yourself’ activities to
supplement understanding and provides a comprehensive
overview of what should be contained within each section of a
scientific report, and clearly explains how it should be presented.
Written in a friendly and engaging style, it guides the reader
through abstracts, literature reviews, methodology, reporting
discussions and referencing, and contains examples and advice
on how to improve and refine your own writing.
Routledge
Market: Sport Science/Research Methods
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63182-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63181-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11242-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-273-75840-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631819
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Motor Learning and Control for Practitioners
Cheryl A. Coker, Plymouth State University, USA
With an array of critical and engaging pedagogical features, the
fifth edition of Motor Learning and Control for Practitioners offers
the best practical introduction to motor learning available. This
reader-friendly text approaches motor learning in accessible
and simple terms and lays a theoretical foundation for assessing
performance; providing effective instruction; and designing
practice, rehabilitation, and training experiences that promote
skill acquisition.
Features such as Exploration Activities and Cerebral Challenges
involve students at every stage, while a broad range of examples
helps readers put theory into practice.
Routledge
Market: Sport & Exercise Science
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 398pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48402-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48053-0: £56.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03971-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-73701-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480530

3rd Edition

Psychology in Sports Coaching
Theory and Practice
Adam R. Nicholls, University of Hull, UK
Fully revised and updated, the third edition of Psychology in
Sports Coaching clearly and accessibly introduces the principles
and practice of sports psychology in the context of the coaching
process. Drawing on the very latest research and theory, the
book introduces the psychological tools and techniques that
coaches can use to get the best performances out of their
athletes. Every chapter contains useful features to aid learning
and understanding, including in-depth case studies, critical
thinking questions, clear and concise summaries, and practice
exam questions.
Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology / Sports Coaching
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06262-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06260-0: £35.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20144-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-70187-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032062600

4th Edition

Strategic Sports Event Management
Guy Masterman
This book provides students and event managers with an insight
into the strategic management of sports events of all scales and
types, from international mega-events to community sport.
Introducing key theory and best practice, it offers a practical,
step- by-step guide to planning, organizing, managing and
evaluating events. This new edition includes expanded coverage
of digital and social media, the social impact of events,
sustainability, security, entrepreneurship, employability. It is an
essential text for any sports event course, and invaluable reading
for any student or practitioner working in sport business, sport
management, sport development, or event management.
Routledge
Market: Sport Management/Event Management
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49465-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49466-7: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04625-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-53279-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367494667

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Event Management for the Tourism and Hospitality
Industries

World Tourism Cities
A Systematic Approach to Urban Tourism

Bonita M. Kolb, Lycoming College, USA

Alastair M. Morrison and Cristina Maxim

Event Management for the Tourism and Hospitality Industries
provides a theoretical and practical approach to teach students
of Tourism and Hospitality the basics of planning, managing
and evaluating all types of events. This will be essential reading
for all Tourism and Hospitality students with an interest in Events
Management and Design, and for practitioners employed in
tour companies, cruise ships, destination management
organizations and cultural festivals.

World Tourism Cities: A Systematic Approach to Urban Tourism is
a unique and contemporary textbook that addresses the
particular situation of urban tourism destinations in the 2020s
by reviewing key issues, trends, challenges and future
opportunities for urban tourism destinations worldwide, as well
as city destination management. Written in a student friendly
tone, the book is richly illustrated and contains several engaging
features including Sweet Tweets (snippets of information on cities)
and Short Breaks (detailed case studies on cities). This will be
essential reading for all Tourism students.

Routledge
Market: Tourism, Hospitality and Events
July 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64997-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64992-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12732-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367649920
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Routledge
Market: Tourism
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62913-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62912-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11141-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629120

2nd Edition

Events Feasibility and Development
William O'Toole
Series: Events Management
This book outlines best practice in event development and the
global events sector. Tools and techniques from the first edition
have been refined and expanded through their use in over 20
countries, including the USA, France, UAE, Malaysia and South
Africa. These include strategy development and implementation,
asset management, portfolio management, return on
investment, management process mapping and the feasibility
study. Fascinating current examples illustrate these professional
management techniques. This will be essential reading for all
students of Event Management.
Routledge
Market: Events
November 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00093-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00087-9: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17270-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-750-66640-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000879

The Sustainable Chef
The Environment in Culinary Arts, Restaurants, and Hospitality
Stefan Gössling, Lund University, Sweden and C. Michael
Hall, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
This book provides the first systematic and accessible text for
students of hospitality and the culinary arts that directly
addresses how more sustainable restaurants and commercial
food services can be achieved. Case studies from all over the
world illustrate the tools and techniques helping to meet
environmental and economic bottom lines. This will be essential
reading for all students of hospitality and the culinary arts.

Routledge
Market: Hospitality
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73370-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-73373-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-18748-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138733732
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A Primer for Emotionally Focused Individual
Therapy (EFIT)

ADHD and Asperger Syndrome in Smart Kids and
Adults

Cultivating Fitness and Growth in Every Client

Twelve Stories of Struggle, Support, and Treatment

Susan M. Johnson and T. Leanne Campbell

Thomas E. Brown

Designed for therapists at all levels of expertise, Johnson and
Campbell focus on introducing clinicians to EFIT interventions,
techniques, and change processes in a highly accessible and
practical format. The book begins by summarizing attachment
theory and science—the theoretical basis of this
model—together with the experiential approach to change in
psychotherapy. Chapters describe the three stages of EFIT,
macro-interventions, such as the EFIT Tango, and various
micro-interventions through clinical exercises, case studies, and
transcripts to demonstrate this model in practice with individuals.

This bookoffers detailed examples of individuals who have above
average cognitive intelligence, but struggle with executive
function impairments of ADHD and significant social-emotional
impairments of Asperger syndrome. Providing science-based
information about ADHD and Asperger syndrome in clearly
understandable, accessible language, this text is ideal for
clinicians, educators, social workers, medical and mental health
service providers, and parents of those struggling with such
impairments. It also argues for restoring the diagnosis of
Asperger Syndrome to diagnostic manuals of the American
Psychiatric Association and World Health Organization.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
September 2021: 6 x 9: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54597-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54825-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09074-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367548254

Routledge
Market: Autism Spectrum DIsorder
August 2021: 6 x 9: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69491-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69490-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14197-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367694906
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Acceptance and Commitment Skills for
Perfectionism and High-Achieving Behaviors

Advanced Sandtray Therapy
Digging Deeper into Clinical Practice
Linda E. Homeyer, Texas State University, USA and Marshall
N. Lyles, Independent scholar, Texas, USA

Do Things Your Way, Be Yourself, and Live a Purposeful Life
Patricia E. Zurita Ona
This book will show you how you can give your best, work hard
and push yourself when you deeply care about things without
sacrificing your well-being, hurting your relationships, or
compromising your health. You will learn when to engage in
high achieving actions in an effective, life-expansive and skillful
way. You will develop a new workable relationship with all those
narratives about not-being-good enough and treat yourself with
kindness, compassion and caring. Most importantly, you will
find that you can be yourself without losing yourself.
Routledge
Market: Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
December 2021: 6 x 9: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36919-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36922-4: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08315-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369224

Advanced Sandtray Therapy deepens mental health
professionals’ abilities to understand and apply sandtray therapy.
Chapters show readers how to integrate clinical theory with
sand work, resulting in more focused therapeutic work. Using
practical basics as building blocks, the book takes a detailed look
at the ins and outs of work with attachment and trauma, showing
therapists how to work through the sequence of treatment while
also taking into account clients’ trauma and attachment issues.
This text is vital for any clinician interested in adding sandtray
therapy to their existing work with clients as well as students in graduate programs for the
mental health professions.
Routledge
Market: Counseling/Sandtray Therapy
September 2021: 7 x 10: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55482-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55481-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09549-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554811
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2nd Edition

Addressing Challenging Moments in Psychotherapy

An Emotionally Focused Workbook for Couples

Clinical Wisdom for Working with Individuals, Groups and Couples

The Two of Us

Jerome S. Gans
Series: The New International Library of Group Analysis
This practical and helpful volume details how clinicians can work
through various and common challenges in individual, couple
or group psychotherapy. Chapters draw upon clinical wisdom
gleaned from the author’s 48 years as a practicing psychiatrist
to address topics such as using countertransference for
therapeutic purposes; resistance, especially when it needs to be
the focus of the therapy; and a prioritization of exploration over
explanation. Written with clarity, heart, and an abundance of
clinical wisdom, this is essential reading for all clinicians, teachers,
and supervisors of psychotherapy.
Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00533-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00532-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17460-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032005324

Veronica Kallos-Lilly, Vancouver Couple & Family Institute,
Vancouver, Canada and Jennifer Fitzgerald, University of
Queensland, Australia
Incorporating new developments in EFT and decades of research
in the field of attachment, the second edition of this newly
updated workbook includes chapters that explore concepts
such as attachment bonds, the three cycles of relationship
distress, how to make sense of emotions, relationship hurts and
more. Written by Veronica Kallos-Lily and Jennifer Fitzgerald, the
workbook follows the familiar and accessible format of the first
edition, Read, Reflect, and Discuss, and weaves fresh, illustrative
examples throughout, with updated content considering the impact of gender, culture,
and sexual orientation on relationship dynamics.
Routledge
Market: Emotionally Focused Therapy
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44402-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44403-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00948-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-74248-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444037
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Beck's Cognitive Therapy

Cognitive Behavior Interventions for Self-Defeating
Thoughts

Distinctive Features
Frank Wills, Independent Practitioner and Researcher, UK
Series: CBT Distinctive Features
Beck's Cognitive Therapy explores the key contributions made
by Aaron T. Beck to the development of cognitive behaviour
therapy. Updated throughout to include recent developments,
this revised edition of Beck's Cognitive Therapy will be ideal for
both newcomers and experienced practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
August 2021: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51948-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51947-6: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05579-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-43952-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367519476

Helping Clients to Overcome the Tyranny of “I Can’t”
Elliot D. Cohen
Integrating Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) with a logic-based
restructuring of Rational Emotive Behavioral Therapy (REBT), this
book provides therapists with a guide for addressing
self-defeating thoughts and behaviors. Cohen explores how the
tyrannical use of the words "I can’t" creates and sustains many
commonplace behavioral and emotional problems. Each chapter
explores a specific problem, including low frustration tolerance,
resistance to change, risk aversion, phobias, intolerance to
criticism, mind blocks and much more. This book is essential
reading for mental health professionals looking for novel
techniques of using CBT.
Routledge
Market: Cognitive Behavior Therapy
August 2021: 6 x 9: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46073-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46071-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02673-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460716
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Coaching Psychology for Mental Health

Coping with Crohn’s and Colitis

Borderline Personality Disorder and Personal Psychological Recovery

A Patient and Clinician’s Guide to CBT for IBD

Martin O'Connor and Hugh O'Donovan
Series: Coaching Psychology
This book describes an innovative and challenging project of
bringing coaching psychology to the lived experience of
individuals with a diagnosed mental illness, Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD). Written amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, it makes
a compelling case for coaching psychologists to engage with
the philosophy and practice implications of personal recovery,
at both professional and personal levels. It will be vital reading
for those engaged in coaching psychology and for the education,
training and continuous professional development of coaches
and coaching psychologists.

Melissa G. Hunt
Coping with Crohn’s and Colitis: A Patient and Clinician’s Guide to
CBT for IBD provides patients who have inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD) with cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) strategies
for coping with IBD. It teaches a number of practical skills that
can make coping with Crohn’s or colitis easier. Chapters provide
an overview of Crohn’s and colitis as well as the interplay
between stress and the gut, before offering strategies on
relaxation training, physical activity, managing stress and
avoidance, diet and nutrition, and medical treatment options.

Routledge
Market: Coaching
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50144-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50145-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04897-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501457

Routledge
Market: Cognitive Behavior Therapy/Inflammatory Bowel Disease
October 2021: 6 x 9: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52374-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52367-1: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05763-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523671
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Coaching Women to Lead

Couple Sexuality After 60

Changing the World from the Inside

Intimate, Pleasurable, and Satisfying

Averil Leimon, Director, White Water Group, UK, Leadership
Psychologist and International Speaker, François Moscovici,
White Water Strategies, London, UK and Helen Goodier,
White Water Strategies, London, UK
Series: Essential Coaching Skills and Knowledge
10 years ago, the first edition of this book asked why there was
such a low number of women filling leadership roles and
outlined what it took for women to succeed in their careers.
Since then, headline numbers have gone up but has there been
real change? This new edition continues a deep investigation
into underlying issues and coaching responses. Building on the
first edition’s original research with the London School of
Economics, the authors revisit all assumptions, adding millennials
and beyond, as well as a broader selection of industry sectors.
Routledge
Market: Coaching
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67784-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67786-2: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13280-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-49106-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367677862
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Barry McCarthy and Emily McCarthy
Confronting taboos and misunderstandings about sexuality and
aging, Couple Sexuality After 60: Intimate, Pleasurable, and
Satisfying motivates couples to embrace sex and sexuality after
their 60s, using the Good Enough Sex (GES) model. This book
places the essence of sexuality in pleasure-oriented touching,
not individual sex performance. Barry and Emily McCarthy
introduce a new sexual mantra of
‘desire/pleasure/eroticism/satisfaction’ with the goal of
presenting a healthy model of sexuality to replace the traditional
double standard that couples learn in young adulthood.
Routledge
Market: Self-help / Sex Therapy
August 2021: 5.83 x 8.27: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49170-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49171-0: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04488-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491710
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Creative Mindfulness Techniques for Clinical
Trauma Work

Five Minutes a Day to an Upgraded Therapy Practice

Insights and Applications for Mental Health Practitioners
Corinna M. Costello
This book examines the effectiveness of the CMT approach,
providing applicable art therapy techniques to enhance the
therapist’s toolbox for clinical effectiveness. It provides insights
into the neurophysiological impact of mindfulness techniques
on the brain. The combination of a psychodynamic and
neurobiological clinical lens allows effective utilization of
creativity in dealing with trauma exposure and its consequences
on people. The case studies and practical examples included
will be of much help to clinical mental health practitioners
working with clients suffering from PTSD, clinical trauma, stress
and anxiety.
Routledge
Market: Trauma
September 2021: 6 x 9: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46593-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46592-6: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03059-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465926

Transtheoretical Tips to Help You Make the Most of Each Session
Stephanie Ellis, Renewing Hope Counseling, Texas, USA
This textis a compilation of short, useful suggestions based on
classic theory, current research, and wisdom gathered over
fifteen years of clinical practice, supervision, and graduate
teaching in psychology and counseling. Chapters include highly
practical upgrades on standard therapy techniques and ideas
for continual therapist development. The book is made up of
ten sections, each with ten short chapters, each readable in
under five minutes. It is an indispensable resource for practicing
mental health clinicians, including counselors, clinical social
workers, psychologists, and other helpers, as well as advanced
students in counseling or similar graduate programs.
Routledge
Market: Counseling/Psychotherapy
August 2021: 8.25 x 11: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63613-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63614-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12508-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367636142
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Emotionally Focused Therapy with African American
Couples

Freudian Thought for the Contemporary Clinician
A Primer on Psychoanalytic Theory
Robert Mendelsohn

Love Heals
Paul T. Guillory
Emotionally Focused Therapy with African American Couples: Love
Heals provides a pathbreaking, evidence-based model of couple
work that reinforces the bond between partners in the face of
race-based distress. It brings a deep understanding of the legacy
of racial trauma and cultural strengths of African American
couple by using real-life case studies, each enhanced by a
consultation with EFT master therapist, Sue Johnson. It is an
essential text for students, mental health professionals,
psychologists, social workers, marriage and family therapists and
religious leaders.
Routledge
Market: Couple Therapy
August 2021: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37572-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37573-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35512-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367375737

This book uses clear language, modern contexts, and key
psychoanalytic concepts to exemplify how Sigmund Freud’s
thinking and legacy is directly relevant to contemporary
therapists. Featuring clinical examples and philosophical
explorations delivered in an accessible style, Freudian Thought
for the Contemporary Clinician will be a key text for
psychoanalytic clinicians in practice and in training. It will also
be of great interest to academics and scholars of psychoanalytic
studies, the history of psychology and the history of ideas.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77443-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77441-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17139-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367774417
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Integrated Care in Addiction Treatment

2nd Edition

Finding Your Way with Your Baby
Dilys Daws, Honorary Consultant Child Psychotherapist at
the Tavistock Clinic, London, practicing therapist and
Alexandra de Rementeria, Tavistock Trust and the Lewisham
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
Finding Your Way with Your Baby explores the emotional
experience of the baby in the first year, and that of the mother,
father and other significant adults. With real-life examples, the
book remains a helpful resource for parents, as well as
professionals interested in ideas from psychoanalytic clinical
practice including health visitors, midwives, social workers, GPs,
paediatricians and childcare workers.
Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy / Parenting
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53370-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53369-4: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08162-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-78706-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367533694

Philip Hemphill
This book emphasizes the importance of integrative care among
the health care professionals involved in addiction treatment
and includes a plan for executing and assessing the success of
the system. Drawing on three decades of experience, Dr.
Hemphill discusses the history and integration of coordinated
care, and details how it works in practice from the medical and
business perspectives. Resources are included for assessing
readiness, monitoring outcomes, and suggestions for continuous
improvement to ensure a seamless transition. This book offers
innovative solutions that any healthcare professional practicing
behavioral health and addiction medicine can use to ensure
optimal care.
Routledge
Market: Addiction and Substance Abuse
November 2021: 6 x 9: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65242-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65241-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12857-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367652418
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Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Understanding and Treating Chronic Shame

Contemporary Theory and Practice

Healing Right Brain Relational Trauma

Anthony W. Bateman, Jeremy Holmes and Elizabeth
Allison
What is psychoanalysis? Is it relevant to today’s mental health
crisis? How can psychoanalysis help people suffering from
psychological distress and illness? This vital new book examines
how psychoanalysis has changed since its inception, and how
it has adapted to the needs and concerns of twenty-first century
mental health professionals and patients. It provides an
indispensable, up-to-date and accessible account of
psychoanalysis today.

Routledge
Market: Psychoanalysis
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37570-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37571-3: £22.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35511-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367375713

Patricia A. DeYoung, Private practice, Ontario, Canada
A masterful synthesis of relational and attachment theory,
neurobiology, and contemporary psychoanalysis, Understanding
and Treating Chronic Shame has been internationally recognized
as an essential text on shame.
Integrating new theory about trauma, shame resilience, and
self-compassion, this second edition further clarifies the
relational, right-brain essence of being in and with the suffering
of shame. New chapters carry theory further into praxis.
Lucid and compassionate, this book engages with the most
profound challenges of clinical practice and touches into the
depths of being human.
Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
December 2021: 6 x 9: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37447-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37448-8: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81432-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83120-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367374488
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New Techniques of Grief Therapy

Understanding Your 7 Emotions

Bereavement and Beyond

CBT for Everyday Emotions and Common Mental Health Problems

Edited by Robert A. Neimeyer, Portland Institute for Loss
and Transition, Oregon, USA
Series edited by Darcy L. Harris
Series: Series in Death, Dying, and Bereavement
New Techniques of Grief Therapy expands on the mission of the
previous two Techniques books, featuring innovative approaches
to address the needs of those whose lives have been shadowed
by loss. The book starts with several framing chapters and follows
with a generous toolkit of creative therapeutic techniques
described in concrete detail and anchored in illustrative case
studies. New Techniques of Grief Therapy is an indispensable
resource for professionals working in hospice, hospital, palliative
care and elder care settings; clinicians in broader healthcare and mental health care
practices; executive coaches; and students in the field of grief therapy.
Routledge
Market: Grief and Bereavement
September 2021: 7 x 10: 362pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35202-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-815-35203-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-351-06912-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815352037

Lawrence Howells, clinical psychologist specialising in work
with adolescents and young adults
Understanding Your 7 Emotions explains how emotions help
us to respond to the world around us and are fundamental to
our existence. This easy-to-read guide will help anybody
interested in emotions, or struggling with common mental
health problems, to better understand how emotions work and
improve their own and other’s mental health and emotional
wellbeing. It will also be an invaluable resource to those working
in the caring professions.

Routledge
Market: Self-Help / Mental Health
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-68564-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68563-8: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13811-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367685638
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Psychotherapy with Survivors of Sexual Violence

Well-Being in Adolescent Girls

Inside and Outside the Room

From Theory to Interventions

Erene Hadjiioannou

Elena Savina and Jennifer M. Moran

This book aims to provide psychotherapists with practical
guidance that will enable them to work with the prolific societal
issue of sexual violence, both in the privacy of clinical practice
and the wider world as activists. It outlines the components of
relational psychotherapy necessary to counter the trauma that
brings survivors to services, with a particular focus on
empowerment and the freedoms that constitute it. It also defines
the neurophysiological systems involved in surviving traumatic
experiences and common psychological presentations, including
post-traumatic stress disorder.

This book equips school psychologists and other mental health
professionals with a comprehensive understanding of mental
health and well-being in adolescent girls. It places adolescent
girls in a developmental and social-cultural context and outlines
factors that can shape their well-being. Chapters include
theory-informed and empirically supported interventions to
help promote girls’ positive physical and socio-emotional
development and culminate in a list of recommended resources
for the reader. A valuable resource for school psychologists,
counselors, and mental health professionals working with
adolescents along with those in graduate courses in school
psychology and counseling.

Routledge
Market: Psychotherapy
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06588-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42951-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20294-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429515
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Routledge
Market: School Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61566-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61565-9: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10553-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615659
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A Journey into Open Science and Research
Transparency in Psychology

Anti-Work
Psychological Investigations into Its Truths, Problems, and Solutions

Jon Grahe

George M. Alliger

A Journey into Open Science and Research Transparency in
Psychology introduces the open science movement from
psychology through a narrative that integrates song lyrics,
National Parks, and concerns about Diversity, Social Justice, and
Sustainability. Along the way, readers receive practical guidance
on how to plan and share their research matching the ideals of
Scientific Transparency. This short book is intended as a
supplemental text for research methods courses or just a fun
and informative exploration of the fundamental topics associated
with the "Replication Crisis in Psychology" and the resulting
movement to increase scientific transparency in methods.

The first book to delineate anti-work in a systematic fashion by
identifying and compiling positions from a wide spread of
literature, Anti-Work defines the tenets of anti-work, reviews
them from a psychological and historical point of view, and
offers solutions to aid the average person in his or her struggle
with work. The book provides new ways to view and plan life,
and will be thought-provoking and valuable insight for students,
instructors, and practitioners in industrial and organizational
psychology and related fields, as well as all people who have
worked, will work, have never worked, or will never work.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
August 2021: 6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47159-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46459-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03385-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464592

Routledge
Market: Industrial and Organizational Psychology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75860-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75859-2: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16431-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758592
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AI vs Humans
Michael W. Eysenck, Emeritus Professor of Psychology in
the psychology department at Royal Holloway University
of London, UK and Christine Eysenck

Assessment and Diagnosis of Neurodevelopmental
Disorders in Young Children
A Practical Guide
Neil Nicoll

The great majority of books on artificial intelligence are written
by AI experts who understandably focus on its achievements
and potential transformative effects on society. In contrast, AI
vs. Humans is written by two psychologists (Michael and Christine
Eysenck) whose perspective on AI (including robotics) is based
on their knowledge and understanding of human cognition. At
a time when human commitment to AI appears unstoppable,
this up-to-date book advocates a symbiotic and co-operative
relationship between humans and AI. It will be essential reading
for anyone interested in AI and human cognition.
Routledge
Market: Psychology and AI
November 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75493-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75495-2: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16269-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754952

4th Edition

This essential guide is a research-based practical handbook for
assessing Global Developmental Delay and other
neurodevelopmental disorders in young children. It explains
diagnostic, support and treatment services available for children
and their families, clarifying psychological and medical
terminology, and global legislative and societal factors relating
to assessment. Including a chapter of illustrative case studies of
children with developmental disorders, this book will be essential
reading for educational, clinical, and developmental
psychologists working with children and their families, as well
as post-graduate students training in the field.
Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Neurodevelopmental Disorders
September 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 310pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77130-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77132-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16992-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367771324

4th Edition

An Introduction to Cognitive Psychology

Body Image

Processes and Disorders

Understanding Body Dissatisfaction in Men, Women and Children

David Groome, (retd.) University of Westminster, London.
The new editionprovides a comprehensive, yet accessible,
overview of the field for undergraduate students. The fourth
edition has been thoroughly revised throughout to provide a
comprehensive introduction to the core topics of cognition,
including memory, perception, thinking, and language. Uniquely,
alongside coverage of normal cognitive function, the book also
includes chapters on clinical disorders such as agnosia, amnesia,
and aphasia, providing a more balanced insight into the nature
of cognition and its related disorders. This book will appeal to
all students on an undergraduate psychology degree course, as
well as to those studying in related clinical professions.
Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 444pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49667-5: £125.00
Pb: 978-1-138-49669-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-351-02086-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72092-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138496699

Sarah Grogan, Department of Psychology, Faculty of Health,
Psychology & Social Care, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK
th

Fully revised and updated, Body Image 4 Edition provides a
comprehensive summary of research on body image in men,
women, and children drawing together research findings from
the fields of psychology, sociology, and gender studies. The only
sole-authored text in the field, and integrating work from several
disciplines, this is essential reading for students and researchers
in psychology, sociology, computing science, sport and exercise
science, and gender studies, with an interest in reducing body
dissatisfaction in men, women and children.
Routledge
Market: Psychology, Sociology and Gender Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56950-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56949-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10004-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92888-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569495
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Brain Laterality

Clinical Cases in Dysarthria
Edited by Margaret Walshe and Nick Miller
Series: Clinical Cases in Speech and Language Disorders

Up, Right, Forward
Kenneth M. Heilman

Through the medium of detailed clinical case reports, written
by well-respected clinicians and researchers working
internationally in the field, Clinical Cases in Dysarthria discusses
the challenges, and rewards of applying evidence-based
procedures to people with dysarthria in real-life busy routine
clinical settings. Each chapter has a specific argument drawing
on theoretical principles of assessment and rehabilitation,
incorporating latest research evidence. This book will be essential
for undergraduate and postgraduate student clinicians within
speech and language therapy/pathology courses, as well as
clinicians new to the field of dysarthria.

Brain Laterality answers one of the major questions we ask
ourselves every day: where? The book provides a thematic,
comprehensive overview of the brain mechanisms that influence
whether we go to the left or right, on which side we stand, and
which hand we use.
Featuring anecdotes from the author's own illustrious research
and clinical career, this book is a must-read for psychology
students, neuropsychologists, neurologists, and anyone
interested in the brain's role in handedness, directional
movement, intention, action, and posturing.
Routledge
Market: Brain Laterality
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 104pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07392-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07391-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20668-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032073910

Routledge
Market: Speech and Language Therapy
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00057-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00056-5: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17253-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032000565

Building Your Career in Psychology

Cognitive Psychology

Marie S. Hammond and Peggy Brady-Amoon
Building Your Career in Psychology is a new practical, aspirational,
and experiential book designed to help readers make informed
decisions about their college, career, and life success.
Featuring the best practices in facilitating career decision-making
and planning, this book is a must read for undergraduate and
graduate students in Psychology courses as well as anyone
interested in a career in psychology.

Routledge
Market: Introductory Psychology
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27498-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27499-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29641-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367274993

The Basics
Sandie Taylor, University of South Wales, UK and Lance
Workman
Series: The Basics
Cognitive Psychology: The Basics provides a compact introduction
to the core topics in the field, discussing the science behind the
everyday cognitive phenomena experienced by us all. The book
considers laboratory and applied theory and research alongside
technological developments to demonstrate how our
understanding of the brain’s role in cognition is improving all
the time.
It is an essential introductory text suitable for all students of
Cognitive Psychology and related disciplines. It will also be an
ideal read for any reader interested in the role of the brain in human behavior.
Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85686-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85685-4: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01435-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856854
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Children, Technology and Healthy Development

Crisis Talk

How to help kids be safe and thrive online

Negotiating with Individuals in Crisis

Catherine Knibbs
This highly accessible book aims to offer parents and
professionals insight into our journey with technology, offering
a research and evidence-based approach to understanding the
why of human behaviour in cyberspace, and particularly that of
children using devices, consoles and social media
platforms. Children, Technology and Healthy Development is for
all parents, and training and practising professionals in
psychology, education, social care and the police who are
concerned with understanding how we support children in an
online world. It will also be valuable reading for those in tech
design interested in the impact of technology on the developing
human.
Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Child Development
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77011-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77015-0: £18.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16939-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367770150
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Rein Ove Sikveland, Heidi Kevoe-Feldman and Elizabeth
Stokoe
Based on extensive analysis of real-time, authentic crisis
encounters collected in the UK and US, Crisis Talk: Negotiating
with Individuals in Crisis sheds light on the relatively hidden world
of communication between people in crisis and the professionals
whose job it is to help them. Crisis Talk showsreaders how every
turn taken by negotiators can exacerbate or solve the
communicative challenges created by crisis situations, making
it a unique and invaluable text for academics in psychology,
sociology, linguistic sciences, and related fields, as well as for
practitioners engaging in crisis negotiation training or fieldwork.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37531-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-37529-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35489-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367375294
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Cultural Diversity in Neuropsychological
Assessment

How to Improve Doctor-Patient Connection
Using Psychology to Optimize Healthcare Interactions
Christine J. Ko

Developing Understanding through Global Case Studies

How to Improve Doctor-Patient Connection offers actionable steps
for improving communication between health professionals
and patients based on visual, auditory, and emotional
understanding from the principles of cognitive psychology. By
integrating the perspectives of both doctors and patients and
applying a psychological lens, this text is invaluable to healthcare
practitioners, students of medicine, healthcare, biology, and
related fields, and anyone looking to improve their own or other’s
quality of doctor-patient interactions and overall healthcare
experience.

Edited by Farzin Irani
The handbook provides a platform for profesionals to bridge
cultures and speak to each other about the ethnically diverse
communities they serve throughout the world. It allows readers
to examine how they worked with diverse individuals from
indigenous and migrant communities.
It provides an invaluable clinical resource for neuropsychologists,
psychologists, and trainees. It increases self-reflection about
multicultural awareness and knowledge, highlights practical
ways to provide culturally aware neuropsychological and
psychological assessments, and sparks further discussion for
professional and personal growth in this area.
Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology
December 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 728pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50929-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50926-2: £74.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05186-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367509262

Routledge
Market: Psychology
October 2021: 6 x 9: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76945-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76947-5: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16906-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367769475
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Deepening the Leadership Journey

Living Your Life with Cancer through Acceptance
and Commitment Therapy

Nine Elements of Leadership Mastery
Al Bolea, University of Alaska, USA and Leanne Atwater,
University of Houston, USA
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Deepening The Leadership Journey is a compendium of topical
(and in some cases imponderable) situations for which leadership
is either applicable or in need. Intended for personal leadership
development and practicing managers as well as courses on
leadership, this approachable guide deepens the reader’s
leadership journey based on Al Bolea's "J-Curve" model of
leadership and the nine essential elements of leadership mastery
introduced in Becoming A Leader
Routledge
Market: Leadership
December 2021: 6 x 9: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47837-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47836-0: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03679-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478360

Flying over Thunderstorms
Anne Johnson, Claire Delduca and Reg Morris
This is the first book to focus on the scientifically based
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) approach to
self-management for people with cancer. Combining this
transdiagnostic approach with the lived experiences of people
with cancer, the book covers the range of psychological
symptoms and conditions as a result of cancer. With a focus on
value-based living as well as reducing distress, the book illustrates
thought management methods such as mindfulness and the
development of acceptance to provide a foundation for
enhancing participation and wellbeing. It is valuable reading for
all those living with cancer and their carers, as well as
psychological therapists working in oncology.
Routledge
Market: Health Psychology/Chronic Conditions
June 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54923-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54924-4: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09120-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367549244
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Global Pandemics and Epistemic Crises in
Psychology

6th Edition

A Socio-Philosophical Approach

Biological, Psychological, and Environmental

Edited by Martin Dege and Irene Strasser
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
Using COVID-19 as a base, this ground-breaking book brings
together several renowned scholars to explore the concept of
crisis, and how this global event has shaped the discipline of
psychology. It engages directly with the challenges that
psychology continues to face when theorizing societal issues
of gender, race, class, history and culture, while not disregarding
‘lived’ experiences. This is essential reading for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students of theoretical and
philosophical psychology, social psychology, community
psychology and developmental psychology.
Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
July 2021: 6 x 9: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70279-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-68893-6: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14541-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688936

Motivation
Lambert Deckers, Ball State University, USA
This textbook provides a complete overview of motivation and emotion, using an
overarching organizational scheme of how biological, psychological, and environmental
sources become motivation—the inducement of behavior, feelings, and cognition. It
combines classic studies with current research and uses numerous real-world examples
to engage students and make often-difficult theoretical concepts come to life. By
understanding and applying the principles of motivation described in the text, students
will not only discover insights into what motivates their own behavior but also how to
instigate self-change.
Routledge
Market: Motivation
December 2021: 7 x 10: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06518-2: £250.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06519-9: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20264-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-03633-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065199
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5th Edition

Music Cognition: The Basics

Statistics in Plain English

Henkjan Honing
Series: The Basics

Timothy C. Urdan, Santa Clara University

Why do people attach importance to the wordless language we
call music? Music Cognition: The Basics considers the role of our
cognitive functions such as perception, memory, attention, and
expectation in perceiving, making, and appreciating music. The
scope of the topics discussed ranges from the ability of
newborns to perceive a beat, to the unexpected musical
expertise of ordinary listeners. It is a must read for anyone
studying the Psychology of Music, Auditory Perception, or simply
interested in why we enjoy music the way we do.

Statistics in Plain English is a straightforward, conversational
introduction to statistics that delivers exactly what its title
promises. Each chapter begins with a brief overview of a statistic
that describes what the statistic does and when to use it,
followed by a detailed step-by-step explanation of how the
statistic works and exactly what information it provides. Chapters
also include an example of the statistic (or statistics) in use in
real-world research, "Worked Examples," "Writing It Up" sections
that demonstrate how to write about each statistic, "Wrapping
Up and Looking Forward" sections, and practice work problems.

Routledge
Market: Psychology of Music
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74526-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74500-4: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15830-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745004

Routledge
Market: Statistics
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 408pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34282-1: £150.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34283-8: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00645-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83834-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367342838
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New Perspectives on Arson and Firesetting

The Art and Science of Expert Witness Testimony

The Human-Fire Relationship

A Multidisciplinary Guide for Professionals

Faye K Horsley
Series: New Frontiers in Forensic Psychology
New Perspectives on Arson and Firesetting is the first forensic text
to move away from a sole focus on anti-social fire setting. The
author presents a broader investigation of the role of fire in
human life with a view to informing research and practice. The
forensic scope, applied focus, and emphasis on the importance
of interdisciplinary research and practice makes this book
essential reading for students in fields such as anthropology,
sociology, criminology, and psychology, as well as
interdisciplinary scholars, forensic practitioners, and allied
professionals.
Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40710-0: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40709-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-80864-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407094

Karen Postal
This innovative compilation of research is essential reading for
professionals and practitioners, such as physicians, engineers,
accountants, and scientists, that may find themselves experts
in a courtroom. The Art and Science of Expert Witness Testimony
provides a unique experience for readers, akin to being
personally mentored by over eighty-five attorneys, judges, and
seasoned experts as they share their observations, insights, and
strategies—not to "win" as a defense, prosecution, or plaintiff
expert, but to be productive in helping jurors and other triers of
fact do their difficult intellectual job in deciding a case.
Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49161-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49159-8: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04482-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491598
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Sleep and Brain Injury

The Creative Process

Crawford M. Thomas

Stories from the Arts and Sciences

This ground-breaking book binds together a contemporary
understanding of sleep and brain injury, pairing empirical
understanding through clinical practice with extensive
up-to-date research, to provide a deeply considered approach
to these overlapping topics. This new approach highlights how
sleep can affect the specific functional effects of brain injury and
how brain injury can exacerbate some of the specific functional
effects of sleep problems, thus having the potential to transform
the field of neurorehabilitation. It is essential reading for
professionals working with brain injury and postgraduate
students in clinical neuropsychology.
Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18896-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18899-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-19906-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367188993
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Charlotte L. Doyle
The Creative Process asks how celebrated works of art and
breakthroughs in science came to be. What was the first inkling?
What were the steps and missteps along the way? How was the
process experienced by the creative person as it proceeded?
And what are the implications for the psychology of the creative
process? From Darwin’s theoryto an unusual jazz sound, here
are 11 fascinating stories of how specific works took shape.
Psychologists, students interested in creativity, and all those
intrigued by the process from any creative field will find this
book essential reading.
Routledge
Market: Creativity
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85605-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85602-1: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01386-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856021
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The Psychology of Comedy
G Neil Martin
Series: The Psychology of Everything

The Psychology of the Selfie
What the Research Says
Barrie Gunter

This book provides a unique insight into the role of laughter and
humour in our lives. From the mechanics of comedy and what
makes a good joke, to the health benefits of laughter, the book
delves into different types of comedy, from slapstick to complex
puns, and the physiological response it provokes. The dark side
of comedy is also considered, confronting the idea that what is
funny to some can be offensive to others, making this universal
experience also highly subjective.
In a time when comedy continues to be one of the most popular
and enduring forms of art, The Psychology of Comedy reminds us
that laughter really is good for the soul.

The Psychology of the Selfie provides a comprehensive overview
and analysis of research on the significance of selfies, offering
insights into the topic from a psychological perspective and
examining important issues such as body image,
self-objectification, mental health and psychological benefits.;
Presenting a comprehensive analysis specifically of selfie
behaviour, this book is an essential reference for students and
researchers in communications and media, journalism,
information studies, psychology, and sociology, as well as anyone
with a general interest in the phenomenon.

Routledge
Market: Psychology
August 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36610-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36609-4: £11.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34726-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366094

Routledge
Market: Psychology
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00876-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00472-3: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17619-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004723

The Psychology of Democracy

2nd Edition

Darren G. Lilleker and Billur Aslan Ozgul
Series: The Psychology of Everything
This bookexplains the psychological underpinnings behind why
people engage with and participate in politics. Covering the
influence that political campaigns and media play, it analyses
real-world political events including the Trump administration,
Brexit, the Arab Spring, and Gezi Park, taking the reader on a
journey from engagement with a political news item all the way
through to taking to the streets to protest government policy
and action. In an age of post-truth and populism, this book
shows us how a strong democracy depends upon the feelings
and emotions of its citizens, from trust, belonging,
empowerment and representation, as much as on electoral
processes.
Routledge
Market: Psychology
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89816-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-89817-5: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02129-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898175

Thinking Visually
Stephen K. Reed
This book documents the many ways pictures, visual images,
and spatial metaphors influence our thinking. The book discusses
recent empirical, theoretical, and applied contributions that
support the view that visual thinking occurs not only where we
expect to find it, but also where we do not. Much of
comprehending language, for instance, depends on visual
simulations of words or on spatial metaphors that provide a
foundation for conceptual understanding. It will be an essential
read for all students and researchers interested in Visual Thinking.
Psychology Press
Market: Cognitive Psychology
September 2021: 7 x 10: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86034-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10025-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21325-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100258
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The Psychology of Extremism

Using Mathematics to Understand the World

A Motivational Perspective

How Culture Promotes Children's Mathematics

Edited by Arie W. Kruglanski, Catalina Kopetz and Ewa
Szumowska
Series: Frontiers of Social Psychology
This ground-breaking book introduces a new model of
extremism that emphasizes motivational imbalance among
individual needs, offering a unique multidisciplinary exploration
of extreme behaviors relating to terrorism, dieting, sports, love,
addictions, and money. Also including suggestions for ways in
which extremism could be counteracted, and to what extent it
appears to be harmful to individuals and society, this is essential
reading for students and academics in psychology and
behavioral sciences.
Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
September 2021: 6 x 9: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46762-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46760-9: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03089-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467609

Terezinha Nunes and Peter Bryant
Using Mathematics to Understand the World: How culture promotes
children's mathematics offers fundamental insight into how
mathematics permeates our lives as a way of representing and
thinking about the world. Internationally renowned experts
Terezinha Nunes and Peter Bryant examine research into
children’s mathematical development to show why it is
important to distinguish between quantities, relations and
numbers. This essential text is for all students of mathematics
education, developmental psychology and cognitive psychology.
By including activities for parents and professionals to try
themselves, it may help you to recognize your own quantitative
reasoning.
Routledge
Market: Education/ Psychology
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 186pp
Hb: 978-0-367-21168-4: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-21170-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26581-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367211707
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Architectural Terra Cotta

Design for Social Innovation

Donald B. Corner, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, USA and John Rowell

Case Studies from Around the World

Architectural Terra Cotta examines the evolution of terra cotta and prepares architects and
builders to make new, creative uses of the timeless material.
With over 150 color images, this volume provides a concise resource for all those considering
terra cotta as a façade system: architects, façade engineers, cladding subcontractors,
materials suppliers, developers, and prospective clients. With inspiring examples of
expressive possibility, this invaluable book will find a home with students and professionals
alike interested in making rich, colorful, and durable buildings.

Edited by Mariana Amatullo, Bryan Boyer, Jennifer May and Andrew Shea

Routledge
Market: Architecture
November 2021: 7 x 10: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-17826-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-17830-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05791-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367178307

Grounded by a global survey in sectors as diverse as public health, urban planning, economic
development, education, humanitarian response, cultural heritage, and civil rights, Design
For Social Innovation captures these stories and more through 45 richly illustrated case
studies from six continents.
Design For Social Innovation is a must-have for professionals, organizations and educators
in design, philanthropy, social innovation and entrepreneurship. This book marks the first
attempt to define the contours of a global overview that showcases the cultural, economic,
and organizational levers propelling design for social innovation forward today.
Routledge
Market: Design / Social Innovation
November 2021: 7 x 10: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89844-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-89842-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02136-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898427
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Building Theories

Digital Fabrication in Interior Design

Architecture as the Art of Building

Body, Object, Enclosure

Franca Trubiano, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Edited by Jonathon Anderson and Lois Weinthal

This book explores significant and timely topics for both the
design and construction of contemporary architecture by
challenging its very practice of theory. It proposes an alternative
definition of architectural theory; one that is able and willing to
confront the many contradictions now faced by designers,
architects, engineers, and builders who negotiate often
overwhelming technological imperatives. It valorises the, as yet,
untapped potential of thinking through building, preparing the
foundations for a critical return to the art of making that is
architecture.

Digital Fabrication in Interior Design: Body, Object, Enclosure draws together emerging topics
of making that span primary forms of craftsmanship to digital fabrication in order to
theoretically and practically analyze the innovative and interdisciplinary relationship between
digital fabrication technology and interior design.
A foundational text for interiors students and practitioners, Digital Fabrication in Interior
Design expands the necessary dialogue about digital fabrication at the scale of interiors to
inform design theory and practice.

Routledge
Market: Architectural Theory
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 632pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85903-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-85904-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-71755-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138859043
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Routledge
Market: Interior Design
September 2021: 7 x 10: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45884-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45881-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02593-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458812
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Homelessness and the Built Environment

Collaborations in Architecture and Engineering

Designing for Unhoused Persons

Clare Olsen, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, USA and Sinead
Mac Namara, Syracuse University, New York, USA
This new edition of Collaborations in Architecture and Engineering explores how to effectively
develop creative collaborations among architects and engineers. The authors, an architect
and an engineer, share insights gained from their experiences and research on fostering
productive communication, engaging in interdisciplinary discussions, and establishing
common design goals.
The second edition of Collaborations in Architecture and Engineering is a terrific sourcebook
for students, educators and professionals interested in integrative design practice among
the disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Architecture / Engineering
December 2021: 7 x 10: 312pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86286-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-86285-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01817-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-84062-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862855

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Jill Pable, Florida State University, USA, Yelena McLane,
Florida State University, USA and Lauren Trujillo, Florida
State University, USA
This book considers the supportive role that design can play for
unhoused persons and other users and argues that the built
environment is an equal partner alongside other therapies and
programs for ending a person’s state of homelessness.
Homelessness and the Built Environment is an imperative and
singular reference for interior designers, architects and building
renovation sponsors, design researchers and students forging
new discoveries, and policy makers who seek to assist
communities affected by homelessness.
Routledge
Market: Interior Design
July 2021: 7 x 10: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23262-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23244-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-27902-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367232443
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Landscape Architect's Pocket Book
Siobhan Vernon, Austin-Smith: Lord, UK, Susan Irwine,
Joanna Patton and Neil Chapman
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
This third edition of the bestselling Landscape Architect's Pocket
Book, written by leading practitioners, incorporates updates and
revisions to environmental and building regulations, contracts,
and a range of design guidelines including materials, SUDs,
environmental impact, and landscape character assessment.
Providing concise, easy to read reference material, useful
calculations, and instant access to a wide range of topics, it is
an essential resource for landscape architects, construction
industry professionals, and students.
Routledge
Market: Landscape
September 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63526-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63527-5: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11950-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-63084-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367635275

Modern Apartment Design
Edited by Guy Marriage, Victoria University of Wellington,
New Zealand
The book provides guidelines to the design of modern
apartment buildings as well as a summation of current
cutting-edge practice in engineered timber construction.
It covers a brief history of apartment buildings around the world,
a broad outline of different types of apartment blocks, and a
strong focus on the design and actual construction of apartment
buildings. It also features six Case Study chapters from
industry-leading practitioners in the area, enabling best practice
in architecture and engineering of these new apartment building
types to be more widely understood and propagated worldwide.
The book will be of great interest to architects and architecture students.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
December 2021: 7 x 10: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64309-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64310-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12387-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643102
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Rethinking Global Modernism

7th Edition

Metric Handbook
Edited by Pamela Buxton, Freelance Architecture and
Design Journalist, UK
The Metric Handbook is the major handbook of planning and
design data for architects and architecture students. Covering
basic design data for all the major building types it is the ideal
starting point for any project. For each building type, the book
gives the basic design requirements and all the principal
dimensional data, and succinct guidance on how to use the
information and what regulations the designer needs to be
aware of. Significantly revised in reference to changing building
types and construction standards, new chapters on data centres
and logistics facilities and sustainable design integrated into
chapters throughout. This book belongs in every design office.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
November 2021: 8.27 x 11.69: 876pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51136-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51139-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05258-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-71468-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367511395

Minoru Yamasaki and the Fragility of Architecture
Paul Kidder, Seattle University
Few figures in the American arts have stories richer in irony than
does architect Minoru Yamasaki. While his twin towers of New
York’s World Trade Center are internationally iconic, few who
know the icon recognize its architect’s name or know much
about his portfolio of more than two hundred buildings. This
book undertakes a reinterpretation of Yamasaki’s significance
that combines architectural history with the study of his
intersection with defining moments of American history and
culture. Beautifully illustrated with over 100 colour illustrations,
this book will be of interest to students in architectural
history/theory, architectural preservation, and urban design.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62527-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62952-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11156-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629526

Architectural Historiography and the Postcolonial
Edited by Vikramaditya Prakash, University of Washington,
Seattle, USA, Maristella Casciato, Getty Research Institute,
USA and Daniel E. Coslett, Western Washington University,
USA
This anthology collects developing scholarship on modernism
that outlines a new decentred history of global modernism in
architecture using postcolonial and other related theoretical
frameworks. Its chapters explore the historiography and
weaknesses of modernism's normative interpretations and
propose alternatives to them. The collection offers essays that
interrogate transnationalism in new ways, reconsiders the agency
of the subaltern, and the roles played by infrastructures, materials,
and global institutions in propagating a diversity of modernisms internationally. Issues such
as colonial modernism, architectural pedagogy, cultural imperialism, and spirituality are
engaged.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63670-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63671-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12020-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367636715

The Architecture of Persistence
Designing for Future Use
David Fannon, Northeastern University, USA, Michelle Laboy
and Peter Wiederspahn
The Architecture of Persistence argues that continued human use
is the ultimate measure of sustainability in architecture, and that
expanding the discourse about adaptability to include continuity
as well as change offers the architectural manifestation of
resilience.
The Architecture of Persistence: Designing for Future Use offers
practitioners, students, and scholars a set of principles and
illustrative precedents exploring architecture’s unique ability to
connect an instructive past, a useful present, and an unknown
future.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
August 2021: 7 x 10: 302pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48638-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48637-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04201-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367486372
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The Constructed Other: Japanese Architecture in
the Western Mind
Kevin Nute
This book argues that a widespread assumption of the inherent
otherness of Japanese architecture made it not only a test of
the universality of Western architectural theories but also a
seemingly endless source of inspiration. The book traces three
interwoven themes in Western accounts of Japanese
architecture
th
from the reopening of Japan in the mid-19 century to the
present day. It is suggested that these narratives had the effect
of creating what amounted to a mythical version of Japanese
architecture in the West, often at odds with historical fact,
but
th
which nonetheless exercised a powerful influence on 20 century
architecture internationally.
Routledge
Market: Architecture
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-138-39073-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-39075-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42322-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390751
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Virtual Aesthetics in Architecture
Designing in Mixed Realities
Edited by Sara Eloy, Anette Kreutzberg and Ioanna
Symeonidou
Virtual Aesthetics in Architecture: Designing in Mixed Realities
presents a curated selection of projects and texts contributed
by leading international architects and designers who are using
virtual reality technologies in their design process.
This bookexpands the use of technology per se and focusses on
how architecture can benefit from its aesthetic potential during
the design process. A must-read for practitioners, academics
and students interested in cutting-edge digital design.
Routledge
Market: Architecture / Digital Architecture
August 2021: 7 x 10: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02372-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02373-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18310-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032023731
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Beyond the Workplace Zoo

Social Value in Practice
Ani Raiden, Nottingham Business School, Notthingham
Trent University, UK and Andrew King, Soul Value
Consultancy
Series: Social Value in the Built Environment

Humanising the Office
Nigel Oseland
Beyond the Workplace Zoo offers high-level pragmatic guidance
on office design that meets basic human needs, drawing on the
fields of psychology anthropology, sociology and zoology. As
an environmental psychologist, Dr Oseland takes an
evidence-based and human-centric approach to workplace
design, resulting in workplaces that enhance wellbeing and
performance thus enabling the occupants to thrive rather than
simply survive. This book is key reading for professionals, and
post-graduate students, in business, interior design, architecture,
surveying, facilities management, building services engineering,
HR and organisational or environmental psychology.
Routledge
Market: Workplace Management/Facilities Management
September 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65532-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65533-4: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12997-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367655334

Social Value in Practice offers the reader a simple, accessible guide
for considering, creating, and delivering social value in projects
and within their organisation. The book connects social value
to the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
presents an insight into the many and different practical ways
in which individuals and organisations can make a positive
impact towards resolving the ‘people, planet and prosperity’
agenda. This book is a must read for all those involved in
procuring, tendering, planning, designing, developing, funding, building, working in and
managing the built environment.
Routledge
Market: Built Environment
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45716-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45715-0: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02491-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367457150

Construction Procurement

The Economics of Property and Planning

Complex Property Development

Future Value

Brian Greenhalgh, Chartered Quantity Surveyor, UK, Graham
Squires and Abdul-Majeed Mahamadu
This book is an easy to read introduction to the principles and
methods of building procurement and is aimed at first year
students or non-cognate graduates starting out on a career in
construction, property, quantity surveying and construction
management. Containing discussion points, chapter summaries
and case studies, this book is ideal for use on a variety of degree
programs and courses across the built environment and
engineering.

Graham Squires
This book introduces the interlocking disciplines of property and
planning to economic theory and practice. Unlike any other
available textbook, The Economics of Property and Planning
skilfully introduces the reader to the interplay between property
and planning using an economic lens. Targeted disciplines for
the book include Economics, Planning, Property, Construction,
Geography, Environmental Management, Sustainability, Housing,
Built Environment, Land Economy, Urban Studies, Regional
Studies, and Public Policy.

Routledge
Market: Construction/Quantity Surveying/Engineering
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72568-6: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72565-5: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15535-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725655

Routledge
Market: Economics, Built Environment
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62966-3: £135.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62967-0: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11163-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629670

Industry 4.0 Solutions for Building Design and
Construction

Urban Economy

A Paradigm of New Opportunities
Farzad Pour Rahimian, University of Strathclyde, UK, Jack
Steven Goulding, Northumbria University, UK, Sepehr
Abrishami, University of Portsmouth, UK, Saleh Seyedzadeh
and Faris Elghaish
This book provides in-depth results and case studies in
innovation from actual work undertaken in collaboration with
industry partners in Architecture, Engineering and Construction
(AEC). Scientific advances and innovative technologies in the
sector are key to shaping the changes emerging as a result of
Industry 4.0. This book is a timely and relevant synthesis of a
number of cogent subjects underpinning the paradigm shift
needed for the AEC industry and is essential reading for all
involved in the sector. It is particularly suited for use on Masters level programs in
Architecture, Engineering and Construction.
Routledge
Market: Architecture/Construction/Built Environment/Technology
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 448pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61880-3: £135.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61878-0: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10694-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367618780

Real Estate Economics and Public Policy
Colin Jones
Urban Economy: Real Estate Economics and Public Policy analyses
urban economic change and public policy in a more practical
way than a typical urban economics book. The book has a
distinctive framework that considers the underlying reasons,
and the consequences of urban change for real estate investors
and policy makers. The book includes chapter objectives,
self-assessment questions, chapter summaries, learning
outcomes, case studies, global data and statistics and is a new
textbook for core courses in urban economics and real estate
economics on global Real Estate, Planning and related degree
courses.
Routledge
Market: Real Estate/Urban Economics/Urban Planning
October 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46197-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46194-2: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02751-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461942
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Cities and Affordable Housing

Parametric Design for Landscape Architects

Planning, Design and Policy Nexus

Computational Techniques and Workflows

Edited by Sasha Tsenkova

Andrew Madl, University of Tennessee, USA

Combining academic rigour with knowledge from critical
practice, the book uses robust empirical analysis and
evidence-based case study research to illustrate the potential
of affordable housing partnerships for mixed-income, socially
inclusive neighbourhoods as a model to rebuild cities. Cities and
Affordable Housing is an essential interdisciplinary collection on
planning and design that will be of great interest to scholars,
urban professionals, architects, planners and policy-makers
interested in housing, urban planning and city building.

This primer provides a sequence of tutorial-based workflows for
the creation and utilization of algorithmic tools calibrated
towards the field of landscape architecture. Contemporary
practice and projective theory in landscape architecture requires
the processing and design of data associated with complex
systems to adequately represent composite, emergent scenarios.
The book provides professionals and students with multifaceted
skill-sets that, when applied in practice, expand and expedite
conventional and speculative design workflows applicable to
spatial design, and more specifically landscape architecture.

Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
September 2021: 7 x 10: 318pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00148-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00146-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17294-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001463

Routledge
Market: Landscape / Digital Computation
September 2021: 8.25 x 11: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19529-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19530-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20295-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367195304
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Futureproof City

The Climate Planner

Ten Immediate Paths to Urban Resilience

Overcoming Pushback Against Local Mitigation and Adaptation Plans

Barry D. Wilson

Jason King

The Futureproof City creates adaptability and resiliency in the
face of the unknown challenges resulting from technological
change, population explosion, global pandemic, and
environmental crisis. This book brings to the fore many new
solutions currently being proposed and piloted globally,
identifying ten key areas affecting the physical fabric of our cities
where governments, planners, investors, and the individuals
responsible for shaping lives can refocus their understanding,
priorities, and funding in order to more effectively utilise the
limited financial, natural, and time resources available.

The Climate Planner is about overcoming the objections to
climate change mitigation and adaption that planners face at a
local level. It shows how to draft climate plans that encounter
less resistance because they involve the public, stakeholders,
and decisionmakers in a way that builds trust, educates, creates
consensus, and leads to implementation. The book is written
for urban planners, local activists, journalists, elected or
appointed representatives, and the average citizen worried about
climate breakdown and working to reshape the built
environment.

Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
September 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63196-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63195-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11248-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367631956
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Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
August 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02023-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02020-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18151-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020204
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Oil Spaces

4th Edition

Urban Planning and Real Estate Development

Exploring the Global Petroleumscape
Edited by Carola Hein
Oil Spaces traces petroleum’s impact through a range of
territories from across the world, showing how industrially drilled
petroleum and its refined products have played a major role in
transforming the built environment in ways that are often not
visible or recognized.
By revealing petroleum’s role in organizing and imagining space
globally, this book takes up a key task in imagining the
possibilities of a post-oil future. It will be invaluable reading to
scholars and students of architectural and urban history,
planning, and geography of sustainable urban environments.
Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
August 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41751-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-41749-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81604-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367417499

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

John Ratcliffe, Michael Stubbs and Miles Keeping
Series: Natural and Built Environment Series
This fourth edition of Urban Planning and Real Estate Development
guides readers through the procedural and practical aspects of
developing land from the point of view of both planner and
developer. The authors explain the entire development process
from inception through appraisal, valuation and financing to
completion. Written by a team of authors with many years of
academic, professional and research experience, and illustrated
throughout with practical case studies and follow-up resources,
this book is an invaluable textbook for real estate and planning
students, and helps to meet the requirements of the RICS and
RTPI Assessment of Professional Competence.
Routledge
Market: Urban Planning
July 2021: 7 x 10: 522pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02572-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02574-8: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39892-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367025748
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Why Cities Need Large Parks
Large Parks in Large Cities
Edited by Richard Murray
The large parks and green infrastructure presented here illustrate
the diverse uses and many benefits of large urban parks across
30 major cities. At a time when we are seriously reconsidering
how we live in cities and our urban quality of life, while also
grappling with serious challenges of climate change, the authors
of this book detail the much-needed evidence, pathways and
vision for a future of more liveable, resilient cities where large
urban parks are at the core. This book will help park managers,
NGOs, landscape architects, and city planners to develop the
green city of the future.
Routledge
Market: Landscape Architecture
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07297-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07293-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20637-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032072937
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101 Rules of Thumb for Low-Energy Architecture

Inspired by Light

Huw Heywood

A design guide to transforming the home

Buildings and construction are a major contributor to the climate
and biodiversity emergency. They account for nearly 40% of
energy-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. It is more
important than ever for architects to design responsibly and
create low-carbon, low-energy buildings for a sustainable future.
101 Rules of Thumb sets out the essential elements of low-energy
architecture in a fresh, intuitive way. Where ever-changing
technology and complex legislation can cloud the designer’s
thought-process.

Sally Storey

RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
September 2021: 128pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46991-0: £20.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21281-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-859-46481-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469910

Never before have there been so many options to achieve the transformative effects of
light. Yet all too often, lighting – which does not just enable functionality, but also mood,
aesthetics and flow – is misunderstood, or plain badly done. Offering practical insight and
visual inspiration on successful lighting solutions and schemes, this is the most accessible
lighting design guide, offering a toolbox of techniques to apply in practice. Written by one
of the UK's leading lighting designers on both commercial and residential projects, it
features a variety of real-world projects – large and small, old and new, interior and exterior,
UK and global.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
October 2021: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46905-7: £35.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10855-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469057
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2nd Edition

Colour and Create Architecture 2

Self-build

Cities of the World

How to design and build your own home
Nerea Bermejo Olaizola

Julian Owen

Discover the cities of the world with Georgie the giraffe in this
entertaining and educational Colour and Create Architecture book.
With over 50 beautiful pages to design and colour in, and
featuring cities including Barcelona, Istanbul, London, New York,
Rome, Seoul, Shanghai and many more, little architects will have
hours of fun exploring different architecture styles from across
the world. The book encourages budding designers to use their
imagination, memory and observation skills to explore the world
around them in a playful and informative way. Enjoy the journey and get creative as you
go on an exciting architectural adventure!
RIBA Publishing
Market: Colouring & painting activity books
October 2021: 60pp
Pb: 978-1-914-12404-4: £9.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781914124044

If you’ve ever dreamt of designing and building your own home,
this book is for you. Anyone can be a self-builder – you can do
so without ever having to lay a brick yourself. Self-built homes
can also be more individual, better designed and more
economical than buying from a developer. This book is designed
for homeowners and self-builders, whether aspiring or on the
brink of starting a project. It provides a jargon-free, step-by-step
guide to the process of designing and building your own home,
distilling all of the practical information needed to make your
dream house a reality.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
October 2021: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-859-46939-2: £45.00
eBook: 978-1-003-23125-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469392
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Environmental Design Sourcebook

2nd Edition

Innovative Ideas for a Sustainable Built Environment

The Handbook to Building a Circular Economy

William McLean and Pete Silver

David Cheshire

How do we design in a climate emergency? A new social and
ecological prerogative demands appropriate material choices,
a re-invention of construction, and evolving building
programmes that look at lifecycle, embodied energy, energy
use and relative sustainability. This book is the perfect
introduction to sustainable design for architecture students. It
presents key concepts in relation to the embodied energy of
construction, material properties, environmental performance
of buildings and more. Inspirational, informative and highly
illustrated.

This book is a call to arms to all architects, designers and built
environment professionals. To avoid a climate catastrophe and
achieve a regenerative built environment, the use of new
materials and any excess waste in resources need to be cut out
from the very beginning of the design process. This requires
far-reaching change in established industry processes. How
might this begin? What are the key fundamentals you need to
know? How can a more effective model be applied? This book,
a much-updated second edition of the author’s previous
work Building Revolutions, answers all your questions. Inspiring,

RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture
August 2021: 7.44 x 9.69: 208pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46960-6: £35.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18904-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469606

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

but never overwhelming.
RIBA Publishing
Market: Architecture / Construction / Professional Practice
September 2021: 144pp
Pb: 978-1-859-46954-5: £30.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21277-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-859-46645-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859469545
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Automotive Technician Training: Theory
Tom Denton, IMI eLearning Development Manager, UK and
Hayley Pells, Avia Sports Cars Ltd, UK
Automotive Technician Training is the definitive textbook for
automotive engineering. Produced alongside the ATT online
learning resources, this textbook covers all the theory and
technology sections that students need to learn in order to pass
levels 1, 2 and 3 automotive courses. It is recommended by the
Institute of the Motor Industry and is ideal for exams run by other
awarding bodies. The revised edition overhauls the coverage of
workshop skills and advanced diagnostic techniques. It also
includes a new chapter about electric and hybrid vehicles and
advanced driver-assistance systems, along with new online learning activities.
Routledge
Market: Automotive Engineering
September 2021: 8.62 x 10.8: 578pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00233-0: £94.99
Pb: 978-1-032-00220-0: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17323-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-72038-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032002200

Mechanics of Solids
Carl Ross, Professor of Structural Dynamics, University of
Portsmouth, UK, John Bird, formerly Senior Lecturer, HMS
Sultan, UK and Andrew Little, Lecturer at the University of
Portsmouth, UK
This introduction to the behaviour of solid materials under
loading, focuses on statics and stress analysis. As the primary
recommended mechanics of solids text of the Council of
Engineering Institutions for undergraduates, it covers practical
stress and strain scenarios including simple stress and strain,
torsion, bending, elastic failure and buckling, with examples
such as thin-walled structures, beams, struts and composite
structures. New chapters cover matrix algebra, fracture mechanics, and additional material
considerations including creep and fatigue. The companion website offers solutions, and
multiple-choice tests; and resources for adopting course instructors.
Routledge
Market: Mechanical Engineering
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 518pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65141-1: £130.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65140-4: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12802-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-90467-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367651404

7th Edition

Bird's Electrical and Electronic Principles and
Technology

Workshop Machining
A Comprehensive Guide to Manual Operation

John Bird, Defence College of Technical Training, UK

David Harrison, Newcastle College, UK

This practical textbook introduces the essentials of electrical and
electronic engineering, and their uses in technology. It sets out
detailed examples and lab experiments, for future technicians
in electrical engineering, electronics, and telecommunications,
and is ideal for vocational courses at Levels 2 and 3, foundation
degrees and introductory courses for undergraduates. Now with
more on glass batteries, and global climate change and the
future of electricity production. The companion website gives
resources for both students and lecturers, including lists of
essential formulae, multiple choice tests, and full solutions for
all 900 further questions.

Workshop Machining is a comprehensive textbook that explains
the fundamental principles of manually operating machinery to
form shapes in a variety of materials. It bridges the gap between
traditional toolmaking skills and programming and operation
of CNC machines in a production environment. Everything is
covered from the basic machine controls to advanced cutting
operations using a wide range of tooling and work holding
devices. Theory and practice are shown viaa mixture of diagrams,
text and illustrated worked examples, as well as through
exercises.

Routledge
Market: Further Education / Electrical Engineering
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 592pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67237-9: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67235-5: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13040-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-67352-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367672355

Routledge
Market: Manufacturing and Mechanical Engineering
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 478pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27840-3: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27839-7: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29819-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367278397

7th Edition

Bird's Electrical Circuit Theory and Technology
John Bird, Defence College of Technical Training, UK
This fully comprehensive textexplains electrical circuit theory
and associated technology topics in a straightforward manner,
supported by practical engineering examples and applications
to ensure that readers can relate theory to practice. Containing
over 800 worked examples, this is an excellent text for a range
of courses, in particular for Degree and Foundation Degree in
electrical principles, circuit theory, telecommunications, and
electrical technology.

Routledge
Market: Further Education / Electrical Engineering
October 2021: 8.25 x 11: 930pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67224-9: £160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67222-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13033-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-67349-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367672225
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The Basics
The Basics is a highly successful series of accessible guidebooks which provide an overview of the fundamental
principles of a subject area in a jargon-free and undaunting format. Intended for students approaching a subject for the
first time, the books both introduce the essentials of a subject and provide an ideal springboard for further study. With
over 50 titles spanning subjects from Artificial Intelligence to Women’s Studies, The Basics are an ideal starting point for
students seeking to understand a subject area. Each text comes with recommendations for further study and gradually
introduces the complexities and nuances within a subject.
Research Methods

World Prehistory: The Basics

The Basics
By Nicholas Walliman
December 2021 • 248pp
pb: 978-0-367-69408-1: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9780367694081

By Brian M. Fagan, Nadia Durrani
November 2021 • 200pp
pb: 978-1-032-01112-7: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9781032011127

Film Studies

Music Cognition: The Basics

The Basics
By Amy Villarejo
November 2021 • 200pp
pb: 978-0-367-13501-0: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9780367135010

By Henkjan Honing
September 2021 • 177pp
pb: 978-0-367-74500-4: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9780367745004

Sociology

Cognitive Psychology

The Basics
By Ken Plummer
September 2021 • 302pp
pb: 978-0-367-74524-0: £19.99
www.routledge.com/9780367745240

The Basics
By Sandie Taylor, Lance Workman
September 2021 • 240pp
pb: 978-0-367-85685-4: £18.99
www.routledge.com/9780367856854

Bible and Film: The Basics

American Studies: The Basics

By Matthew S. Rindge
July 2021 • 236pp
pb: 978-0-815-39223-1: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9780815392231

By Andrew Dix
November 2021 • 220pp
pb: 978-1-138-77504-6: £16.99
www.routledge.com/9781138775046

To find out more about the series or request a review copy please contact:
Elaine Tearney at elaine.tearney@tandf.co.uk

www.routledge.com

Seminar Studies
Each book in the Seminar Studies series provides a concise and reliable introduction to a wide range of complex
historical events and debates, covering topics in British, European, US and world history from the early modern period to
the present day. Written by acknowledged experts and including supporting material such as extracts from historical
documents, chronologies, glossaries, guides to key figures and further reading suggestions, Seminar Studies titles are
essential reading for students of history. Almost half a century after its launch, the series continues to introduce students
to the problems involved in explaining the past, giving them the opportunity to grapple with historical documents and
encouraging them to reach their own conclusions.
English Catholicism 1558–1642
By Alan Dures, Francis Young
October 2021 • 164pp
pb: 978-0-367-67230-0: £34.99
www.routledge.com/9780367672300

A History of Colonial Latin America
from First Encounters to
Independence
By Susan Elizabeth Ramírez
September 2021 • 168pp
pb: 978-0-367-40815-2: £34.99
www.routledge.com/9780367408152

Origins of the Cold War 1941–1949

Japan in Transformation, 1945–2020

By Martin McCauley
July 2021 • 312pp
pb: 978-0-367-85836-0: £32.99
www.routledge.com/9780367858360

By Jeff Kingston
November 2021 • 254pp
pb: 978-1-138-36961-0: £32.99
www.routledge.com/9781138369610

The French Revolution 1787-1804

The United States and the First World
War

By P. M. Jones
September 2021 • 224pp
pb: 978-0-367-74132-7: £34.99
www.routledge.com/9780367741327

The New Deal and American Society,
1933–1941
By Kenneth J. Bindas
November 2021 • 164pp
pb: 978-0-367-48905-2: £34.99
www.routledge.com/9780367489052

By Jennifer D. Keene
July 2021 • 176pp
pb: 978-0-367-36383-3: £32.99
www.routledge.com/9780367363833

The Civil Rights Movement
The Black Freedom Struggle in America
By Bruce J. Dierenfield
June 2021 • 246pp
pb: 978-1-138-68181-1: £32.99
www.routledge.com/9781138681811

To find out more about the books or request a review copy please contact:
ElaineTearney at elaine.tearney@tandf.co.uk
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